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ABSTRACT

Techniques for Measurement, Analysis, and Optimization of HPC Communication

Performance

by

Philip A. Taffet

Inter-node communication is a critical component of tightly coupled applications

running on parallel high performance computing systems. Surveys of high perfor-

mance computing benchmarks and applications show that most applications spend

at least 20% of their execution time communicating, and some spend more than 50%.

Thus, inter-node communication performance is important to the overall performance

of parallel applications. Furthermore, as the scale of parallelism increases, communi-

cating efficiently becomes more important and typically more difficult. Application

developers often cannot address communication performance issues on their own,

whether because of a lack of useful diagnostic information, or because they stem from

system-level issues such as poor routing.

This dissertation describes several techniques for measuring, analyzing, and op-

timizing communication performance for parallel applications running on a super-

computer with a fat tree interconnect, all of which can aid in improving communi-

cation performance of applications. First, I describe a sampling-based monitoring

technique that uses a small amount of performance-related data in each packet to

reconstruct quantitative estimates of traffic and congestion correlated with both ap-

plication contexts and individual links. Using this information, it can distinguish



between problems with an application’s communication pattern, its mapping onto a

parallel system, and outside interference. Second, I propose an approach for gene-

rating optimized, traffic-aware routes on a statically routed network. The core of

this approach is a combination of linear programming formulations for the optimal

static routing problem. Third, I propose a technique for reconstructing application

traffic patterns via compressed sensing from switch counters and other system-level

information. The second and third contributions, combined to form a system called

CoGARFrSN, use measures of communication traffic to produce better static routes

that reduce congestion, which can be used effectively to turn a statically routed net-

work into a coarse-grained adaptively routed network. Experiments with a network

simulator show that CoGARFrSN routes often result in a 4-7× speedup over the

traffic-oblivious static routing strategy typically used in fat trees for several commu-

nication motifs, and CoGARFrSN routes sometimes even perform significantly better

than fine-grained hardware adaptive routing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Inter-node communication is a critical component of tightly-coupled applications run-

ning on parallel High Performance Computing (HPC) systems. Surveys of HPC ben-

chmarks and applications [1, 2, 3] show that most applications spend at least 20% of

their execution time communicating, and some spend more than 50%. Thus, inter-

node communication performance is important to the overall performance of parallel

applications. Furthermore, as the scale of parallelism increases, communicating effi-

ciently becomes more important and often more difficult.

HPC communication performance is growing as a research focus. For instance,

the technical program of the 2020 International Conference for High Performance

Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis (SC20) included two sessions (six

papers total) focusing on communication performance. Previous years’ conferences

included papers about communication performance as well.

1.1 Factors that Determine Communication Performance

In spite of a recent surge of effort, routing communication efficiently in networks

found in clusters and supercomputers remains a challenging task in many situations.

Just like node-level performance, many factors impact communication performance;

however visibility into communication performance is worse than its node-level coun-

terpart. HPC applications often treat networks as an opaque system, abstracting
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away details that impact performance.

1.1.1 Network Design Factors

Some factors impacting communication performance are essentially fixed once a sy-

stem procurement is finished. The most important of these factors are the network

topology and the choice of networking hardware. Both the network topology family

and its exact instantiation have wide ranging consequences. They impact the path

diversity (the number valid paths from a given source endpoint to a given destination

endpoint), available bandwidth, path lengths, the price of the network, and more.

Using faster networking hardware (e.g. 200 Gbps links instead of 100 Gbps links) in-

creases the performance of the network, but also the price. Since system procurement

requires balancing competing interests with a fixed budget, spending more money on

the network often means spending less on another aspect of the system. Sacrificing,

for example, RAM or CPU speed for the sake of a faster network may not result in a

faster system.

1.1.2 Application Design Factors

The vast majority of network traffic comes from user applications, and so factors

impacting their design can impact communication performance. Obviously, sending

fewer messages or smaller messages tends to reduce time spent communicating. Com-

munication avoiding algorithms [4] and choosing the right data representation can

help with this, but often trade-offs, e.g. additional computation or decreased nume-

rical stability, may result.

Applications can sometimes also overlap communication with computation or ot-

her useful work, reducing the impact of communication time on overall execution
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time, even if not reducing the total communication time.

Additionally, an application’s domain decomposition strategy impacts the sources,

destinations, and sizes of messages on the network. For example, a physics application

modelling a three dimensional computation domain can reduce the amount of traffic

on the network by mapping grid cells that are close in computation domain to compute

nodes that are close in the network topology. Chapter 2 discusses this case in detail.

1.1.3 Network Runtime Factors

Even if an application, mapping, and network are fixed, communication performance

can vary based on several factors. The time a network takes to deliver a packet from

a source endpoint to a destination endpoint depends on the path the packet takes, the

length of the path, and how much congestion is encountered along the path, among

other factors.

Since HPC networks tend to have high path diversity, but a given packet (or part of

a packet) can only traverse one path, a routing algorithm must select one of the valid

paths for each packet. Some of the valid paths are likely better than others, so the

choice of a routing algorithm can significantly impact how much congestion packets

encounter, and thus overall system performance. Furthermore, routing algorithms

work with limited information, decisions must be made quickly, and limitations of

networking hardware constrain the flexibility of routing algorithms. Static routing

algorithms choose an output port based on a packet’s destination alone, while adaptive

routing algorithms also consider network status. Several studies [5, 6] show that static

routing, although easier to implement in hardware, can limit the effective bisection

bandwidth of a large network to 40-60% of its theoretical bandwidth. Reducing the

gap between the theoretical and effective performance of statically routed networks
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is a major focus of this thesis, especially Chapters 3 and 5.

Holding other factors constant, shorter paths tend to be faster, because the speed

of data in a link is finite, because processing a packet at a switch takes a small but

non-zero amount of time, and because passing through fewer links provides fewer

opportunities to create congestion or to encounter congestion. However, since fat

tree networks, the focus of this thesis, have lots of path diversity, even when only

considering minimal paths (those of minimal length), we primarily consider minimal

paths. With this assumption, path length is determined entirely by a packet’s source,

destination, and the exact network topology. In other network topologies, deciding

when to use minimal paths and when to permit non-minimal paths is an important

and difficult question.

Finally, congestion is one of the most significant factors in determining commu-

nication performance. Congestion is the delay of a packet in a buffer, either internal

to a switch or at a network endpoint. This occurs when the link the packet must

traverse next is busy transmitting other packets, but it can also occur due to net-

work back-pressure if the next hop for the packet does not have sufficient buffer space

to store the packet. This form of back-pressure results from using credit-based flow

control [7] to manage buffer space, which ensures HPC interconnects remain lossless

under normal operation. Additionally, packets that would not otherwise stall in a

buffer may be forced to stall if switch forwarding order rules dictate they must come

after a packet encountering congestion. This phenomenon is known as head of line

blocking [8]. Chapter 2 explores congestion in more detail.
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1.2 The Need

HPC networking has also seen dramatic changes over the past few years. A decade

ago, torus network topologies were popular interconnects in HPC platforms [9, 10].

Today, fat trees [11] are found in many clusters and supercomputers, including at

least four of the top ten supercomputers as of November 2020 [12, 13, 14]. Deve-

lopment of new low-diameter network topologies continue, including several variants

of the dragonfly network topology [15], and the recent HyperX topology [16]. Furt-

hermore, Cray’s Slingshot networks [17] include a new implementation of congestion

control that researchers report is more effective than prior implementations [17]. Mel-

lanox, essentially the only InfiniBand vendor remaining, recently introduced major

proprietary extensions to a formerly open specification, including hardware adaptive

routing [18]. These advancements show a willingness by hardware manufacturers to

make modifications to hardware and protocols that appear promising.

Yet, in spite of recent advancements, many recent procurements lean to more

conservative solutions. For example, the recent Ruby system and Lawrence Livermore

National Lab [19], deployed September 2020, employs a fat tree topology with Omni-

path hardware [20], i.e. a traditional topology and hardware without adaptive routing

or novel congestion control. Commodity systems can be substantially cheaper, leading

to an overall more performant system for the same total price.

Thus, there is a need for solutions that make clever use of existing hardware or

hardware with minor changes to provide significant improvement in performance and

usability of high performance computing networks. This dissertation proposes three

solutions that meet this need.
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1.3 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following major contributions:

• A sampling-based approach for understanding where and why network con-

gestion occurs, requiring only 5-6 bits in a packet’s header and lightweight

modifications to switch hardware

• An online system for producing near-optimal traffic-aware static routes using

integer linear programming

• A scheme for inferring sources and destinations of observed network traffic from

centralized switch counter information using compressed sensing

• A traffic-aware route optimizer called CoGARFrSN (COarse Grained Adaptive

Routing FoR Static Networks) that uses our compressed sensing approach to

determine traffic patterns and quantify traffic between source-destination pairs

followed by our online traffic-aware static route generator, enabling a statically

routed network to transparently and periodically adjust routing to improve

performance

Although these contributions address the challenge of network congestion from vari-

ous perspectives, they share some common themes. In particular, they demonstrate

the power of a small amount of measurement data, when collected and interpreted

properly. This theme leads to our overall thesis statement:

Lightweight measurements of communication traffic in HPC platforms,

when analyzed using sophisticated mathematical techniques, reveal suf-

ficient information about communication patterns to guide selection of
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traffic-aware static routes that improve overall system performance and

deliver useful insights to application developers.

We describe each of these contributions in subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 discus-

ses a sampling-based traffic measurement technique, Chapter 3 describes a new stra-

tegy for traffic-aware routing, and Chapter 4 introduces a scheme for reconstructing

source-destination pair-level traffic information from switch counters. Chapter 5 pre-

sents CoGARFrSN and evaluates it with several case studies to show its strengths

and limitations. Chapter 6 summarizes our conclusions and discusses some extensions

and open questions that merit further investigation.
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Chapter 2

Understanding Congestion in High Performance

Interconnection Networks Using Sampling

To improve the communication performance of an application executing on a cluster

or supercomputer, developers need tools that enable them to understand how the

application’s communication patterns interact with the system’s network, especially

when those interactions result in congestion. Since communication performance is

difficult to reason about analytically and simulation is costly, measurement-based

approaches are needed. This section describes a new sampling-based technique to

collect information about the path a packet takes and congestion it encounters. We

describe a variant of this scheme that requires only 5–6 bits of information in a

monitored packet, making it practical for use in next-generation networks. Network

simulations using communication traces for miniGhost (a synthetic 3D finite difference

mini-application) and pF3D (a code that simulates laser-plasma interactions) show

that our technique provides precise application-centric quantitative information about

traffic and congestion that can be used to distinguish between problems with an

application’s communication patterns, its mapping onto a parallel system, and outside

interference.

This section describes a novel approach for sampling-based measurement and ana-

lysis of communication performance. My work makes several contributions.

• It describes a sampling-based, distributed, packet-centric approach for measu-

ring communication that provides a detailed quantitative understanding net-
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work traffic and congestion at the level of individual links.

• Simple rules for interpreting packet-centric measurements enable an application

developer to classify and diagnose communication performance problems.

• A useful variant of the technique can be implemented using as few as 5–6 bits

in a monitored packet and requires only modest support on network switches.

• Simulation case studies of two codes show that our technique provides suffi-

cient insight into their communication performance to help guide and evaluate

alternative approaches. and a brief evaluation of that implementation.

• An implementation of the low-overhead variant for Ethernet switches shows the

ease with which it can be implemented in hardware or specialized software.

The contents of this chapter, excluding Section 2.5.3, are published in my SC19

paper [21] and my HOTI26 (2019) paper [22] with slight modifications.

2.1 Problem Description

Inter-node communication is essential for tightly-coupled applications on distributed-

memory parallel systems. Typically, such applications communicate through a library,

such as one implementing the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [23], that abstracts

away the details of network communication. These applications are exposed to inter-

node communication performance through the time calls to communication routines

take to complete.

For communication-intensive applications, techniques for understanding communi-

cation bottlenecks that degrade the application’s performance are important. Current
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measurement and analysis tools can’t help developers fully understand an applica-

tion’s communication performance. Communication performance depends on many

factors—including an application’s communication pattern, the mapping between the

application’s logical topology and a platform’s network topology, the presence of back-

ground traffic, and complicated interactions between them. As a result, measuring

communication performance is a desirable alternative to detailed modeling of execu-

tions at scale.

While today’s interconnects provide switch counters that tools can use to identify

when and where network congestion arises, they are of limited use for identifying

the root causes of network congestion. For example, by default, the Fabric Manager

for Intel Omni-Path switches collects performance information every 10 seconds [24].

This is frequent enough for diagnosing overall health problems with the network (e.g.

a failing link), but not for attributing costs back to lines of code in an application.

Correlating data about a packet provided to a central fabric manager-like appli-

cation by different switches is possible [25]. However, if the path from the switches to

the fabric manager is shared with an application’s communication, recording perfor-

mance metrics frequently may distort application performance. This is particularly

problematic since congestion information is most valuable when spare bandwidth is

scarce. Furthermore, data at a fabric manager is not attributed to an application or

batch job, making it of limited use for detailed diagnosis.

To associate performance data directly with an application’s communication, it

would seem natural to simply augment each packet with performance data. However,

switches in high performance interconnects tend to use cut through switching to

reduce latency which essentially precludes adding additional headers in flight. Thus,

we need a method of gathering performance information while only using a fixed and
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very small amount of storage.

2.2 Background and Related Work

Reservoir sampling. Reservoir sampling is a statistical technique for efficiently

choosing a fixed-size random sample from a large population of unknown size. Ac-

cording to Knuth [26], the first such algorithm, known as Algorithm R, is due to

Waterman. When choosing a single-element uniform random sample, the algorithm

is simple to describe: choose the kth element as the tentative result with probability

1/k. The final result of the algorithm is the last chosen element.

Network congestion. Pfister and Norton [27] identified tree saturation, which

occurs when many nodes send a significant amount of traffic to a single destination,

a pattern known as incast. Tree saturation causes buffers in switches along paths to

the hot spot to become saturated, which slows down messages to other destinations

as a side effect. The InfiniBand Congestion Control Architecture [28] uses explicit

congestion notification [29], which with the right choice of parameters [30, 31], can

reduce the performance impact of such congestion.

Topologies and routing. Modern HPC platforms often employ low-diameter dra-

gonfly [15] or fat-tree [11] network topologies based on high-radix switches. Someti-

mes, such networks employ adaptive routing to minimize the impact of congestion. In

this dissertation, we study communication performance on a fat tree network, which

consists of a tree of network switches with compute nodes connected to the switches

at the leaves of the tree. Full bisection bandwidth fat trees have, in theory, the

same aggregate bandwidth between any two equal-sized partitions of the compute

nodes [32]. A common variant of this topology is a tapered fat tree, which sacrifices
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full bisection bandwidth to reduce the cost of the network [33]. In a tapered fat tree,

one or more of the upper levels of the tree provides less aggregate bandwidth than

the level immediately below.

Communication measurement. Many application-centric performance tools, e.g.

Tau [34] and Vampir [35], monitor communication by intercepting MPI calls using the

PMPI interface. Such tools lack insight into many effects that hurt communication

performance such as oversubscribed network links and inter-job interference.

At a lower level, Ohio State’s INAM2 tool [36] monitors communication by corre-

lating data from a batch scheduler, switch counters, and metrics provided by an MPI

runtime. Due to the coarse granularity of their measurement data, the tool can only

identify the process that generated traffic and the type of traffic.

Mellanox’s Unified Fabric Manager (UFM) [37] monitors a network and supports

job-level aggregation of traffic and congestion statistics from switches [38]. It assesses

congestion by computing the fraction of theoretical bandwidth utilized. UFM is

designed for system-wide analysis rather than for gaining detailed insight into an

application’s communication performance. Like our approach, UFM distinguishes

between several causes of congestion: routing, job placement, or resource allocation

inefficiencies [39].

Vetter’s Photon [40] is a lightweight MPI profiling tool that augments the header

of each sampled MPI message with a timestamp indicating the send time and a

source code location identifier. When a message arrives, the tool can use the fields to

compute message latency and to attribute it to the send and receive program contexts.

Vetter considers several methods for sampling messages and determines that random

sampling of each message is effective. Because Photon operates at the MPI level, it

is not able to attribute message latency to specific links or routers on the network.
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Yoga and Chabbi propose a monitoring scheme that tracks individual packets [25],

which enables measurements to be attributed back to code. In their scheme, swit-

ches collect performance data for marked packets and send it to a collection server,

which can reconstruct the full path of any marked packet. Additionally, since the

performance measurement data collected by switches contains timestamps, when ag-

gregated, this scheme provides rich information about how long each step in the

network took.

Packet sampling. Savage, Wetherall, et al. describe a sampling-based strategy to

identify the path of packets through the Internet [41]. The primary application of

this technique is to determine the source of IP packets in a denial-of-service attack,

even when the attacker has full control over the packets and can spoof the source

address field. They propose that each router update a special node field with its own

IP address with a fixed probability p. Their second strategy maintains a distance field

in each packet. When a packet’s node field is updated, its distance field is set to zero.

At each subsequent routing hop, the distance field is incremented so that when the

packet is delivered, the distance field indicates the distance between the recorded node

and the packet destination. Later work in the field of IP denial-of-service traceback

suggested using variable probabilities based on router position [42, 43], as well as

strategies that reduce the number of bits required in a packet or the number of

packets required [44, 45, 46, 47, 48].

Network simulators. Network simulators can be a valuable tool for understan-

ding communication performance. An application’s communication behavior can be

heavily instrumented without perturbing program behavior as an execution trace

is replayed. Our case studies use CODES [49]—a parallel, flit-level simulator that

specializes in simulating HPC interconnects. CODES models an input-queued and
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output-queued switch that uses credit-based flow control, similar to InfiniBand or

Omni-Path. Network models in CODES have been the subject of validation stu-

dies [50].

Differences from Taffet 2018 [51]. Although there are similarities between this

work and my Master’s thesis [51], there are important differences that set this work

apart. For example, my Master’s thesis focuses on a variant of the scheme using two

parallel reservoirs, while in later research we discovered that one reservoir with an

additional bit was sufficient. This adjustment also required re-evaluating the statis-

tical properties of the scheme. My later research also further developed the single-bit

hash component, contributing a new hash function that satisfied the required statis-

tical properties. Additionally, my Master’s thesis focused on evaluation with simple

synthetic traffic patterns, while later research diagnosed non-trivial problems in sub-

stantially more complicated case studies.

2.3 Approach

To help developers analyze an application’s communication performance, we have

devised a technique that performs a quantitative, link-based assessment of traffic

and congestion and correlates measurements to the application. We propose having

switches use reservoir sampling to collect information about a packet’s path and

congestion (if any) that the packet encounters as it passes through the network.

As a packet traverses each link along a path from source to destination, each

switch probabilistically updates a reservoir of size one inside the packet to record the

identity of the link and whether or not it is congested. The receiver can determine the

last link sampled by inspecting the packet’s reservoir. Reservoir sampling guarantees

that each link in the path has equal probability of being in the reservoir.
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The next section explains our packet monitoring technique in detail. Section 2.3.2

presents a statistical analysis of our technique. Finally, Section 2.3.3 describes our

approach for visual analysis of traffic and congestion measurements.

2.3.1 Reservoir Sampling of a Packet’s Path

Our proposed approach for packet-centric monitoring of communication using reser-

voir sampling requires participation by network interfaces (aka NICs) as they send

and receive packets as well as network switches. To support our approach, we aug-

ment a packet with three pieces of information: a hop count that represents how many

links the packet has traversed so far, a reservoir that records the identity of a link

along the packet’s path, and a congested bit that indicates whether the link in the

reservoir was congested when encountered, according to some criteria.∗ We assume

that compute nodes and switches have distinct IDs, but we do not require a dense

numbering.

As a NIC sends a packet, Algorithm 1 initializes the packet’s reservoir with the

(node ID, port) pair that identifies the link that the packet will traverse as it leaves the

NIC, initializes hop count to 1 to count travel across the first link, and sets congested

if the link is congested. As each switch forwards a packet, it executes Algorithm 2

to update the monitoring data in the packet. To maintain the property that the

packet’s reservoir contains the identity of any link so far along the path with equal

∗For the analysis in this paper, we classify an output port as congested if, at the time a packet is

added to the queue, the length of the queue exceeds its available credits. An interesting alternative

approach is to use a probabilistic scheme, where packets are marked as congested with some proba-

bility based on how congested the output port is, similar to Adler, et al.’s additive marking scheme

for congestion price estimation [52]. A simpler definition uses the thresholds configured for explicit

congestion notification.
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Algorithm 1: Monitoring on each NIC sending a packet

Input: The current outgoing packet, p

1 port← the port through which p will leave the NIC

2 p.reservoir ← (compute node ID, port)

3 p.hop count← 1

4 p.congested← (port is congested?)

probability, with probability 1/(hop count+1) the switch updates reservoir with the

(switch ID, port) representing the link through which the packet will leave the switch

and updates congested to indicate the state of that link. When a packet arrives at its

destination node, Algorithm 3 on lines 1 and 3 updates cumulative counts associated

with the link in reservoir by adding the packet’s path length, hop count, rather

than one. This can be thought of as charging a packet’s entire path to the link in the

packet’s reservoir. This approach ensures that paths of different lengths are combined

appropriately. To assemble a global view of network traffic and congestion, traffic and

congestion counts collected at each node must be summed together. After summing

across all nodes, the total traffic and congested values are accurate estimators of the

number of packets (respectively, congested packets) that travel through each link.

Although weighted traffic and congested counts are important for analysis, a single

value that is easy to visualize (see Section 2.3.3) is the congested fraction, defined as

the fraction of packets going through a link that were marked as congested at that

link. The congested fraction for a link e is simply congested[e]/traffic[e].

This reservoir sampling-based scheme does not immediately provide a way to

capture calling context or time-variant information. However, because measurements

are recorded on compute nodes, the algorithms can be modified to collect both types
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Algorithm 2: Monitoring on each switch forwarding a packet

Input: The current packet, p

1 port← the port through which p will leave the switch

2 r ←a random integer ∈ [0, p.hop count]

3 if r = 0 then

4 p.reservoir ← (my switch ID, port)

5 p.congested← (port is congested?)

6 p.hop count← p.hop count+ 1

Algorithm 3: Monitoring on each NIC receiving a packet

Input: The received packet, p; maps traffic and congested from the set D of

tuples (switch ID, output port) to integers. Zero-initialize maps prior

to receiving packets.

1 traffic[p.reservoir]← traffic[p.reservoir] + packet.hop count

2 if p.congested = 1 then

3 congested[p.reservoir]← congested[p.reservoir] + p.hop count

of information. For example, upon receiving the packet, the receiver can associate

traffic and congestion information contained in the packet with the calling context of

the receive call or MPI-level application context.

A simple modification to support collecting time-variant information is to periodi-

cally store and reset traffic and congested. Since traffic and congested can be stored

sparsely, this can be implemented fairly efficiently.
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2.3.2 Statistical Analysis

We now explore the statistical properties of the output of this algorithm prior to using

it to make decisions. To simplify analysis, we assume that random numbers genera-

ted on Line 2 of Algorithm 2 are ideal. Under this assumption, reservoir sampling

computes a perfect uniform random sample [26].

Beginning with the simplest scenario, suppose we sample N packets taking the

same path of length l hops, including the links to and from compute nodes, and

let e be a link along the path, identified by its switch ID and output port number.

Furthermore, suppose these N packets are the only traffic on the network, and no

congestion occurs.

The number of packets containing e in the reservoir when they are received is

a binomially distributed [53] random variable R ∼ Binomial(N, 1/l). We can then

define the weighted traffic count, i.e. the value of traffic[e], W = l ∗R. The expected

value of W is E[W ] = N , the number of packets that passed through e, as desired,

and the variance is Var[W ] = N(l − 1).

Now suppose N1, N2, · · ·Nc packets flow along paths of respective lengths

l1, l2, · · · lc, all containing edge e, and all ending at the same NIC (or that the values

from the destination NICs have been aggregated). Then, as before, we can define

R1 ∼ Binomial(N1, 1/l1), · · · , Rc ∼ Binomial(Nc, 1/lc), and W =
∑c

i=1 liRi. By the

linearity of expectation, E[W ] =
∑c

i=1Ni, the number of packets that flow through

edge e in this scenario, just as in the single path scenario. This proves the claims

from Section 2.3.1 that the weighted sum W behaves well with an arbitrary number

of paths.

Next, we analyze congested[e]. Again, restricting the traffic to a single path,

suppose that that only M of N packets encounter congestion at e, with M ≤ N . The
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reservoir sampling procedure of each packet is independent, so, in particular, reservoir

sampling of congested packets is statistically independent from reservoir sampling of

uncongested packets. Thus, we’ll model the number of packets containing e from the

two groups separately: R1 ∼ Binomial(M, 1/l), R2 ∼ Binomial(N −M, 1/l). R, as

defined before, is the total number of packets that contain e in the reservoir when

they arrive, so R = R1 + R2. We’ll define R̂ to be the raw count of the packets

containing e in the reservoir and also marked as having encountered congestion, so

R̂ = R1. As before, W = l ∗R, and Ŵ = l ∗ R̂.

Now, let F = Ŵ/W , the congested fraction. Using a third order Taylor series-

based expansion technique [54], we can estimate E[F ] ≈ M
N

+ 2M(l−1)
N2 . For sufficiently

largeN , we can assume E[F ] ≈M/N , as desired. Using a similar first-order approach,

we can estimate Var[F ] ≈ (l−1)
(
M2

N2

) (
1
M
− 1

N

)
. AssumingM = Θ(N) and l = O(1),

then Var[F ] = O(1/N). Since we expect 0 ≤ F ≤ 1, as opposed to W or Ŵ , which

may be very large, it’s important for Var[F ] to be fairly small.

In both estimates, the asymmetry between the dependence on N and M is a

little surprising. Intuitively, receiving more samples should improve our estimate of

F but in essence, these approximations show the stronger statement that we can

estimate M/N accurately with F when N is large, even if M is not. This means that

with enough packets, our reservoir sampling-based approach enables us to accurately

estimate the fraction of packets that encounter congestion, even if that fraction is

low.

Finally, we can also extend our analysis of the congested fraction to multiple paths.

As before, N1, N2, · · ·Nc packets flow along paths of lengths l1, l2, · · · , lc, respectively.

Suppose Mi packets from flow i encounter congestion at link e, where 0 ≤ Mi ≤ Ni.

With R1, R2, · · ·Rc and R̂1, R̂2, · · · R̂c defined as before, we put W =
∑c

i=1 liRi and
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Ŵ =
∑c

i=1 liR̂i. Define N =
∑c

i=1Ni, and M =
∑c

i=1Mi. E[W ] = N and E[Ŵ ] =

M , as before. Again using Taylor series to expand F = Ŵ/W , we get E[F ] =

M/N + O(1/N) just as before, so for sufficiently large values of N , E[F ] ≈ M/N .

Additionally, Var[F ] also decreases as 1/N . Thus the main statistical properties of

F remain the same, even when considering a large number of paths.

2.3.3 Visualization Methodology

To provide an intuitive understanding of network traffic and congestion, we render a

congested fraction plot that overlays traffic and congestion measurements on a network

topology diagram. Figure 2.1 shows a sample congested fraction plot for a 24-node

fat tree. In the diagram, switches appear as light blue circles ( ), and compute nodes

are shown on the bottom of the plot as pairs of rectangles ( ).

0

3

4 20
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D

F
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Figure 2.1 : A sample congested fraction plot.

Each link in the diagram conveys 4 pieces of information: congested fraction and

amount of traffic in the up direction, and congested fraction and amount of traffic
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in the down direction. For expository purposes, we annotate the diagrams with blue

arrows, each adjacent to the top or bottom half of an edge in the diagram. In the

explanation below, we refer to edge halves by the letters associated with adjacent

arrows. Information about up links is always shown on the bottom half of an edge

in the diagram (e.g. arrows B, D, and F). Similarly, information about down links

is always shown on the top half of the edge in the diagram (e.g. arrows A, C, and

E). Links with a low congested fraction are light gray (e.g. arrow C) while heavily

congested links are dark (e.g. arrows A, B, and D). Links carrying a small amount of

traffic are thin (e.g. arrows B and D), while links carrying a large amount of traffic are

thick (e.g. arrows A, C, E, and F). Since what is considered a small or large amount

of traffic depends on many factors, a scaling coefficient to determine thickness is an

input parameter when drawing a congested fraction diagram. The exact value of this

parameter is not critical, but the parameter must remain the same between diagrams

that are compared to ensure a fair comparison.

Congested fraction is a relative metric, so it can be visualized directly. For scale,

link A has a congested fraction of 1.00 while link C has a congested fraction of 0.08.

To save space, links between leaf switches and compute nodes are omitted, and a

compute node shows information about its link to a leaf switch. The compute nodes

arranged in a column are all connected to the leaf switch just above the column.

Similar to the inter-switch links, the bottom rectangle corresponds to the up link

and the top rectangle corresponds to the down link. The darkness of each rectangle

corresponds to that link’s congested fraction, and the width of each rectangle cor-

responds to the amount of traffic through that link. Compute nodes are numbered

top to bottom, left to right. In Figure 2.1, a few nodes are labeled with their node

number. For example, node 0 is receiving more traffic that it is sending, and the up
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link, i.e. the link from node 0 to the left-most leaf switch, is heavily congested. Node

23’s up link has almost no congestion at all.

Although congested fraction plots are dense in information and take time to in-

terpret, there is a simple first-order interpretation rule: more and darker black is

worse!

Since congested fraction plots can be very wide for large fat trees, in some figures

we present only a representative slice of a tree. Unless otherwise noted, a figure that

shows a tree slice shows the leftmost slice.

2.3.4 Gaining Insight into Traffic and Congestion

We focus on understanding three specific causes of congestion: (1) a poor commu-

nication pattern, (2) a poor mapping between an application’s logical topology and

the physical network topology, and (3) background traffic due to another user’s ap-

plication. Although these three causes are not the root causes of congestion in all

cases, distinguishing between these three causes is useful because each cause requires

a different approach to fix.

Fixing a poor communication pattern requires changing an application’s code.

Possible fixes include switching to a communication-avoiding algorithm [4] or using

MPI collectives [23, 55] instead of many point-to-point messages.

A poor mapping between an application’s logical and physical topologies can be

fixed by specifying an appropriate mapping when the application is launched. Since

the mapping is normally transparent to the application, changing it may not require

source code changes or even recompilation. Although applying a better mapping is

easy, determining the right mapping may be difficult.

When an application experiences congestion due to traffic from another job, there
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is often little that can be done other than waiting. Reservoir sampling enables one to

diagnose this problem without comparing performance to a run on a quiet network.

Tuning a network’s congestion control protocol parameters may lessen the impact of

one application on another [30].

Our methods for distinguishing between the three causes rely on looking for the

roots of congestion trees on congested fraction diagrams, which we graphically identify

by looking for nodes or switches with heavily congested links emanating out of the

point in a single direction. More precisely, a root of a congestion tree is a switch or

node S such that some path through S has severe congestion before S, and lighter

congestion but high utilization after S, if there are any links after S.

We introduce a few rules of thumb for using roots of congestion trees to diagnose

and fix communication performance problems. Endpoint congestion occurs where a

compute node is the root of the congestion tree; interior congestion occurs when a

switch is the root of the congestion tree. Endpoint congestion typically arises from

a poor communication pattern. It can’t be eliminated by changing the mapping

as a different mapping will just move the problem.† Interior congestion suggests

that the application needs more bandwidth than the network provides along certain

links (e.g. bisection bandwidth). If the network provides more local bandwidth than

global bandwidth, changing the mapping may eliminate congestion. Scattered interior

congestion, congestion occurring at only a few links, can also be a symptom of poor

static routing in a statically routed network. When up links are more congested than

down links (i.e. a light layer above a dark layer in a congested fraction plot), we

†When multiple MPI ranks are run per node, it essentially extends the network with the NIC

acting as a switch with virtual links to each process. In this case, what appears to be endpoint

congestion is logically interior congestion, and a different mapping might fix the problem.
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should suspect interior congestion.

To diagnose congestion due to background traffic, we look for links that are more

congested than we expect given the traffic we send through them. At least one

outgoing link from the root of the congestion tree should be fully utilized. If the

congested fraction plot has dark but thin links, i.e. heavily congested links carrying

little traffic, we should suspect congestion due to background traffic.

2.4 Case Studies

Since Algorithm 2 is not supported by switches in today’s HPC platforms, we eva-

luate our approach using trace-driven network simulations of two codes: pF3D and

miniGhost. pF3D, a multiphysics code used to simulate laser-plasma interactions

that occur during experiments at LLNL’s National Ignition Facility [56], is known to

be sensitive to communication performance and task mapping [56]. miniGhost [57],

part of the Mantevo suite from Sandia National Labs [58], is a mini-application desig-

ned to exhibit computation and communication patterns representative of difference

stencil computations. We used miniGhost’s default 3D 27-point stencil in all of our

studies. To study the communication performance of these codes using our new re-

servoir sampling technique, we modified the fat tree network model in CODES to

run Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. A post-processing step computes the final counts,

effectively by running Algorithm 3 and computing a global sum of the link counts

across all nodes.‡ Network simulations of these codes using CODES are based on

communication traces collected using Score-P [59] and replayed using TraceR [60].

To ensure natural performance variations from running on a production machine do

‡More precisely, the post-processing step runs a variant of our scheme presented in Section 2.5

that collects the same information with lower overhead.
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not skew our results, and to enable us to control tightly all aspects of our experiments,

all experimental results in this section are based on simulated executions. Taffet’s

thesis [51] demonstrated the utility of an earlier version of this reservoir sampling-

based approach in diagnosing communication performance problems with synthetic

traffic patterns.

Our simulated network is based on the network of Quartz [61] at LLNL. The

network is a single-rail, single-plane 2:1 tapered fat tree built with 48-port 100 Gbps

switches. There are 36 cores per node, 32 nodes per leaf switch, and 72 leaf switches,

although our experiments do not use all 72 leaf switches. Since measuring traffic and

congestion is more interesting and useful when paths are not statically known, we

modified the network to use adaptive routing.

2.4.1 pF3D

As a production application, pF3D contains several phases, including checkpoint I/O.

For this case study, we focus on the Fourier transform phase which comprises a

significant fraction of the overall communication. To achieve this, we trimmed a full

trace of the application to capture one round of communication and computation.

pF3D computes 2D FFTs in planes parallel to the xy-plane using MPI Alltoall

along subcommunicators representing ranks responsible for domains with the same z

coordinate. Our studies of pF3D analyze trace-driven simulations of 1872 MPI ranks

running on 52 nodes with 36 MPI ranks per node.

Diagnosing the problem. When run in isolation, one round of pF3D runs for 24.6s;

however, when run with heavy background traffic,§ one round runs for 30.4s. Our

§Six groups of four nodes send data in a 4:1 incast pattern, although we are able to diagnose the

problem with no knowledge of the background traffic
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Figure 2.2 : Cropped congested fraction plot of pF3D running with background traffic

goal is to use our reservoir sampling scheme to understand this problem in detail and

improve pF3D’s performance in the presence of background traffic.

A congested fraction plot (Figure 2.2) of the situation reveals extremely heavy

congestion (indicated by dark shading) on links connected to the leaf switches high-

lighted in red, but relatively low link utilization (indicated by thin lines). Notice,

however, that links from the highlighted switches to compute nodes are not heavily

congested, as indicated by the light gray shading in the top half of the rectangle pair

for each compute node.

For example, along the path highlighted in blue, the hop labeled 4 has a congested

fraction of 0.06 while the hops 1, 2, and 3 have congested fractions of 0.86, 1.00, and

0.94, respectively. This suggests that the blue path is part of a congestion tree rooted

at the leaf switch S between hops 3 and 4, and since no down link from S is heavily

congested, we conclude that S is indeed the root of a congestion tree. Given the rules

of thumb in Section 2.3.4, we decide to investigate the utilized bandwidth of all edges

out of S that may be in the traffic tree. Since any reasonable routing algorithm on a

fat tree topology requires that a packet traveling down must continue to travel down,
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the edges that may be in the traffic tree are exactly the down links from S. Using our

reservoir sampling-based scheme to estimate the traffic through each of these links,

our measurements indicate that the traffic on these links is roughly 12 Gbps, which is

far less than the rated bandwidth of these links. For S to be the root of a congestion

tree, some link out of S must be fully utilized. For that to be true, other applications

that we did not measure must be consuming the rest of the link’s bandwidth. Thus, we

conclude that the performance degradation is due to external interference. Although

this may be obvious given the setup of the case study, we can determine this directly

from our reservoir sampling measurements without appealing to a priori knowledge

about the experimental setup and without knowing anything about traffic created by

other users’ jobs, which only system-level administrators typically have permission to

know. In fact, if we were able to measure the background traffic, we would observe

that two links are essentially fully utilized, achieving an average bandwidth of roughly

89 Gbps.¶

Fixing the problem. Ordinarily, waiting for the background traffic to subside

is a reasonable response to performance degradation due to external interference.

Background traffic normally varies unpredictably as jobs are scheduled and complete,

making it difficult to react. However, because we are running in simulation, we can

repeat the exact job schedules and placements, enabling us to attempt to mitigate

the impact of the background traffic on pF3D.

If we assume the background traffic is constant, we can effectively absorb the

background traffic into the network itself. For example, if we know that a 100 Gbps

link will carry 80 Gbps of external traffic consistently during an execution, we can

¶Due to link overheads, the maximum possible achievable bandwidth on this network is about 95

Gbps instead of the full 100 Gbps rated bandwidth.
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pretend that the network provides us with a dedicated link of only 20 Gbps. This is

not strictly true, because the fraction of a link’s bandwidth allocated to background

traffic depends in part on the amount of traffic the application under study sends

through that link, but in many cases, it is an acceptable first-order approximation.

From this perspective, we can ignore that the original diagnosis of congestion was

due to external interference and look for a secondary diagnosis. In this case, as we

saw earlier, the root of the congestion tree was in the interior of the network, which

suggests trying to improve performance by changing the mapping between logical and

physical topologies.

Returning to Figure 2.2, we can see that links between second-level switches and

the three leaf switches highlighted in red (leaf switches 1, 2, and 3) are heavily con-

gested. This suggests that we should design a mapping for pF3D that reduces the

amount of traffic that must travel through the heavily congested links, which is the

same as minimizing the amount of traffic that enters or leaves leaf switches 1-3. Re-

calling from Section 2.4.1 that the majority of pF3D’s communication occurs in xy

subdomains, we would like to ensure that none of these subdomains are split across

leaf switches 1-3. In the original linear mapping, that is not the case. For the given

problem and domain size, the domain is decomposed into a 18× 8× 13 grid, so each

xy slab is comprised of 18 × 8 = 144 MPI ranks running on 144/36 = 4 nodes. As

shown in Figure 2.3a, several xy slabs are split in a way that requires FFT traffic to

traverse the heavily congested links into and out of leaf switches 1, 2, and 3.

We can reduce traffic through the congested links with a slight modification to

the mapping. Filling in the nodes in our allocation attached to leaf switches 1, 2,

and 3 with four-node groups ensures that each group is entirely contained inside the

leaf switch. Because our allocation of nodes had 12, 8, and 12 nodes attached to
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LS0 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS5

(a) Original Mapping

LS0 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS5

(b) Shifted Mapping

Figure 2.3 : Diagram showing which groups of 4 nodes (represented by a color)

are connected to each leaf switch in the original and shifted mappings. Rectangles

represent a full 4-node group; triangles represent part of a group.

leaf switches 1, 2, and 3, respectively, which are all divisible by 4, this mapping first

populates the nodes in our allocation attached to those leaf switches. Since links

along other paths, for example from leaf switch 0 to leaf switch 4, are only lightly

congested, we simply assign the remaining ranks in standard increasing (block) order

to the remaining nodes. Figure 2.3b shows this new, shifted mapping. With this

new mapping, pF3D is less sensitive to background congestion and its performance

improves by approximately 16%, from 30.4s to 25.5s. Using the shifted mapping,

pF3D’s execution time with heavy background traffic is less than 4% slower than

pF3D’s execution time when there is no background traffic.

Discussion. Our reservoir sampling-based scheme helped us understand an issue

with pF3D’s communication performance and address it. First, we observed conge-

stion trees in the congested fraction plot. Then, using the interpretation guidance

from Section 2.3.4 and estimating traffic rates using the data we collect with reservoir

sampling, we were able to pinpoint the cause as being external interference without

any information that would require cooperation with a cluster administrator or the

author of the other application causing the interference. Third, since we were in an
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environment where we knew the interference would remain constant, we were able to

identify in what way the logical to physical communication mapping needed to be

modified to reduce the negative impact of the background traffic on pF3D’s perfor-

mance. Implementing this new mapping on the same allocation improves performance

by 16%, which is within 4% of the performance achieved with no background traffic.

2.4.2 miniGhost

miniGhost applies a stencil to a large regular grid spatially decomposed across MPI

ranks. Although miniGhost is designed for exploring communication strategies, it is

actually compute-bound on most modern systems, with communication comprising

about 10-15% of total runtime in our experiments. With the default communication

strategy, each timestep consists of a compute phase and brief but intense communi-

cation phases.

Although miniGhost can apply a variety of stencils, we used the default three

dimensional 27 point stencil for all experiments. For this case study, we were una-

ble to collect large enough traces on a machine that uses a network similar to the

one we use for simulations. To remedy this, we collected and modified traces from

executions with 27,648 MPI ranks on a BlueGene/Q system. For this experiment,

there are three important differences between a BlueGene/Q and Quartz [61] that

required modifying the trace: less DRAM per core, slower single-threaded perfor-

mance, and slower network speed. Simulating the trace without modification on a

100 Gbps fat tree network would have reflected an unusually fast network given the

speed of each BlueGene/Q node. Similarly, scaling compute time to account for the

difference in single-threaded performance without changing the problem size would

have represented an execution that was strongly scaled too far.
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Figure 2.4 : Congested fraction plot of miniGhost running with the default cyclic-

block mapping

To correct for all three differences, we scaled the problem size per node by a factor

of k = 1.75 in each dimension, which models a problem size that consumes about 80%

of each node’s memory. Since boundary exchange message sizes are proportional to

surface area, we scaled point-to-point message sizes by a factor of k2. Similarly,

since the number of floating point operations required per timestep is proportional to

volume, we increased compute time by a factor of k3, then reduced it by a factor of

13 (experimentally determined comparing miniGhost compute performance on both

machines) to take into account the much faster single-thread performance on Quartz,

resulting in a net scale of the time for each section of computation by a factor of

k3/13 = 0.41.

Our chosen problem models a domain with 5, 040× 10, 080× 5, 040 points. Each

MPI rank owns a 210 × 210 × 210 subdomain, meaning that the 27,648 MPI ranks

are arranged in a 24× 48× 24 grid.

Diagnosing and fixing a mapping problem. The default mapping for fat-tree

networks in TraceR is cyclic within each leaf switch and block between leaf switches,

i.e. MPI ranks are placed round-robin among nodes connected to one leaf switch until

all nodes connected to that leaf switch are full. When run with this mapping, miniG-
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host completes in 22.09s. The congested fraction plot in Figure 2.4 shows that the

network is severely congested. In particular, the bottom half of the links, correspon-

ding to up links, are most heavily congested, with a mean congested fraction of 0.95,

while the down links have a mean congested fraction of 0.54, which is substantially

lower. As explained in Section 2.3.4, this suggests that the problem may be due to a

poor mapping from the logical to physical topologies.

An easy alternative is a linear mapping, which assigns MPI ranks so that the ranks

on each node and each leaf switch are contiguous. Linear mappings ensure locality

in one dimension: rank numbers that are nearby tend to be near on the network.

With this mapping, miniGhost’s performance improves by 2% to 21.62 seconds. The

congested fraction plot of the execution looks similar to that of the cyclic mapping,

suggesting the linear mapping is still not optimal, but it does not immediately provide

actionable insight.

However, because our reservoir sampling-based scheme is packet-centric, it helps

us understand performance in the context of the application. With performance

information in data packets, we can associate it with application context using the

MPI tag number associated with the packet. In this case, since miniGhost uses one

MPI tag value per communication direction, MPI tag number distinguishes between

different communication phases.

Figure 2.5 shows the left-most portion of the congested fraction plots for com-

munication along each of the three coordinate axes. Each phase generates strikingly

different congestion patterns, which is the key insight to understanding the non-

optimality of the linear mapping and how to fix it. Since miniGhost uses an x-major

numbering of MPI ranks, the linear mapping provides good locality in the x dimen-

sion, some locality in the y dimension, and poor locality in the z dimension. Since,
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(a) South (−y), tag: 2 (b) West (−x), tag: 4 (c) Front (+z), tag: 6

Figure 2.5 : Cropped congested fraction plots of three phases of miniGhost’s commu-

nication with a linear mapping

(a) South (−y), tag: 2 (b) West (−x), tag: 4 (c) Front (+z), tag: 6

Figure 2.6 : Cropped congested fraction plots of three phases of miniGhost’s commu-

nication with a tiling-based mapping

for this problem, each rank communicates the same size messages in each direction,

we want a mapping that provides some locality in each dimension.

There are several approaches to constructing such a mapping, including space

filling curves [62], geometric tiling [63], and graph partitioning [64]. For this experi-

ment, we used two-level geometric tiling to produce a mapping with higher locality.

This mapping assigns the 36 MPI ranks responsible for a 3 × 3 × 4 sub-grid to the

36 cores on a node. At the leaf-switch level, the mapping groups 4× 4× 2 sub-grids

into a second-level subgrid, and assigns each second-level subgrid to a leaf switch.

Figure 2.6 shows congested fraction plots for each of the three communication
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phases with this optimized mapping. Notice how all three phases have some con-

gestion, but no single phase has high congestion resembling that of the front phase

under the linear mapping (Figure 2.5c). Geometric tiling yielded a mapping that

provides decent locality in each dimension. Correspondingly, performance improves

by another 2.6% to 21.02 seconds.

Diagnosing and fixing a communication pattern problem. Using a mapping

based on geometric tiling, we reduced the severity of the congestion, but Figure 2.6

still shows some congestion, especially for the south (Figure 2.6a) and front (Fi-

gure 2.6c) communication phases. These phases no longer show the telltale signs of

congestion trees rooted in the interior of the network, and in fact, there are a number

of congestion trees rooted at the endpoints. For each phase, a number of down links

from leaf switches to NICs are severely congested.

In general, problems with communication pattern are more difficult to understand

and fix. While incast patterns often cause endpoint congestion, at first glance the

communication strategy (Figure 2.8a) does not appear to contain an incast pattern.

However, since ranks on the edge of the computational domain have fewer neighbors

than ranks in the interior, without making special arrangements, two nodes may at-

tempt to send to the same destination node simultaneously, causing congestion [65].

Inspecting the congested fraction of links from leaf switches to compute nodes arran-

ged based on the position of that node in the logical topology, as in Figure 2.7a, we

see that this is the case, as we explain below.

Since our tiling-based mapping assigns identical subdomains to each node, we can

treat each compute node as responsible for one subdomain. From this perspective,

our mapping arranges compute nodes in an 8×16×6 grid. Figure 2.7a shows one slice

(z = 0) of this grid. The bottom row is completely white, indicating no congestion on
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(a) BSPMA (b) SVAF (c) SVAFP

Figure 2.7 : Congested fraction (darker is more congested) of links to compute nodes

in the z = 0 plane during the south phase using the specified communication strategy.

those links. The second row from the bottom (y = 14) is the most heavily congested,

a pattern also repeated in the z = 1, 2, 3, 4 slices. Since nodes in the y = 15 row

don’t have a +y neighbor, the first message they send is to their −y neighbor, a node

with a y coordinate of 14. On the other hand, nodes in the y = 13 row do have a

+y neighbor, so they send to a node with a y coordinate of 14 as well. Thus, during

the −y phase, packets sent by nodes in the y = 15 row congest with packets sent by

the +y phase of nodes in the y = 13 row. Associating congestion information with

packets enables us to observe this phase-specific behavior in spite of the fact that

phases overlap in time.

Since this issue is fairly subtle, it is not visible when looking at all six commu-

nication patterns together, which again, demonstrates the utility of understanding

communication performance data in the context of the application.
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Exchange boundary values for all variables

foreach variable v do

Apply stencil to gridv

Global Allreduce

(a) BSPMA: Bulk Synchronous Parallel, Message Aggregation

foreach variable v do

Exchange boundary values for v

Apply stencil to gridv

Global Allreduce

(b) SVAF: Single Variable, Aggregated Face

data

foreach variable v do

Exchange boundary values for v

Apply stencil to gridv

foreach variable v do

Global Allreduce

(c) SVAFP: Single Variable, Aggregated Face

data (prime)

Figure 2.8 : Simplified pseudocode for a single timestep of three communication

strategies. v iterates over 40 variables.

We hypothesize that we can fix this communication pattern issue by decreasing mi-

niGhost’s synchrony so that it will be unlikely that 72 ranks spread across two nodes

will all send messages to the same receiving node. miniGhost contains an alterna-

tive communication strategy named SVAF (Figure 2.8b) that spreads the boundary

value exchange phase out in time by sending smaller but more messages and inter-

leaving computation and communication at a finer grain. However, the boundary

value exchange phases in SVAF occur almost immediately after the global synchro-

nization for the previous variable, so we do not expect that SVAF will introduce

enough asynchrony to mitigate the problem shown in Figure 2.7a. To remedy this,

we created a new strategy, SVAFP (Figure 2.8c), that is similar to SVAF but delays
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(a) BSPMA (b) SVAF (c) SVAFP

Figure 2.9 : Cropped overall congested fraction plots of miniGhost using the specified

strategy and a tiling-based mapping

the synchronization implicit in the global reductions until the end of each timestep.

Simulating the SVAF pattern shows that performance improves another 1.2% to

20.77 seconds, and congestion decreases, as shown in Figure 2.9b compared to Fi-

gure 2.9a. However, Figure 2.7b still shows heavy congestion in the y = 14 row,

indicating that SVAF did not solve the problem we identified. SVAFP, on the other

hand, reduces congestion almost everywhere, as shown in Figure 2.9c, and, in parti-

cular, Figure 2.7c now shows no difference in level of congestion between the y = 14

row and any of the other interior rows, indicating that it eliminated the endpoint

congestion problem we identified. Correspondingly, performance improves to 20.61s,

an additional 0.7% beyond SVAF.

Discussion. We used our reservoir sampling-based scheme to understand inefficien-

cies with miniGhost’s mapping and communication strategy. From congested fraction

plots, we can identify that the principal issue affecting communication performance is

a mapping problem. By looking at the performance in the context of the application

(splitting by MPI tag), a feature that switch counter-based schemes cannot provide,

we understood that we needed a mapping that balanced locality in all three dimen-
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sions of the logical topology. Fixing this problem revealed a latent communication

pattern problem, which we recognized by observing its signature as endpoint con-

gestion. Again, diagnosing this required understanding communication performance

information in the context of the application, the physical network topology, and the

mapping. We fixed this problem by reducing synchrony, which dramatically decrea-

sed observed congestion. While the optimizations applied are not novel, we showed

that congested fractions computed using reservoir sampling measurements provided

insight into what optimizations were needed.

Overall, we improved the performance of miniGhost by 6.7%, from 22.09s to

20.61s. By simulating the traces on a network with more than 100× higher band-

width and lower latency, we estimated running times with essentially no communi-

cation cost. Given this baseline, we can estimate that our first run, BSPMA with a

cyclic mapping, spent about 1.64s communicating, while our last run, SVAFP with

a tiling-based mapping, spent 0.34s communicating. From this perspective, we sped

up communication by nearly 5×.

2.5 Low-Overhead Variant

Reservoir sampling is a powerful tool for understanding network performance, but a

hardware implementation is needed for maximum impact. Our scheme, as described in

Section 2.3, requires 21–33 bits per packet, depending on the width of each field. Since

the mandatory local routing and base transport headers in InfiniBand are only 64 and

96 bits respectively [28], adding 21–33 bits for reservoir sampling would significantly

increase header overhead.

Only collecting information about some packets amortizes this overhead; howe-

ver, large fields cannot be added to packet headers without a new protocol design,
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which would be a barrier to adopting our approach. If our reservoir sampling-based

technique were compatible with existing protocols, it would be much easier to imple-

ment. Most protocol headers include a small amount of unused and reserved space

that future features can use without major changes to a specification. We present

a modification to our scheme that fits in currently reserved space in the InfiniBand

packet specification.‖ We sampled all packets using this variant to produce Figures

5, 6, 7, and 9, whereas for Figures 2 and 4 we sampled about 0.1% of packets but

used the original scheme.

2.5.1 Representing a Link ID in a Single Bit

We propose a probabilistic approach to replace the switch ID and port number with

a single bit inspired by Bond and McKinley’s information-theoretic approach for

memory leak detection [66].

Suppose we have a sequence of Q records, (id1, d1), (id2, d2), · · · (idQ, dQ), where

idi ∈ Z is the ID of the ith record, and di ∈ D is some data associated with the

ith record. For each d ∈ D, we want to estimate Cd, the number of records in the

sequence such that di = d without storing di in the record. Let H : Z×D → {0, 1}

be a hash function that takes as input a record ID and a data value and returns a

single bit. We discuss the formal requirements for H in Section 2.5.2, but we need H

to behave like an independent Bernoulli trial [53], returning 1 with probability 1/2

for each value in Z × D. Suppose that instead of storing di, each record stores idi

and hi := H(idi, di), which occupies a single bit. For a given d ∈ D, we compute

ĥi := H(idi, d) and compare it to hi. If di = d, then ĥi = hi, but if di 6= d, then by

‖Since the contents of the reservoir change after the packet is created, we can only use bits not

protected by the invariant CRC. There are currently six such unused bits.
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our hypothesis on H, ĥi = hi is true with probability 1/2. In other words, we expect

ĥi = hi to hold for all the records for which di = d and for half of the other records.

Let Bd be the number of records for which ĥi = hi, then Bd ≈ Cd + 1/2(Q − Cd).

Thus Cd ≈ 2 ∗Bd−Q. We can use this approach to probabilistically represent a link

ID in a packet’s reservoir using a single bit by considering packets as records, packet

sequence numbers as IDs, and (switch ID, port number) tuples as data.

Since our scheme receives one packet at a time, we focus on making incremental

updates to Cd. Receiving a packet with (idi, hi) increases Q by 1, and also increases

Bd by 1 if H(idi, d) = H(idi, di), so the net change to Cd is +1 if the hashes match and

−1 if they do not. Considering one packet at a time also exposes an opportunity for

optimization: if we know packet i could not have traveled through link d because of its

source and destination addresses, we do not need to test link d by computing H(idi, d).

Even with adaptive routing, we can often rule out many possible links. Ultimately

we want counts weighted by path length, so instead of increasing or decreasing Cd by

1, we increase or decrease the weighted count Wd by the length of a packet’s path.

Third, keeping track of the number of times we test a link enables us to understand

the errors that we might expect to see for the link’s counts. Due to the randomness

involved, we spuriously observe a value of traffic[d] or congested[d] much larger than

expected. This is more likely if few packets pass through d relative to the number

of packets that we think might have traversed d. Bond and McKinley notice the

analogous issue, and they suggest using a relatively high false positive threshold to

avoid reporting erroneous memory leaks. Their strategy, when applied here, is to

report 0 for traffic[d] and congested[d] unless they exceed a threshold, for example

L
√
tested[d] Φ−1(0.99), where Φ−1 is the inverse CDF of the standard normal distri-

bution [54], Φ−1(0.99) ≈ 2.33, and L is the diameter of the network. Since we are
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Algorithm 4: One-bit approach on each sending NIC

Input: The current outgoing packet, p

1 port← the port through which p will leave the NIC

2 p.reservoir bit← H(p.id, (compute node ID, port))

3 p.hop count← 1

4 p.congested← (port is congested?)

Algorithm 5: One-bit approach on each switch

Input: The current packet, p

1 port← the port through which p will leave the switch

2 r ← a random integer ∈ [0, p.hop count]

3 if r = 0 then

4 p.reservoir bit← H(p.id, (switch ID, port))

5 p.congested← (port is congested?)

6 p.hop count← p.hop count+ 1

typically most interested in links carrying substantial amounts of traffic, this often is

not a problem in practice for executions larger than a few nodes or that last longer

than a few seconds. Updated algorithms that represent a link ID in a packet as 1-bit

hash value are shown in Algorithms 4, 5, and 6.

This probabilistic scheme requires the NIC to evaluate H up to |D| times per

packet it receives, but it only requires switches to evaluate H once per packet. With

an appropriately chosen hash function, we believe this could be done within the tight

timing constraints faced by the switch.

Storage requirements. For many networks, the maximum path length is fairly
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Algorithm 6: One-bit approach on each receiving NIC

Input: The received packet, p; maps traffic, congested, and tested from the

set D of tuples (switch ID, output port) to integers. Zero-initialize

maps prior to receiving packets.

1 foreach link d ∈ D that p might have traversed do

2 tested[d]← tested[d] + 1

3 if H(p.id, d) = p.reservoir bit then

4 ∆← p.hop count

5 else

6 ∆← −p.hop count

7 traffic[d]← traffic[d] + ∆

8 if p.congested = 1 then

9 congested[d]← congested[d] + ∆

small. For hierarchical networks (e.g. fat tree and dragonfly), we believe paths will

rarely exceed 8 hops. Since p.hop count is always at least 1, we can actually store

p.hop count− 1 instead, enabling a path with 8 hops to fit in b = 3 bits. To support

grid- or torus-based networks, we may want to choose b = 4 instead. However, if

p.hop count is incremented using saturating arithmetic, paths slightly longer than

2b− 1 introduce only relatively minor error. Including the bit for p.reservoir bit and

the bit for p.congested, this scheme requires a total of 5–6 bits.

Error analysis. Introducing this extra source of randomness changes our error

estimates. Again, starting with the simplest situation: N packets taking the same

path of length l containing a link d. Let Q be the total number of packets that might
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have traversed d as in Line 1 of Algorithm 6. As before, we have Wd = 2lBd − lQ,

where Wd is a random variable representing our estimate of N , the number of packets

that passed through d, and Bd is a random variable representing the number of packets

for which H(idi, di) = H(idi, d). These packets are composed of true matches, where

di = d and false matches, where di 6= d. Let Rd be the number of true matches,

and let εd be the number of false matches, so Bd = Rd + εd. Since Rd is just the

number of times d was selected by reservoir sampling, Rd ∼ Binomial(N, 1/l). By

our hypothesis on the properties of H, εd ∼ Binomial(Q − Rd, 1/2). Notice that Rd

and εd are not independent, but still E[Wd] = N as desired. We also compute that

Var[Wd] = Ql2 −N , which is quite different from N(l − 1), the variance of the non-

probabilistic method. If N is a fixed fraction of Q, i.e. Q = λN for λ ≥ 1, we need

λl2−1
l−1 times as many packets to achieve the same relative error as normal reservoir

sampling.

We briefly extend the analysis to a combination of flows of multiple lengths, 1 ≤

l ≤ L. Let Nl be the number of packets that pass through link d along a path of

length l, and let Ql be the number of packets that traveled along a path of length l and

that, based on the packet’s source address, may have traveled through d. Then we

define Rd,l ∼ Binomial(Nl, 1/l), εd,l ∼ Binomial(Ql−Rd,l, 1/2), Bd,l = Rd,l + εd,l. Our

goal is still to estimate
∑L

l=1Nl, which we do with Wd =
∑L

l=1 2lBd,l − lQl. Indeed,

E[Wd] =
∑L

l=1 2lE[Bd,l]− lQl =
∑L

l=1Nl, as desired, and Var[Wd] =
∑L

l=1Qll
2−Nl.

Thus, this probabilistic variant still provides an unbiased estimator for the number

of packets that travel through each link.
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2.5.2 Hash Functions

Given the centrality of the hash function H(id, d) in this approach, choosing it is

an important design decision. The primary requirement that H must satisfy is that

for any collection of Q distinct integers id1, id2, · · · idQ, any d ∈ D, and any Q (not

necessarily distinct) values d1, d2, · · · , dQ ∈ D \ {d}, the number εd of times that

H(idi, di) = H(idi, d) follows a binomial distribution with Q trials and a probability

of success of 1/2. Since we can look at each i as a Bernoulli trial making up the

binomial distribution, this implies that for each i, and a d′ chosen uniformly from

D \ {d}, P[H(idi, d
′) = 0] = 1/2 (or equivalently, P[H(idi, d

′) = 1] = 1/2).

For a sum of Bernoulli trials to follow a binomial distribution, the trials must

also be independent. This means that for each pair of distinct i, j, P[H(idi, d
′) =

H(idj, d
′)] = 1/2.

We propose HGF(id, d) = bitv−1(id ·d ·g), where all v-bit integers are re-interpreted

as elements (i.e. polynomials) in the finite field GF(2v) [67], a · b means finite field

multiplication, and g is an integer defined below. We use v = 32 as our packet IDs

were 32-bit integers, but the theoretical results do not depend on v.

As Figure 2.10 illustrates, unlike a true pseudo-random function, e.g. MD5[68],

HGF exhibits periodicity; however, it does meet two of the most important require-

ments:

Theorem 2.1. Fix d 6= 0. Then HGF(id, d) = 1 for exactly half of the values of

id ∈ GF(2v).

Proof. Let d 6= 0 be given. Define the function h∗ from GF(2v) to GF(2v) by h∗(id) =

(g · d) · id. Since g 6= 0 and d 6= 0, g · d 6= 0, so h∗ is a permutation of the elements of

GF(2v). Since exactly half of the elements of GF(2v) have bit the leading bit set and
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(a) HGF(id, d) (b) MD5(id||d) (mod 2)

Figure 2.10 : The values of H(id, d) for the specified hash functions, with a fixed

randomly chosen id, and d ranging from 1 to 1024, numbered left to right, top to

bottom.

half have it unset, HGF(id, d) = 1 for exactly half of the values of id ∈ GF(2v).

Theorem 2.2. Fix d1, d2 with d1 6= d2. Then HGF(id, d1) = HGF(id, d2) for exactly

half of the values of id ∈ GF(2v).

Proof. Note that HGF(id, d1) = HGF(id, d2) if and only if HGF(id, d1)⊕HGF(id, d2) =

0, where ⊕ is XOR. Then, since addition in GF(2v) is the same as XOR of

integers, HGF(id, d1) ⊕ HGF(id, d2) = bitv−1(id · d1 · g) ⊕ bitv−1(id · d2 · g) =

bitv−1 ((id · d1 · g) + (id · d2 · g)) = bitv−1(id · (d1 + d2) · g) = HGF(id, d1 ⊕ d2). Since

d1 6= d2, d1 ⊕ d2 6= 0, so by Theorem 2.1, we know that HGF(id, d1 ⊕ d2) = 1 for half

of the values of id ∈ GF(2v). Thus HGF(id, d1) = HGF(id, d2) for exactly the other

half of the values of id ∈ GF(2v).

Because of the symmetry in HGF, these proofs also work if id is fixed and d varies.

The characterization of independence described by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 is
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actually weaker than the full independence required for the sum of Bernoulli trials

to follow a binomial distribution. One particular weakness of HGF is that the size

of the runs, i.e. the number of consecutive 1s it returns before returning a 0, can be

very large. For example, HGF(id, g−1) = bitv−1(id), which is indeed 1 for half of the

values of id, but does not behave very randomly. This poses a particular problem

when compute node and switch IDs are relatively compact. Without g, this would

occur for d = 1, and other small values of d would similarly behave poorly. We used

g = 0xB5E4DC75, though with a randomized search we found a number of better

values, for example 0x127BE738, which have fewer long runs for d < 215. While using

a true pseudo-random function would eliminate some difficulties, we use HGF because

it is much cheaper than computing a cryptographic hash.

Computational cost. The computational cost as a packet passes through a switch

is comprised of three main components: generating a random number, determining

whether the packet’s reservoir should be updated, and computing H(id, d). With a

careful design, we believe Algorithm 5 can be implemented in a single cycle. A simple

linear feedback shift register [69] circuit can generate pseudo-random 16-bit integers

prior to packet arrival. Preliminary experiments suggest that even one cycle (e.g. one

fresh bit) per number is sufficient. Once the packet arrives, the hop count can be used

to index into a small precomputed table that returns a threshold of approximately

216/(hop count+1) to which the most recently generated random number is compared.

If the random number is less than the threshold, the hash and congested bits, which

can be computed in parallel with the comparison, are selected. Similarly, with a

small amount of precomputation, HGF is simple to compute. Once, when the switch

is initialized, for each output port, it can pre-compute a bitmask md where the kth

bit of md is bitv−1(g · d · 2k) for 0 ≤ k < v. Then computing HGF(id, d) is equivalent
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to testing whether the bitwise AND of id and md has an odd number of bits set to

1. In essence, this strategy pre-computes the partial products, then selects and sums

the appropriate partial products.

The computational cost at a receiving NIC is higher. Although many links must

be tested, they can be tested in parallel. In software, using AVX2 instructions on a

Broadwell CPU, we measured a cost of 1.01 cycles per link that was tested, implying

that the computational cost is approximately |D| cycles. Adding hardware support

in the NIC would reduce this cost.

2.5.3 Quantitative Analysis of Error

Although Section 2.4 demonstrated that this low-overhead variant provides qualita-

tively sufficient accuracy to diagnose and fix communication performance problems,

we also want to examine the qualitative accuracy. As an example dataset, we take

miniGhost with the SVAF communication strategy and a tiling-based mapping. Fi-

gure 2.9b shows the congested fraction plot of this data.

Table 2.1 shows the relative root mean squared error for traffic counts and con-

gested counts relative to a ground truth measured by recording each packet at each

link, i.e. not using reservoir sampling. This experiment generates about 800 million

packets which collectively take approximately 2 billion hops. Error calculations only

considered the 2304 links that carry traffic in this experiment. Error rates for traffic

counts using the standard variant remain acceptably low even with a downsampling

ratio of 1000. Sampling one out of every 1000 packets means that there are links

through which only a few hundred sampled packets pass. As expected, since the

congested fraction plot of this data shows only moderate congestion and only 42%

of total hops encounter congestion, congested count errors are noticeably higher, but
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Table 2.1 : Relative RMS error for traffic and congested counts using the original and

low-overhead variants as the downsampling ratio increases

Standard Variant Low-overhead Variant

Downsampling Rate Traffic Congested Traffic Congested

1 0.16% 1.71% 0.73% 1.95%

10 0.52% 1.81% 2.27% 3.51%

100 1.68% 2.97% 7.50% 10.15%

1,000 5.31% 7.85% 23.63% 29.84%

still acceptable. Also as expected, using the low overhead variant increases error,

essentially because it introduces a second level of sampling. However, error remains

below 5% with no downsampling, the recommended approach, or with a downsam-

pling ratio of 10. Even though the high error when using the low overhead variant

with a downsampling ratio of 100 or 1000 makes quantitative results unreliable, qua-

litative results may still be acceptable. When downsampling by 1000, some links have

tested counts of 11 000 but only a true count of 600 sampled packets. Using Bond and

McKinley’s technique for avoiding false positives gives a threshold of approximately

1500 for these links, so they would be ignored. Assuming a 1 KB average packet size,

a downsampling ratio of 1000 with the low overhead variant means a bit overhead of

7× 10−7, far lower than necessary.
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2.6 Ethernet Implementation

There are many Ethernet-specific schemes for in-band network telemetry [70] that

take advantage of the high degree of flexibility provided by programmable Ethernet

switches to deliver non-probabilistic or richer network telemetry, and extremely low

overhead solutions like ours are no longer required, but this serves as a proof of

concept of the simplicity, effectiveness, and versatility of our reservoir sampling-based

approach.

2.6.1 Approach

To use reservoir sampling for in-band monitoring, we overload existing fields in a

packet’s header to store all necessary information. To make this possible, we must

reduce the amount of information we store in a packet. As mentioned in Section 2.5.2,

to probabilistically encode a packet’s hop reservoir in a single bit we use the function

HGF (id, d) = bit31(id · d · g), where · is multiplication in the finite field GF (232) and

g is a specially chosen constant. We now show how we implement this strategy in P4

to maintain a few bits in an IP header.

Mapping to IP Header

For IP packets, we implemented our reservoir sampling approach using a 1-bit enco-

ding of a sampled link by storing information in overloaded fields in the IP header.

For IPv4 and IPv6 packets, we store the hop count in four bits of the Differentiated

Services (DS) field. If data center nodes consistently create packets with the same

TTL value, hop count need not be stored at all and can be recomputed from the pac-

ket’s TTL. We use a fifth bit in the DS field to mark that the packet is using reservoir

sampling. Reservoir sampling is only run if this bit is set. We store the congested
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def res_sampling_initialize(pkt):

out_iface = get_interface(pkt)

hop_count = 1

hash_bit = compute_hash(pkt.id, out_iface)

congested = 3 if is_congested(out_iface) else 1

enabled = 1

pkt.DS = (enabled << 7) | (hop_count << 3) |

(hash_bit << 2) | congested

Figure 2.11 : How a NIC initializes monitoring information in a packet

bit in the ECN field, using the same standard codepoints [71]. A key difference is

that in our scheme, packets marked as congested may be un-marked on later hops;

the congested bit always refers to the state of the link in the hop reservoir. Although

this means we may not detect congestion immediately (it may take O(path length)

packets), in exchange, we can tell which links along a path are congested. We do not

store the hop reservoir explicitly in our experiments and instead store a 1-bit hash

of it in the sixth bit of the DS field. Although for TCP packets, the TCP sequence

number is a viable packet ID, to avoid implementing a TCP-specific solution, we store

a randomly-generated packet ID in the IP identification field.

The application of this approach to our problem is shown in Figures 2.11 to 2.13,

which we implemented in Python, P4, and Python, respectively.

P4 Implementation

Our P4 implementation uses the BMv2 Simple Switch [72] target and runs in the

software simulator. Building on top of a standard L3 router application, we added

the code in Algorithm 5 to the egress phase of packet processing. There are a few

implementation details worth noting.

To maximize compatibility [73], we generate a random integer rand int ∈ [0, 216−
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control MyEgress ... {

// ...

table port_to_gf2 {

key = { meta.port: exact; }

actions = { compute_hash; // ... }

}

action res_sample(bit<16> rand_thresh) {

bit<16> rand_int;

random<bit<16>>(rand_int, 0, RAND_SCALE);

if (rand_int <= rand_thresh)

meta.updated_res = 1;

}

action compute_hash(bit<16> mask) {

bit<16> a1 = mask & hdr.ipv4.identification;

// Compute parity of # of bits set in a1

bit<8> a2 = a1[15:8] ^ a1[7:0];

bit<4> a3 = a2[7:4] ^ a2[3:0];

bit<2> a4 = a3[3:2] ^ a3[1:0];

hdr.ipv4.rs_hash = a4[0:0] ^ a4[1:1];

}

apply {

if(hdr.ipv4.isValid() && hdr.ipv4.rs_enable==1){

hopcount_to_randthresh.apply();

if (meta.updated_res == 1) {

port_to_gf2.apply();

set_cong(standard_metadata.enq_qdepth >=

CONGESTION_THRESHOLD);

} } } }

Figure 2.12 : Fragment of the P4 program showing how each switch updates monito-

ring information in a packet
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def res_sampling_rcv(pkt, traffic, congested):

if pkt.DS >> 7 == 0: return

hopcount = (pkt.DS >> 3) & 0xF;

rhash = (pkt.DS >> 2) & 1

congested = (pkt.DS & 3) == 3

for switch_port in traffic.keys():

guess_hash = compute_hash(pkt.id, switch_port)

if guess_hash == rhash:

delta = hopcount

else:

delta = -hopcount

traffic[switch_port] += delta

if congested:

congested[switch_port] += delta

Figure 2.13 : How each NIC receiving a packet processes the monitoring information

it contains

1]. To get the right probability, we use p.hop count as a key to match a table (not

shown) that returns rand thresh, an integer approximation to 216/(hop count+ 1)−

1 and check if rand int ≤ rand thresh. This eliminates the need for a division

operation in the data plane, essentially by performing it in the control plane.

Our hash function is fairly easy to compute in hardware and can be done in

software with a few dozen bit-wise operations, but because of the recurrent struc-

ture of the computation, the p4c-bmv2-ss compiler produced multi-GB JSON files

from our initial attempts to compute the hash in P4. We realized that for each

output port, we could pre-compute a bitmask B(switch ID, port) where the kth bit

is H(2k, (switch ID, port)) by computing partial products for each of the 32 possi-

ble terms in the packet ID. Since addition in GF (232) is carry-less, we only need to

keep one bit of the partial product. Then, we select the partial products correspon-

ding to bits that are set in p.id, and XOR them all. Thus, computing H becomes
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H(p.id, (switch ID, port)) = parity(popcnt(p.id&B(switch ID, port))), where popcnt

is the number of bits set to 1, and & is a bit-wise AND operation. We stored these

bitmasks in a table programmed by the control plane specific to each switch and used

the egress port as the match key.

Finally, although we were not able to determine whether the egress port in parti-

cular was congested, we compared enq qdepth to a threshold as a proxy to determine

congestion status. This appears to be a known issue [73, A.2], and a counter like

Egress port TX Link utilization suggested by the P4 INT working group [74]

would be a better alternative. Finer grained information would also enable more

advanced probabilistic determinations of congestion in which packets are marked as

congested with some probability based on how congested an output port is [52]. Ad-

ditionally, the host NICs in the software simulation environment do not seem to have

any congestion detection abilities, so is congested in Algorithm 4 always returns

false.

2.7 Evaluation of Ethernet Implementation

We ran an experiment using a network topology based on the P4 ECN tutorial [75],

with the addition of s4. Figure 2.14 shows the network topology. To make the network

more susceptible to congestion, the bidirectional links connected to s4 have half the

bandwidth of other links (512 Kbps vs. 1 Mbps). Hosts h1, h2, and h3 and all switches

are using our reservoir sampling-based scheme to collect traffic and congestion counts

for the links in the network. At time t = 0, h1 begins sending packets to h2 and

continues sending packets at a rate of approximately 30 packets per second until the

end of the experiment. Because of the relatively high overhead of the simulation

stack, we lower packet rates than we would expect to use if deployed to a hardware
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Figure 2.14 : Simulated network topology

P4 switch. At time t = 20, h3 also begins sending packets to h2 at the same rate.

From time t = 50 to 175, host h11 sends packets to host h22 using iperf in UDP

mode to generate packets at a much higher rate. The paths these three flows take

are indicated in Figure 2.14 by the blue, green, and red arcs, respectively.

Figure 2.15 shows the counts measured by our reservoir sampling-based approach

over time, which correspond to what occurred on the network. Starting almost imme-

diately, the counts for links along the route from h1 to h2, shown in light blue, dark

blue, purple, and orange, respectively in Figure 2.15, begin to increase, as expected.

Also, shortly after t = 20, counts for links along the route from h3 to h2, colored

light green, dark green, and orange, respectively, begin to increase, reflecting the fact

that those links are now also carrying traffic. In spite of the differing path lengths,

at each phase of the experiment, counts for all links carrying traffic except s2 → h2

(orange) initially increase at approximately the same rate. The orange link, which is

part of both flows, increases at a rate equal to the sum of the blue flow rate and the

green flow rate. This confirms that although we are only sampling one link per packet
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Figure 2.15 : Values of traffic and congested (C) for selected ports over time

and probabilistically encoding that link in one bit, we are able to recover accurate

estimates of the amount of traffic flowing though each link.

From time t = 50 to 175, traffic between hosts h11 and h22 causes background

congestion. If we only have control over hosts h1, h2, and h3, and cannot observe

the measurements that hosts h11 and h22 collect under another user’s control, entries

in traffic do not reflect other users’ traffic. However, we can observe the fact that

their traffic caused congestion by noticing that the congested counts for link s1 → s4

(dashed dark blue) begin to increase. Thus, even without cooperation from other

users, we are able to detect when background traffic interferes with our performance.

Other congestion counts stay near 0, in part due to the inability of hosts to detect

congestion on outgoing ports as well as s1’s heavy dropping of packets.
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2.8 Summary

This chapter introduces a novel packet-centric technique for measuring communica-

tion performance using reservoir sampling to associate traffic and congestion with

links along each packet’s path. In addition, packet-centric measurements can be at-

tributed to application contexts where a message was sent and received. Patterns

of congestion detected using our approach indicate whether a performance problem

stems from a poor communication pattern, a poor mapping, or contention with back-

ground traffic. Each root cause has a different remediation strategy, so distinguishing

between them is useful. At the same time, our scheme is also link-centric, enabling

us to compute bandwidth flowing through a link and to distinguish between full

utilization with and without congestion.

For our proposed approach to be used on real systems, our reservoir sampling

scheme must be implemented in switch hardware. We have sketched a practical

implementation using a simple pseudo-random number generator and showed how

to evaluate a suitable hash function cheaply to probabilistically encode a link ID

in a single bit. Our case studies provide evidence that this measurement technique

provides deep insight into communication performance.
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Chapter 3

Optimizing Statically Routed Networks Using

Integer Linear Programming

3.1 Problem Description

Routes for a statically routed network are typically computed at network boot time,

and only recomputed upon hardware changes or during system downtime. This means

that routing decisions do not consider network traffic. These traffic-oblivious routing

algorithms may route multiple flows carrying traffic simultaneously along the same

links, even when other less utilized links are available. When this happens, the flows

split the bandwidth available on the shared link, slowing communication. Previous

research [5] has shown that this can lead to substantial performance degradation,

causing networks to provide 55-60% of their theoretical bisection bandwidth and

degrading application performance by up to 12%.

This chapter presents a system for generating routing tables that cause a given

traffic pattern to complete more quickly. The proposed system works for standard

statically routed (i.e. one output port per destination) three-level fat tree networks,

although many of the high-level ideas are more general. We formulate the problem of

generating optimal static routes as a mixed-integer linear program, provide an exact

formulation, a heuristic-generating formulation, and a method to combine them. We

evaluate our formulations on a variety of traffic patterns, and show that they produce

high-quality static routes, substantially better than the current state of the art, in a
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few minutes of computation time.

Although (flow) completion time [76] is the ideal metric to optimize, it is a very

difficult metric to model. As a proxy, our goal is to minimize the total amount of

traffic on the most heavily congested link,∗ which tends to spread traffic and reduce

congestion. Although this approach collapses the time dimension of the communica-

tion, which can be important, it significantly simplifies the optimization problem.

Thus, given a traffic pattern, which specifies how much traffic each compute node

sends to each other compute node, our goal is to produce one routing table, which

maps each destination to an output port, for each switch such that the maximum

amount of traffic assigned to any one link is minimized.

3.2 Related Work

The problem of optimizing routing has a long history, in many subfields and areas. All

sufficiently large networks require routing, so the question of optimal routing natu-

rally arises. Furthermore, linear programming and mixed-integer linear programming

are often natural tools to apply to this problem, though often requiring specialized

heuristics to scale to reasonable sized networks. This leads to similarities between

our approach and many other approaches. Yet, existing HPC-specific approaches are

preliminary and leave lots of room for further optimization, and differences between

HPC networks and other types of networks mean that non-HPC-specific approaches

do not apply directly. Thus, no existing solution is satisfactory. In this section, we

describe some related approaches and why our approach is necessary.

∗In the simple case where each node starts the communication at the same time and the job finis-

hes when all communication completes, minimizing traffic on the most congested link also minimizes

completion time.
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3.2.1 Strategies for Optimizing Static Routes in HPC Networks

AFAR [77] optimizes routes by greedily moving flows from congested links to alterna-

tive links. The authors describe their optimization algorithm as “intentionally [. . . ]

simple” and are aware of cases in which it can stall at a local optimum. They use

a priori knowledge of traffic patterns as input to the algorithm, but propose instru-

menting system software as an alternative. As we will see in Section 3.5.4, by focusing

on the optimization algorithm, our approach produces better routes.

Domke et al. [78] propose a method that optimizes routes based edge forwarding

index, but taking into account scheduler information by considering only intra-job

source-destination pairs. It also explains in detail how to adapt routes with traffic

in progress without violating the InfiniBand specification. In treating all intra-job

source-destination pairs uniformly, this approach misses potential optimization op-

portunities.

PARX [79] extends this work by integrating normalized byte-counts from traces

into DFSSSP to balance traffic for the Hyper-X topology. Like our approach, PARX

collapses the time dimension from traces, and although they employ a greedy strategy,

their implicit optimization formulation is similar to ours. We do not compare directly

with PARX due to our focus on fat trees rather than Hyper-X networks.

Mellanox’s Traffic Aware Routing Algorithm [80] (TARA), part of the Unified

Fabric Manager, seems to take into account scheduler information as well as which

links are congested to optimize routes. Few details about TARA’s functionality and

implementation appear to be publicly available, making a comparison difficult.

Farouk et al. [81] propose a system that switches between two (potentially adap-

tive) fat tree routing schemes based on whether the network is experiencing incast

traffic or not.
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3.2.2 Route Optimization in the Datacenter Community

Although Ethernet switches, as found in datacenter-style systems, tend to provide

more routing flexibility than traditional HPC-style switches, routing to improve per-

formance is still a major concern.

Because fat-tree networks have a high degree of path diversity, even when only

considering minimal routes, algorithms designed for the Internet or other irregular IP

networks, which choose paths mostly on the network topology instead of traffic, na-

mely Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [82] and distance-vector-based algorithms [83],

perform poorly. These algorithms try to route all packets along the shortest path to

their destination.

However, even in irregular networks, researchers have realized the power of incor-

porating traffic estimates and not just network topology into routing computations.

Fortz and Thorup [84, 85] try to optimize routing on AT&T’s WorldNet Internet

backbone by setting clever OSPF weights, which become the length of each link in

the shortest path computation. They generate weights via local search, using a pie-

cewise linear cost function of the predicted link utilization, and compare results to

optimal routing, which they determine with a linear programming model. They also

find that in a specific network with equal-length paths from the source to the destina-

tion, the best OSPF routing could have a congestion cost nearly 5000× optimal, but

that their heuristics give solutions within 2% of optimal on their specific network. In

contrast, traffic-oblivious algorithms were more than 15% from optimal. They later

extend the problem to allow as few weight changes as possible [86].

Eventually, the problem of routing in networks with high path diversity emerges in

datacenter networks, leading to the development of Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP)

routing [87]. ECMP uses a hash function over fields in the packet header to deter-
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mine each packet’s next hop. Packets with the same values in all fields included in

the hash are called a flow, and, since the hash function is deterministic, each switch

along the path chooses the same output port for all packets in the flow. The specifi-

cation does not mandate which fields must be included in the hash computation, but

a common choice is to include the source and destination addresses and ports. This

choice prevents TCP streams from spanning multiple flows, which could result in dis-

ruption due to TCP retransmission from out-of-order packets. Reducing disruption

is a major design goal of the protocol. A properly behaved hash function leads, in ex-

pectation, to balancing flows among potential output ports, and with sufficient flows,

or approximately evenly sized flows, also leads to balancing traffic among potential

output ports in expectation.

Hedera [88] extends ECMP to improve handling of unevenly-sized flows. The

authors of Hedera notice that datacenter workloads often contain a few large flows

(elephant flows), and treating large flows and small flows identically leads to a sig-

nificant decrease in performance. They propose dynamically computing optimized

routes for large flows using simulated annealing or a greedy algorithm.

DevoFlow [89] proposes minor extensions to OpenFlow to reduce overhead. De-

voFlow recomputes routes for flows once they exceed a threshold number of bytes,

choosing the least congested path between the flow’s endpoints using a bin-packing

algorithm running on a centralized controller. They also propose using a linear pro-

gramming min-cost flow model each time the network topology changes to compute

probability distributions for their oblivious routing scheme they employ for small

flows.

VL2 [90] uses Valiant Load Balancing to spread traffic and reduce congestion.

They find that choosing a random intermediary switch for each flow balances traffic
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nearly ideally on a data center traffic pattern. However, their ability to extract good

performance with this approach relies on their network having inter-switch links that

are 10× faster than endpoint links. They also compare their routing approach with

an approach they call adaptive routing which is essentially identical to what we will

call the AR bound, which they also compute using linear programming.

Dynamic Load Balancing [91] (DLB) schedules each flow using a centralized con-

troller, choosing, at each hop, the link with the valid outgoing link with the maximum

available bandwidth. The algorithm assesses link status by periodically polling switch

counters to determine the number of bytes each port transmits in a given time period.

Shi et al. [92] take into account job completion time and task dependency graphs

to schedule flows to minimize the metaflow completion time. They initially model the

problem as an integer linear program but prove it is equivalent to a linear program,

which they solve instead.

Rapier [93] determines routing and scheduling simultaneously to increase perfor-

mance. They also formulate the problem as a mixed-integer linear program, but

propose relaxing integrality constraints and rounding to increase scalability.

Seo’s dissertation [94] also proposes using linear programming and integer linear

programming to solve the optimal routing problem for datacenter networks. He des-

cribes a multi-commodity flow formulation using one commodity for each network

flow, a formulation that restricts routing consideration for each flow to a constant

number of paths, and a heuristic approach using greedy bin-packing. His formulati-

ons can be used to minimize the maximum link utilization, like in this work, or to

minimize the power consumption of the network. To account for unexpected flows

not in the input traffic matrix, he also proposes generating a route for each pair of leaf

switches to be used for unexpected flows. Although he primarily focuses on the linear
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program version of the problem that allows splitting flows, he also provides a mixed-

integer formulation that prohibits splitting flows. Because he uses one commodity

for each flow while we use one commodity for each destination, his formulations are

much larger than ours. He finds that the splittable version of his multi-commodity

flow formulation takes over 11 hours on a network with only 432 endpoints, although

the path-based and heuristic solutions he proposes are much faster.

Benson et al. [95] find that state-of-the-art routing in datacenters tends to perform

15% to 20% worse than optimal routes because of a lack of global information. They

propose routing predictable traffic using a path-based LP formulation, which allows

splitting flows, and a bin-packing heuristic. They route unpredictable flows using

ECMP. They find that their LP formulation produces better routes, but takes 0.6s

to solve on a network with 100 leaf switches, which they deem unacceptably long

because of their tight timing constraints.

Research in the datacenter community has also looked at optimizing routing for

objectives other than reducing congestion or overall performance. F10 [96] propose a

routing algorithm, slight modifications to the fat tree topology, and a failure-detection

system to enable near-instantaneous recovery from link or router failures.

ElasticTree [97] proposes a routing algorithm that reduces the number of active

switches and links so that networking equipment can be shut off when not needed,

reducing the overall power consumption of the network. The approach they call

formal model poses the problem of minimizing power consumption as a mixed-integer

linear program, building on a basic multi-commodity flow formulation. They find

that their formulation does not scale beyond 1000 nodes, taking over an hour, even

when allowing flow splitting†, so they also propose a greedy bin-packing method and

†Because of the integer variables required to model power use, their splittable version is an MILP,
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a fat tree-specific heuristic.

Chabarek, et al. [98] also use a mixed-integer linear programming formulation, an

extension of the multi-commodity flow formulation, to determine which parts of an

Ethernet network can be disabled to save power while still routing all traffic.

Key differences with HPC routing Although our work on computing better

static routes for HPC networks shares some similarities with work for optimizing

routing in datacenters, there are two key differences that motivate an HPC-specific

solution. First, Ethernet switches allow routing individual flows, while InfiniBand

switches only route by destination. If an Ethernet switch receives traffic from two

sources to a single destination, it can route the two flows differently, choosing a

different next hop for the packets from the first source compared to packets from

the second source. In contrast, an InfiniBand switch must use the same output port

for packets from both sources because they share the same destination. Since this

approach to routing prevents InfiniBand switches from splitting flows, there are some

parallels between the unsplittable Ethernet flow case and the HPC routing case, but

they are not directly analogous; “flows” in an HPC network appear to merge in a way

that flows cannot in an Ethernet network. Ethernet routing that permits splitting

flows is less closely related to the routing problem for HPC networks.

Second, relevant time scales for datacenter networks differ from HPC networks.

For example, in motivating their approach, the developers of MicroTE find that traffic

in datacenters is often bursty and unpredictable even 100s into the future [95]. In

contrast, although HPC applications also appear bursty at fine time scales, they are

also often iterative, repeating the same, or slowly evolving, traffic pattern for the

not a pure LP unlike Seo’s
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majority of the execution, typically tens of minutes to tens of hours. Thus, enables

more elaborate schemes that produce better answers even if they operate on the time

scale of minutes.

3.2.3 Strategies for Optimizing Static Routes in Other Networks

Kinsy et al. [99] propose solving an offline mixed integer linear programming problem

to optimize routing, but their formulation is somewhat different, and they target

on-chip networks that are dramatically smaller than the networks considered in this

work. They also primarily focus on 2D mesh networks, which are common for a NoC

but not suitable as an interconnect for an HPC system.

Zhong et al. [100] also work on the application specific routing problem for on-chip

networks. Their approach is similar to my `2 formulation, a formulation I describe in

Section 3.3.4, but they use a greedy iterative approach whereas I use a non-convex

quadratic solver. Deadlock freedom is a significant concern for their work because

they use mesh and torus topologies. They evaluate their approach with networks of

size 32 and 36, nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the networks we focus

on.

3.2.4 Other Approaches for Emulating Adaptive Routing on Statically

Routed Networks

Standard InfiniBand routing tables map a single LID (Local IDentifier) [101] to an

output port, which traditionally restricts switches to choosing one output port per

destination. However, researchers have employed the LID Mask Control (LMC) fea-

ture of InfiniBand to assign multiple LIDs to each endpoint [102, 103]. This enables

the subnet manager to create several routes for each endpoint, allowing some degree
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of adaptivity on a statically routed network. This scheme is mostly orthogonal to the

technique I propose, and the linear programming formulations can be modified fairly

easily to support it, although modification will increase the problem size.

Furthermore, when using multiple LIDs, the source endpoints select which route

to use, although they may not be particularly well-equipped to do so, since selecting

the optimal route requires global information about the state of the network that a

single endpoint may not have.

The related idea of using multiple LIDs as a QoS feature (i.e. each source-

destination pair has two routes, one that is latency-optimized and the other that

is bandwidth-optimized) has seen less development. Integer linear programming and

techniques developed in this work could still be used to solve the two-path problem.

3.2.5 Online Routing Schemes for Balancing Traffic

TAGO [104] from SC20 proposes a new routing approach for reconfigurable networks.

Although near-realtime traffic information is used to optimize the network topology,

TAGO uses per-packet randomness, weighted by topology information but not conge-

stion status, to make routing decisions. Their work focuses on dragonfly and related

network topologies.

3D-Hyper-FleX-LION [105], also from SC20, proposes a hybrid electronic-photonic

interconnect, which it compares to fat tree networks. Although their research focuses

on the novel photonic aspects of their work, they propose a routing scheme that routes

each flow in a round-robin fashion. They also comment on the utility of centralized

network-wide knowledge of communication patterns for reconfiguring the network

topology.

FatPaths [106], also from SC20, proposes routing in multiple layers, each layer
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containing a disjoint path, and most layers containing non-minimal paths. They

find that three or four different disjoint paths provide enough diversity to result in

significant performance improvements. They propose randomly choosing from three

or four available paths for each flow, which could be implemented in an InfiniBand

network with LMC.

3.2.6 Related Techniques for Improving Communication Performance

Other approaches to improve communication performance include techniques for op-

timizing placement of applications [107, 108], and techniques for optimizing schedu-

ling [109, 110]. Like this work, these techniques also combine an estimate of future

communication with a network model to improve communication performance. Rou-

ting optimizations can work in conjunction with these techniques for further perfor-

mance improvements.

A recent paper by Savoie, et al. [111] demonstrates that InfiniBand QoS featu-

res, which are not commonly used in HPC networks, can reduce contention between

applications and improve performance. Since applications may still share links with

optimized static routes, and since this technique cannot reduce the amount of traffic

on a link, this technique seems likely to compose well with the approach we propose.

3.2.7 Approaches from Operations Research

Routing problems have been studied for decades in the operations research commu-

nity. Although the single-output-port requirement means that the problem is not a

simple instance of a well-studied problem family, there are several related problems.

Fixed-charge multi-commodity capacitated network design problems [112] model the

optimization of the construction of a network that must carry known quantities of
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commodities, with a price for constructing each link in the network. A variant of this,

the unsplittable network design problem [113, 114] adds the additional constraint that

each commodity must follow a single path between the origin and destination. A furt-

her variant of this, the k-splittable multicommodity flow problem allows up to k paths

for each commodity. Gamst, et al. [115] use a path-based formulation with a branch-

and-price scheme to avoid enumerating all possible paths. Wang, et al. [116] employ

this approach to map virtual datacenters to physical hardware. Because our problem

has no cost to use links and instead would try to minimize the capacity of each link,

not all insights from network design problems are applicable.

3.3 Optimization Problem Formulations

To compute static routes that minimize the maximum traffic along any link in a

three-level fat tree we formulate the problem mathematically, using the language of

(mixed) Integer Linear Programs (ILPs). We seek a formulation that models the entire

problem and also performs well. Our first formulation, the Basic Multi-Commodity

Flow formulation (MCF) as explained in Section 3.3.2 models the complete global

problem with no additional restrictions, so an ILP solver will eventually find a globally

optimal routing table assignment if given the Basic MCF formulation. However,

we found this formulation was extremely slow with certain traffic patterns. This

motivated an exploration into alternative formulations, including some that sacrifice

global optimality to reduce running time.

In the rest of this section, I describe two formulations and a method for combining

their strengths.
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3.3.1 Formulation Preliminaries

Prior to introducing the two formulations, we provide background, define useful no-

tation, and specify the optimal routing problem formally.

Parts of a Fat Tree Network

Terminology varies in the literature for the layers of a three-level fat tree network.‡ All

compute nodes (also called hosts or endpoints) connect to leaf switches, the bottom

layer of switches. Leaf switches in turn connect to spine switches, the middle layer of

switches, and spine switches also connect to core switches, the top layer of switches.

Compute nodes, leaf switches, and spine switches can also be broken into pods

using the simple rule that paths within a pod cannot traverse a core switch. This

means that a pod consists of several leaf switches along with the connected compute

nodes and spine switches.

Networks can also be broken into core groups which consist of core switches and

spine switches. Two core switches are in the same core group if and only if they have

links to the same set of spine switches. Spine switches are in the same core group

as the core switches to which they connect. The regularity of the fat tree topology

ensures that a spine switch is in only one core group. Core groups are useful because

once traffic has entered a core group, it must remain in that core group until it arrives

at its destination leaf switch, at which point the rest of the path is fixed. Figure 3.1

‡Although fat trees with more or fewer than three levels exist, we only consider three-level fat

trees. The routing problem on a one-level fat tree is trivial. Experience suggests that a binary

ILP formulation for routing a two level fat tree should be simple, fast, and produce high-quality

routes. The increase in switch radices have made four level fat trees, e.g. Ranger [117] from 2008,

less common.
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shows the various parts of a small sample three-level fat tree network.

For scale, the test network used in this chapter, quartz1, described in

Section 3.5.3, has 3072 compute nodes, 96 leaf switches, 64 spine switches, and 48

core switches. These switches and compute nodes form 4 pods and 2 core groups.

ILP Solver

All formulations in this work are solved with Gurobi [118], a commercial mathematical

optimization solver. Gurobi focuses on integer linear problems, and is the fastest sol-

ver by many measures, but it can also solve quadratic and quadratically-constrained

optimization problems. Experiments in this work use version 9.1 of Gurobi’s solver.

Traffic-Oblivious Routing Baseline

As a comparison, we use ftree [119], a standard traffic-oblivious routing algorithm

for HPC fat tree networks. Ftree balances routes statically and performs well on

highly regular fat tree networks and specific types of highly regular traffic patterns.

S,H,R: Common Sets

Let S be the set of switches, and let H be the set of hosts, both identified by LID, a

16-bit unique identifier assigned by the subnet manager. Let R be the set of integers

1, 2, . . .maxradix where maxradix is the max radix of any switch in the network

(typically 36 for InfiniBand or 48 for Omni-Path). Then formally, a routing table for

a specific switch is a map from H → R.

Every link (directed arc) in the network is identified by the switch’s output port

it plugs into: a tuple (s, p), where s ∈ S ∪ H and p ∈ R. Let A be the set of all

arcs (links) in the network. A ⊆ S×R. Technically, this ignores the links from hosts
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to leaf switches (which have output ports in H, not S), but the formulations handle

these links implicitly.

Let E : A → S ∪H return the switch s at the other end of the link. Then a link

(s, p) carries traffic from s to E(s, p).

K: Allowed Ports

We restrict our consideration to formulations that require that packets take minimal

up* down* paths. Requiring paths of the form up* down* is sufficient to ensure

deadlock freedom [120]. In general, for fat trees, this restriction has a minimal impact

on the quality of our routes, since, in general, routing a packet through a non-minimal

path just means it consumes available bandwidth on more links than necessary. In

fact, in the non-integral version of the problem, i.e. allowing multiple output ports

for each destination, one can show that allowing paths that are longer than necessary

never helps.

In addition to eliminating the possibility of deadlock, this restriction dramatically

reduces the number of decision variables we need in our formulation. Any variable

representing traffic that would violate the minimal path constraint can be immediately

forced to 0 and ignored.

We encode this constraint mathematically with the set K ⊂ A × H. A tuple

(s, p, h) ∈ K means that at switch s, port p is a valid port to reach destination h.

The structure of the network makes this relatively easy to generate. For s ∈ S, p ∈

R, h ∈ H, a tuple (s, p, h) ∈ K if and only if both parts of one of the following

statements are true:

• s is a leaf switch that connects directly to h; p connects directly to h.
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Figure 3.1 : Example of some links that are valid to reach host h with parts of the

network labeled

• s is a leaf switch that does not connect directly to h; p connects to a spine

switch.

• s is a spine switch in the same pod as h; p connects to a leaf switch which

connects directly to h.

• s is a spine switch in a different pod from h; p connects to a core switch.

• s is a core switch; p connects to a spine switch in the same pod as h.

Figure 3.1 shows allowable links for 6-hop routes to h (links from senders to leaf

switches are not shown) in a small fat tree network.
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Id and Od: Incoming and Outgoing Links

Id(s) and Od(s) are, respectively, the incoming and outgoing links from a switch

s ∈ S that are valid for destination d ∈ H. Both functions return subsets of A.

More formally Od(s) = {(s, p) | (s, p, d) ∈ K}, and Id(s) = {(s′, p′) | (s′, p′, d) ∈

K and E(s′, p′) = s}, recalling that E(s′, p′) = s means that link (s′, p′) ends at switch

s. The fact that links are specified by their output port explains the asymmetry in

the definitions of Id and Od.

J: Traffic Pattern

Traffic patterns are modeled as a quantity of traffic from a source host to a sink host.

This model does not consider time-varying behavior, which simplifies the problem.

These formulations are scale-invariant, so we do not specify a unit.

Formally, J : H×H → R≥0. Host hs sends J(hs, hd) units of traffic to destination

host hd.

Traffic patterns for applications are often very sparse. Of the |H|2 source-

destinations pairs, we expect that only O(|H|) have non-zero traffic.

Since we restrict consideration to single-rail fat tree networks in this work, we

can aggregate the traffic from all hosts connected to each leaf switch and extend the

definition of J . If s is a leaf switch, J(s, hd) =
∑

hs∈I(s)∩H J(hs, hd), i.e. the sum of

traffic generated by hosts attached to s destined for host hd. If s is not a leaf switch,

J(s, hd) = 0.

It’s sometimes helpful to break the traffic pattern down based on the distance

between the source and destination. We use the terms 2-hop traffic, 4-hop traffic,

and 6-hop traffic, where n-hop traffic means traffic from a source distance n from the

destination.
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The Goodness of a Routing

Finally, to choose an optimal routing table assignment, we need a measure of the

quality of a routing table assignment to compare between different choices. This

measure should take into account all links in the network. Put vaguely, a good

routing table assignment spreads spread traffic throughout the network to minimize

hot spots.

A first attempt at assessing the quality of a routing table for a traffic pattern

might be to sum the amount of traffic on each link over all links, computing the `1

norm of the vector of traffic on each link. However, for a fat tree with minimal routes,

this quantity depends only on the traffic pattern and is independent of the choice of

a valid routing table. To see this, observe that if we change from a minimal route

for some traffic to a different minimal route for that traffic, for each link for which

we have reduced traffic, there is a corresponding link which has gained an identical

amount of traffic. Thus, this measure is not helpful.

Instead, to improve the routing of a traffic pattern in an HPC system we minimize

the maximum amount of traffic on a link. We call the variable that captures this quan-

tity maxval. To motivate this, consider the toy example of n non-negative numbers

with a fixed sum. Concretely, suppose t1, t2, . . . tn are non-negative and
∑n

i=1 ti = s,

i.e. the `1 norm is fixed. Then arg min ||t1, t2, . . . tn||`∞ = (s/n, s/n, . . . s/n), i.e. mini-

mizing the maximum of a non-negative vector with fixed sum but no other constraints

spreads the total evenly. Since we know that the vector a traffic on each link is a

non-negative vector with a fixed sum, we expect that minimizing the maximum (`∞

norm) traffic on a link will tend to spread traffic out. Thus, the `∞ norm is a potential

candidate for evaluating the quality of a routing.

However, this is also true for the `p norm for any p > 1, but the value of p can have
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a dramatic impact on the computational tractability of the optimization process. The

`∞ norm can be encoded easily as a linear program, whereas the `2 norm converts

the formulation into a quadratic program, and choosing any other value of p results

in a general mixed-integer convex optimization problem. Since linear programs are

generally easier, and computational efficiency is critical in this situation, we choose

the `∞ norm.

We revisit this discussion in Section 5.4, but we briefly sketch one potential pro-

blem with this choice. Consider a situation in which one compute node receives 2x

traffic while the rest of the traffic pattern can be routed with no more than x traffic

on each link, for some positive value x. If a formulation minimizes the `∞ norm of

traffic on each link, can generate a routing table assignment with objective value 2x,

which is optimal, yet do a poor job spreading traffic along the rest of the network,

yielding links with 2x traffic when they could carry x. Simply excluding links to

or from compute nodes can mitigate this problem but does not solve it. Yet, this

potential problem seems only rarely to cause significant issues.

3.3.2 Basic Multi-commodity Flow Formulation

To compute static routes that minimize the maximum traffic along any link in a three-

level fat tree, we formulate the problem by extending a standard multi-commodity

flow formulation, adding the additional one-port-per-destination constraint. We de-

fine the following variables:

• Ts,p,d where: s ∈ S, p ∈ R and d ∈ H. Ts,p,d ∈ R≥0. This represents that amount

of flow with final destination d that is passing through arc (s, p). Although

these variables have natural bounds given by total amounts of injected traffic,

we do not specify upper bounds in the formulation, instead treating them as
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unbounded positive variables.

• maxval, the maximum amount of traffic on any link. maxval ∈ R≥0.

Using these variables, the formal description of the formulation is:

Min maxval

s.t.∑
(s′,p′)∈Id(s)

Ts′,p′,d + J(s, d) =
∑

(s,p)∈Od(s)

Ts,p,d ∀s ∈ S,∀d ∈ H (3.3.1)

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

Ts,p,d ≤maxval ∀s ∈ S,∀p ∈ R (3.3.2)

SOS1 ({Ts,p,d | (s, p, d) ∈ K}) ∀s ∈ S,∀d ∈ H (3.3.3)

Ts,p,d ≥ 0 ∀(s, p, d) ∈ K (3.3.4)

Equation (3.3.1) is a standard multi-commodity (i.e. destination-specific) flow

conservation equation with the injected traffic. At each switch, Equation (3.3.1)

considers each destination independently and enforces that the incoming traffic from

other switches plus any injected traffic equals the outgoing traffic:

∑
(s′,p′)∈Id(s)

Ts′,p′,d + J(s, d)=
∑

(s,p)∈Od(s)

Ts,p,d.
Incoming traffic

from switches

Injected from directly

attached compute no-

des, if any

Traffic not created, de-

stroyed, or converted to

a different destination
Outgoing traffic

on allowed ports
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Equation (3.3.2) enforces that maxval is greater than the amount of traffic on

each link. Since maxval is minimized in the objective function, maxval will be equal

to, and not just greater than, the total traffic on each link. For each link, we have

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

T s,p,d ≤ maxval.

All allowed destinations

for this link

Total traffic flowing

through this link

Equation (3.3.3) uses Type 1 Specially Ordered Sets§ to ensures that at each

switch and for each destination, at most one output port can have non-zero flow. For

each switch and each destination, we have:

SOS1 ({Ts,p,d | (s, p, d) ∈ K}) .

All allowed output ports

for this destination

At most one output port carries non-

zero traffic for this destination

If Ts,p,d > 0, then we set the entry for d at switch s to port p.

Ejection of traffic from the network is represented only implicitly as well. Because

of the way we use K and Od, the right hand side of Equation (3.3.1) for a leaf switch s

§SOS1 sets are a primitive built into most ILP solvers. They specify the constraint that at most

one variable in the set takes a non-zero value.
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and a host d connected directly to s has only one term in the sum, namely traffic from

the link from s to d. This term does not appear anywhere else in Equation (3.3.1).

Equation (3.3.4) prevents negative values for each T variable. A negative value

has no interpretation as an amount of flow.

This formulation is straightforward, simple to construct, and models the global

problem. In some cases, Gurobi’s heuristics generate feasible solutions of decent qua-

lity, but not always. For some traffic patterns, Gurobi spends an inordinately long

time (> 1 day) at the root node with this formulation. Furthermore, sometimes bran-

ching can result in extreme degeneracy, taking more than 100 000 simplex iterations

per node. These problems may be due to a strange interaction between how Gurobi

handles the SOS1 constraints and the symmetry of the problem.

One interesting aspect of this formulation is that many slight modifications to it

result in much simpler problems. Deleting Equation (3.3.2) results in an independent

collection of uncapacitated min-cost flow problem, one for each commodity. The arcs

(edges) with non-zero flow in a basic feasible solution (BFS) to uncapacitated min-

cost flow problem form a tree structure.¶ Because of the structure of K, a tree taken

from the subset of arcs that are allowed for a destination d is a valid routing table

assignment for the whole network for d. Thus, a BFS would automatically satisfy

the integrality conditions (i.e. Equation (3.3.3)). However, this leaves us without any

way to actually optimize the flow.

Deleting Equation (3.3.3) gives an LP with no integrality constraints that can

¶When there’s only one sink node, this has a simple intuitive explanation. Every non-sink node

needs at least one arc that can have non-zero outgoing traffic to conserve flow at that node, but of

the possible outgoing links, one will have the lowest total cost to the sink, so all of the outgoing flow

will go on that arc.
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be solved in polynomial time, but the resulting solution will likely split traffic for a

single destination between multiple output ports, so it cannot be used to generate

static routing tables.

Deleting Equation (3.3.1) results in a trivial problem which has an optimal solution

in which all variables are set to zero.

Converting this to a maximization problem, with the appropriate adjustments so

that maxval is the maximum amount of traffic on a link, results in a problem that

can also be solved easily. However, this too is not helpful.

So, while this formulation precisely describes the problem we would like to solve,

it is difficult to solve in practice. In the next section, we describe an approach that

relaxes the global optimality goal but gives good solutions in practice.

3.3.3 Partitioned Binary

In this section, we present another ILP-based approach for solving the problem. We

want an approach that we can be certain will give reasonably good solutions in a few

minutes, though we also aim for very good solutions in a few minutes, at least on most

traffic patterns. To that end, we relax our goal of global optimality, and develop an

ILP-based heuristic. This approach partitions the network into several pieces, solves

one smaller subproblem on each piece, and combines the results into a routing table

assignment for the whole network.

Motivation

Exploration of the literature, experiments, and discussion with experts suggested

formulations using binary variables instead of SOS1 constraints may be easier to

solve. There are two clear ways of replacing Equation (3.3.3) with binary variables.
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First, we can use the standard big-M reformulation for SOS1 constraints [121].‖ Since

Gurobi’s presolve is able to make this change when it can choose a suitable value for

M and detects the reformulation may be helpful, we did not attempt it manually.

However, it is possible that a manual reformulation might use tighter values of M

than the automatically chosen values, improving the quality of the reformulation.

When reformulating SOS1 constraints involving variables representing traffic to a

destination d, we can use the total amount of traffic injected for d as the value of M .

Often, we can tighten this even further using the network topology by setting M to

the total amount of traffic for d injected by compute nodes that have a legal path to

d through the switch under consideration.

Second, we can remove the continuous variables entirely and express routing de-

cisions entirely with binary variables that indicate whether a routing table selects a

specific port for a destination. Traffic on a link can be computed as a weighted sum

of products of these variables. Additionally, these products can be linearized [122,

Proposition 2.7] by introducing auxiliary variables. Although an early formulation

using binary variables fixed some of the issues from the SOS1 constraints, it took

hours to solve some traffic patterns, and ran out of memory on other traffic patterns.

Given that network traffic changes over time, arriving at a near-optimal solution

quickly is more beneficial than arriving at an optimal solution after several hours.

These two factors motivated a heuristic approach using binary variables.

This approach takes advantage of the benefits of using binary variables while

working around the issues inherent in a formulation that uses products of binary

‖For example, to reformulate SOS1(t1, t2), introduce parallel binary variables x1 and x2, and

add the constraints x1 + x2 = 1, t1 ≤Mx1, and t2 ≤Mx2, where M is a constant at least as large

as the upper bound for t1 and t2.
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Algorithm 7: Outline of Partitioned Binary approach

Interpod Route step

foreach Pod p do

foreach Core group c do

Route traffic from leaf switches in p to spine switches in c

foreach Core group c do

Route traffic from spines in c to core switches in c

Route traffic from core switches down to leaf switches

variables. Instead of linearizing products, we eliminate products by routing one step

at a time: leaf to spine, then spine to core, and finally core to spine. Algorithm 7

shows an outline of the approach. Each step solves for some subset of the binary

variables xs,p,d, where s ∈ S, p ∈ R, and d ∈ H. If xs,p,d = 1, then switch s chooses

port p as the output port for destination d. As before, we only consider xs,p,d for

(s, p, d) ∈ K, preventing illegal routing choices.

Routing one step at a time, i.e. partitioning the network by layer, results in a

different set of challenges, namely, the decisions made at each step influence subse-

quent steps, and it is easy to route one step in a way that seems optimal but makes it

impossible to route subsequent steps without causing severe congestion. Informally,

we have to be careful not to “paint ourself into a corner.” To try to prevent this

from occurring, this formulation uses secondary objectives in each step as heuristics

to choose a solution for the current step that will lead to a good overall solution.

In part, these secondary objectives encode insights about the structure of fat tree

networks, and as such, this formulation is more specific to three-level fat tree net-
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works. Prior to describing the formulation, we provide some additional background

on notation. After, the remainder of this section will describe each step in detail and

discuss the approach as a whole.

Additional Notation for Parts of a Network

Let SL be the set of all leaf switches, SS be the set of all spine switches, and SC be

the set of all core switches.

We define some convenience functions: leaf(h) for h ∈ H, which gives the leaf

switch connected to h; pod(s) for s ∈ SL ∪ SS, which gives the number of the pod s

is in; we extend this definition to pod(h) for h ∈ H, given by pod(h) = pod(leaf(h));

core(s) for s ∈ SS ∪ SC , which gives the number of the core group s is a part of.

Interpod Route

As a first step, we solve a very coarse-grained approximation to the global optimal

routing problem. We merge together all spine switches in the same core, and also

merge all core switches in the same core group. Since subsequent steps solve routing

problems that only consider a portion of the network, this initial global step is a way

for them to incorporate global information.

Because, after merging, there is only one spine switch per core group, once the

core group has been chosen, the rest of the path is fixed. This means that the full

routing problem can be posed without requiring any products of binary variables. We

define linear expressions of decision variables T̃s,p,d as

T̃s,p,d :=


xs,p,d ∗ J(s, d) s is a leaf switch∑

(s′,p′)∈Id(s) T̃s′,p′,d s is not a leaf switch.
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h1 h2 · · ·

Figure 3.2 : Coarse approximation of the full network used in the interpod routing

step. Compare with the network shown in Figure 3.1.

T̃s,p,d, analogous to Ts,p,d from Section 3.3.2, captures the amount of traffic for

destination d going through link (s, p).

The optimization problem is then:

Min {maxval, imbalance}

s.t. ∑
p∈{p|(s,p,d)∈K}

xs,p,d =1 ∀s ∈ SL,∀d ∈ H (3.3.5)

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

T̃s,p,d ≤Cs,p ∗maxval ∀s ∈ S,∀p ∈ R (3.3.6)

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

T̃s,p,d ≤
(∑
d∈H

J(s, d)

)
∗ imbalance ∀s ∈ SL,∀p ∈ R (3.3.7)

xs,p,d ∈ {0, 1} ∀(s, p, d) ∈ K.

This optimization problem, like most of the subproblems in this formulation, uses

multiple objectives which are optimized hierarchically (also called lexicographically)
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using Gurobi’s multiple objective functionality [123]. Again, we now explain each

equation in the formulation in detail. Equation (3.3.5) requires the solver to pick

exactly one core group for each leaf switch and destination. For each leaf switch and

each destination, we have:

∑
p∈{p|(s,p,d)∈K}

xs,p,d = 1.

One term for each core group for 4 or

6 hop traffic

Should traffic from s for d use the

core group connected to p?

Equation (3.3.6) ensures that minimizing maxval leads to balancing the traffic

appropriately between the different core groups. When s is a leaf switch, the sum on

the left hand side captures the total amount of traffic from s going to the core group

connected to p. When s is a spine switch, the sum captures the total traffic coming

from core group core(s) going to pod(s). This ensures that any imbalance between

how much traffic a core group receives and how much traffic it receives specifically

for each destination pod will not lead to major bottlenecks on the full network. The

constants Cs,p in Equation (3.3.6) capture how many links in the original network

are merged into each link in the coarse network. This is especially important because

each link from a leaf switch to a spine switch represents 8 links in the original network,

but each link from a spine switch to a core switch represents nearly 200 links.

Equation (3.3.7) causes the secondary objective imbalance, to balance traffic be-
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tween core groups. For each leaf switch and each core group, we have:

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

T̃s,p,d ≤
(∑
d∈H

J(s, d)

)
∗ imbalance.

Total amount of traffic from s to core

group connected to p

Total amount of 4- and 6-hop traffic

generated by nodes attached to s

Notice the identical left hand sides between Equation (3.3.6) and Equation (3.3.7),

since they both capture total traffic on a link. However, imbalance measures traffic

as a fraction of total traffic leaving a leaf switch, and so has a minimum value of

1/(number of core groups).

Using the aforementioned formulation to compute an interpod route is typically

very quick, and normally solves to optimality in a few seconds. Occasionally, Gurobi

will spend longer on the secondary objective making minor improvements. To prevent

these minor improvements from taking more time than they are worth, each objective

has a time limit of 7.5 seconds. The optimal value of maxval in this problem also

gives us a lower bound for maxval in the global problem, albeit typically a very weak

lower bound.

We use the results from this coarse-grained solve to restrict traffic in the full pro-

blem to the core group it is assigned to in the optimal solution for the coarse problem.

Since traffic can never go from one core group to another, this allows us to split the

network into independent units that can be solved in parallel. Flows with no traffic

have no impact on either objective in this formulation but can result in computational

imbalance in later steps, since adding them to the formulation and removing them

in presolve phases requires a small but non-zero amount of computation, so we force
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Gurobi to assign any flows carrying zero traffic to a pod in a round-robin fashion by

modifying the bounds for those variables.

Leaf to Spine

In this step, we route traffic from leaf switches to spine switches. This can be done

independently for each pod, as well as for the ports that go to each core group, so we

partition the network and solve each piece in parallel.

As with all other formulations, we want to minimize the maximum traffic on any

particular link, maxval. For this stage, in addition to minimizing maxval, we also

want to ensure that no spine switch receives too much traffic for any single destination.

If flows for the same destination are routed from different leaf switches to the same

spine switch, those flows can never be un-merged. It’s easier to balance more smaller

flows than fewer larger flows, so we want to avoid merging flows. To accomplish this,

we introduce decision variables maxperdestlidd ∈ R≥0 for d ∈ H, which represents

the maximum traffic for destination d at any spine switch. We include 4-hop traffic

in the balance per destination LID in spite of not being strictly necessary.

For 6-hop traffic, that’s all we need to worry about. Although at this stage

each subproblem has no information about the choices the solver makes in other

subproblems, so we might expect to need to balance traffic for a given leaf switch or

destination pod, we don’t need to focus on those. Each spine switch has full access

to the bandwidth in the core group to a single destination pod or leaf switch. For

example, even if the first spine switch in both pod 1 and pod 2 receive a large amount

of traffic for a single leaf switch in pod 3, they are both able to spread the traffic over

all the paths in the core group that lead to the destination leaf switch. In fact, we

don’t even need to worry about the fact that a single spine switch has more traffic
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than another spine switch. Since there’s no taper at this level, the number of incoming

links is the same as the number of outgoing links, so unless flows merge because they

have the same destination, the amount of traffic on the worst outgoing link won’t be

any worse than the worst incoming link.

The one situation where we do need to pay attention is in selecting the core group.

If pod 1 sends lots of traffic for pod 3 to spine switches in the first core group, and

pod 2 does the same, the traffic will have to compete for limited bandwidth in that

core group to pod 3. The initial interpod routing step handles this concern.

For 4-hop traffic, we do need to pay a little more attention. Each spine switch

has one link to each destination leaf switch, so we want to be sure we balance traffic

for a given destination leaf switch among the different spine switches. To accomplish

this, we introduce decision variables maxperdestleafs ∈ R≥0 for leaf switches s in

the current pod, where maxperdestleafs represents the maximum total traffic at any

spine switch for destinations attached to leaf switch s.

Since the problem is solved for each pod and core group separately, let SL only

refer to the leaf switches in the current pod, remove from R any ports that lead to

spine switches not in the current core group, and assume J(s, d) = 0 if the traffic

from s for d was not assigned to this core group in the interpod route stage.

For simplicity of notation, we also assume that if s, s′ ∈ SL and p ∈ R, then

E(s, p) = E(s′, p). In other words, the same numbered ports connect to the same spine

switches. Next, we present the precise mathematical description of our formulation

for the leaf to spine subproblem.
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Min

{
maxval,

∑
s∈SL

maxperdestleafs,
∑
d∈H

maxperdestlidd

}

s.t. ∑
p∈{p|(s,p,d)∈K}

xs,p,d =1 ∀s ∈ SL,∀d ∈ H (3.3.8)

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxval ∀s ∈ SL,∀p ∈ R (3.3.9)

∑
s∈SL

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxperdestlidd ∀d ∈ H,∀p ∈ R (3.3.10)

∑
s∈SL

∑
d∈{d∈H|leaf(d)=s′}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxperdestleafs′ ∀s′ ∈ SL,∀p ∈ R (3.3.11)

xs,p,d ∈ {0, 1} ∀(s, p, d) ∈ K (3.3.12)

In this formulation, the three objectives are optimized in lexicographical order,

i.e. first the optimal value for maxval is found, then maxval is constrained to be

no larger that that value (plus a numerical tolerance), and the second objective is

minimized, etc.

Equation (3.3.8), similar to Equation (3.3.5), enforces that a feasible solution

selects exactly one output port per destination at each switch. Equation (3.3.9), also

similar to Equation (3.3.6), makes maxval meaningful. Although Equation (3.3.9)

also handles the 2-hop traffic case, we explain the 4- and 6-hop case in detail. For

each link (s, p) where s is in the current pod and (s, p) connects to a spine switch in

the current pod, we have:

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤ maxval.Total traffic going

out (s, p)
Traffic from s for d

Does traffic for d use

port p?
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The left hand side of Equation (3.3.10) captures the total amount of traffic for

destination d arriving at the spine switch E(s, p). As mentioned previously, we want

to avoid sending too much traffic for a given destination to a single spine switch, since

that will essentially merge flows that cannot be unmerged.

The nested sums in Equation (3.3.11) iterate over all sources s and all destinations

d connected to the leaf switch s′ to compute the total amount of traffic at the spine

switch connected to (s′, p), i.e. E(s′, p), for destinations connected to s′. In detail:

∑
s∈SL

∑
d∈{d∈H|leaf(d)=s′}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤ maxperdestleafs′ .

Total 4-hop traffic for s′ at E(s′, p)

Total traffic from s to s′ at E(s′, p)

Finally, Equation (3.3.12) requires all x variables to be binary. This ensures that

feasible solutions to this optimization problem correspond to feasible routing tables.

After solving this problem for each pod and each core group, we “push” the traffic

one hop. So that we can ignore leaf switches in subsequent steps, we consider spine

switches as traffic sources for the traffic they actually received from leaf switches in

this step. To do so, we define J(s, d), where s ∈ SS and pod(d) 6= pod(s) (i.e. 6-

hop traffic) by J(s, d) =
∑

(s′,p′)∈Id(s) J(s′, d)xs′,p′,d. Since at this point we have fixed

values of xs′,p′,d where s′ ∈ SL, J(s, d) is a real number.

Spine to Core

In this step, we route traffic from spine switches to individual core switches. We solve

this problem independently for each core group since they cannot interfere.

As in the previous step, and for the same reasons we minimize maxval and∑
d∈H maxperdestlidd. However, in this step, we must ensure we do not send too
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much traffic for a single destination pod to any core switch. Each spine switch has

several links worth of bandwidth to each pod, but substantially less than the total

incoming bandwidth. For example, we want to avoid the situation in which multiple

pods send all of their traffic for destinations in pod 1 to the first core switch in the

core group.

To accomplish this, we introduce decision variables maxperdestpodo ∈ R≥0 for

each pod o. Similar to maxperdestlid or maxperdestleaf , maxperdestpodo represents

the maximum at any core switch of the total amount of traffic for destinations in pod

o.

Similar to the previous step, since we solve this for each core group independently,

so let SS only refer to the spine switches in the current core group, let R only refer

to the ports that connect to core switches, and let K only use ports in R. As before,

we’ll assume the same numbered ports connect to the same core switch for spine

switches within a core group.
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Min

{
maxval,

∑
d∈H

maxperdestlidd,
∑
o∈pods

maxperdestpodo

}

s.t.∑
p∈R

xs,p,d = 1 ∀s ∈ SS,∀d ∈ {d ∈ H | pod(d) 6= pod(s)}(3.3.13)

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxval ∀s ∈ SS,∀p ∈ R (3.3.14)

∑
s∈{s∈SS |pod(s)6=pod(d)}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxperdestlidd ∀d ∈ H,∀p ∈ R (3.3.15)

∑
d∈{d∈H|pod(d)=o},
s∈{s∈SS |pod(s)6=o}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxperdestpodo ∀o ∈ pods,∀p ∈ R (3.3.16)

xs,p,d ∈ {0, 1} ∀(s, p, d) ∈ K (3.3.17)

Again, objectives are optimized lexicographically.

Other than the care needed to ensure we only consider 6-hop traffic, the con-

straints parallel the constraints in the previous step, so we omit detailed explana-

tions of each constraint. Equation (3.3.13), like Equation (3.3.8), forces a feasible

solution to select exactly one output port per destination. Equation (3.3.14), like

Equation (3.3.9), ensures minimizing maxval minimizes the total amount of traffic

on any link. Equation (3.3.15), like Equation (3.3.10), avoids merging flows for the

same destination. The double sum on the left hand side of Equation (3.3.16), shown

with a single summation symbol for spacing purposes, but analogous to the left hand

side of Equation (3.3.11), captures the total amount of traffic at a core switch for

destinations in pod o. Then, Equation (3.3.16) as a whole, combined with the ob-

jective, tries to balance traffic for each pod among spine switches. Equation (3.3.17),

like Equation (3.3.12), constrains x variables to be binary.
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Again, after solving this, we push traffic to spine switches. We again extend J(s, d)

for s ∈ SC , d ∈ H by defining J(s, d) =
∑

(s′,p′)∈Id(s) J(s′, d)xs′,p′,d.

Core Down

In this step, we route traffic from the core down to its final destination. Although

this is multiple hops, only the hop from a core switch to a spine switch has multiple

choices. When traffic reaches a spine switch going down, it must take the unique

shortest path to the destination.

Since this is the last step in the routing process, we no longer need the additional

objective functions to act as heuristics, and we can just minimize maxval directly.

This step needs to merge the 4-hop traffic routed in the leaf to spine step with the

6-hop traffic coming down from core switches. Thus, this formulation uses x∗s,p,d for

s ∈ SL, d ∈ H, pod(d) = pod(s), to indicate the value of xs,p,d in the optimal solution

found for the leaf to spine step.

Although this step can be broken down by destination pod and source core group,

the code solves it as one problem. This step is normally not as computationally

intensive as other steps, so parallelizing it is not a high priority.

Min maxval

s.t.∑
p∈R

xs,p,d =1 ∀s ∈ SC ,∀d ∈ H

∑
d∈{d|(s,p,d)∈K}

J(s, d)xs,p,d ≤maxval ∀s ∈ SC ,∀p ∈ R (3.3.18)
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∑
d∈{d∈H|leaf(d)=sl}

 ∑
(s′,p′)∈{(s′,p′)∈Id(s)|s′∈SC}

J(s′, d)xs′,p′,d

 +

 ∑
(s′,p′)∈{(s′,p′)∈Id(s)|s′∈SL}

J(s′, d)x∗s′,p′,d

 ≤ maxval

∀s ∈ SS,∀sl ∈ {sl ∈ SL | pod(sl) = pod(s)} (3.3.19)

xs,p,d ∈ {0, 1} ∀(s, p, d) ∈ K

Equation (3.3.18) ensures that maxval is greater than the amount of traffic on each

link for links from core switches to spine switches. Equation (3.3.19) serves a similar

purpose for traffic on links from spine switches to leaf switches. The first inner sum

handles the 6-hop traffic that is being routed in this step, while the second inner sum

handles the previously routed 4-hop traffic. For each spine switch s and each leaf

switch sl in the same pod as s, we compute the amount of traffic on the link from s

to sl by

∑
d∈{d∈H|leaf(d)=sl}

 ∑
(s′,p′)∈{(s′,p′)∈Id(s)|s′∈SC}

J(s′, d)xs′,p′,d

 +

 ∑
(s′,p′)∈{(s′,p′)∈Id(s)|s′∈SL}

J(s′, d)x∗s′,p′,d

 ≤ maxval.

Total traffic at s going to sl
Incoming 6-hop traffic for d

Incoming 4-hop traffic

for d

Links from core switches to s

Links from leaf switches to s

Since the amount of traffic on each link from a leaf switch to a compute node is

determined entirely by the traffic pattern and is independent of our choice of routing

table, we omit those links from this formulation. Although it is possible for a link

from a leaf to a compute node to carry the most traffic, e.g. in an incast pattern,
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(a) Non-optimal routing
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(b) Optimal routing

Figure 3.3 : Two ways of routing a simple traffic pattern: leaf switches 2, 3, and 4

have 5 units of traffic for destination h1, leaf switch 4 also has 5 units of traffic for

h2, and a leaf switch in another pod has 15 units of traffic for h3

this formulation is designed to generate heuristic solutions, and focused more on

generating high quality solutions rather than exactly assessing the quality of the

solution it generates.

Discussion

Overall, this formulation works well. In most cases, it’s relatively fast, and it often

finds optimal routing table assignments, in spite of the fact that there’s no guarantee

that it will.

For example, consider the case depicted in Figure 3.3 where pod 1 has a substantial

amount of intra-pod traffic comprised of small flows, and another pod has one large

flow destined for pod 1. In the leaf to spine step, the small flows will be balanced

across the leaf to spine links in the pod, which results in using approximately the same

amount of traffic on each spine to leaf link for 4-hop traffic, as shown in Figure 3.3a.
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No matter how the large flow is routed, it must pass through a link that already has

5 units of traffic, making maxval = 20. On the other hand, there is a routing table

assignment (Figure 3.3b) which routes this traffic pattern with maxval = 15. One

of the biggest downsides of this formulation is that if it returns a sub-optimal result,

there’s no clear way to improve it.

Another consideration with this approach is that it doesn’t give a feasible solution

for the full problem until all steps have completed. This means that it’s important

that early steps have timeouts, in particular for secondary objectives. In some cases,

it’s important for the secondary objectives to be solved to optimality. In other cases,

there is enough slack in the network that terminating a secondary objective early will

still lead to an overall optimal value for maxval.

Furthermore, because of the way hierarchical optimization works with timeouts,

the connection between timeouts and running time is not always straightforward. De-

pending on when one objective times out, the constraint added to the formulation for

subsequent objectives is different. With these different constraints, Gurobi may have

an easier or harder time solving the subsequent objectives. In one case, improving the

formulation slightly caused Gurobi to find a better solution for the second objective

before the allotted time elapsed, which meant that a tighter bound was added for the

third objective. The third objective then became so much slower to optimize that the

total runtime increased.

An implementation detail not present in the mathematical description above is

that J(s, d) is rounded to the nearest multiple of 1/5000 of the maximum source-

destination pair. Using discrete values helps Gurobi prove bounds more easily, alt-

hough it means that many steps are done with slightly inaccurate traffic values. Whe-

never we present overall objective values for comparison with other formulations, we
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recompute the objective value for the solution using un-rounded values.

3.3.4 Other Formulations Explored

In this section, we briefly explain some other formulations we explored as part of our

quest to produce static routes that distribute a known traffic pattern across the links

of a fat tree network to improve communication performance. These formulations are

not as successful as the Basic MCF or the Partitioned Binary formulations, and are

not included in the final algorithm.

Product-based Global Binary [124, Section 6] This formulation, alluded to

in the motivation for the Partitioned Binary formulation (Section 3.3.3), uses binary

decision variables to model routing decisions, and expresses whether a given flow

passes through a specified link as a product of binary decision variables. Traffic

through each link is then expressed as a sum of products, weighted by flow size, which

is known. Gurobi is able to linearize this formulation, but at the cost of making a

substantially larger problem instance.

Product-less Global Binary [124, Section 7] This formulation is essentially a

specific manual linearization of the product-based global binary formulation. It in-

troduces additional auxiliary binary variables to track traffic from each source leaf

switch. Although the implementation of this formulation contains several optimizati-

ons to reduce the number of variables, for some traffic patterns, it requires hundreds

of millions or more binary variables, which became intractable.

Multi-level [124, Section 9] This formulation solves the routing problem using

the Basic MCF formulation on a coarse approximation to the network formed by
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merging switches and links. In each round, we merge pairs of spine switches and core

switches, only considering pairs of two switches at the same level, in the same core

group, and in the same pod. As each pair is merged, we simplify duplicate links by

merging them into a single link. The coarsened approximation is repeatedly refined

by restoring the merged pairs, re-solving the optimization problem each time, until

arriving at the original network. Optimal solutions from a coarse approximation can

be used to add additional constraints or as an initial feasible solution.

Twist and Binary Twist [124, Sections 4-5] These formulations add additional

constraints to the Basic MCF formulation to force a solution in which routing tables

of adjacent switches are very similar, as they are in ftree. Subsequent rounds of

optimization remove these constraints, eventually leaving the original Basic MCF

formulation, but each optimization round can use solutions from prior rounds as initial

feasible solutions. Although the additional constraints result in a smaller problem

after presolve, as desired, the loss of structure and symmetry hinder Gurobi’s heuristic

algorithms, resulting in worse solutions overall.

L2 Minimization [124, Section 11] Instead of minimizing the maximum amount

of traffic on a link, this formulation minimizes the `2 norm of the vector formed by

taking the total traffic on each link. This should balance traffic more evenly, but was

more computationally expensive.

Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition [124, Section 16] The Basic MCF formulation

has a pattern that makes it suitable for Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition [125]. Each

subproblem is a cheap min-cost flow problem on a graph. Unfortunately the columns

generated with this approach did not prove effective in solving the integral version of
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the Basic MCF formulation, and we did not need another algorithm for solving its

LP relaxation.

Semi-greedy Heuristic [124, Section 17] This formulation is also a column-

generation scheme, but uses greedy heuristics to pick which columns to regenerate

and heuristics to set edge prices instead of dual variables. The master problem retains

the integrality constraints throughout the entire process. This formulation sometimes

generates high-quality initial solutions, but improves upon the initial solution very

slowly.

3.4 A Hybrid Approach

As we describe below, the Basic MCF and the Partitioned Binary formulations have

different strengths. For that reason, we would like a way to combine their strengths.

This section presents our approach for doing so. The multi-commodity flow conserva-

tion formulation is a global formulation, which means that the solver will eventually

find a global optimum. Furthermore, dual bounds that the solver finds are true

bounds of the global problem, so in the case that the solution process runs out of

time before reaching a global solution, we can make precise claims about how close

the solution is to optimal. On the other hand, the Partitioned Binary formulation is

faster and tends to produce good results in practice. Thus, and observing that the

hardware has more parallelism available than Gurobi is able to use efficiently, we run

both formulations in parallel. The Basic Multi-commodity Flow formulation serves

as the master problem, and the Partitioned Binary formulation serves as a method

for generating heuristic solutions. This parallel scheme enables early termination if

the heuristic finds an optimal solution early in the process, while also ensuring that
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optimization continues for all the time that is available if the heuristic terminates

quickly yet sub-optimally.

However, since the Partitioned Binary formulation must solve several sub-

problems to produce a feasible solution for the overall problem, for it to be useful as a

heuristic, we need to ensure early sub-problems do not consume all available time. We

have observed that solving each sub-problem to optimality is often unnecessary for

the global solution resulting from the combination of the sub-problems to be optimal.

Given this fact, we simply bound the runtime of each of the sub-problems, ensuring

that the whole Partitioned Binary formulation finishes in a bounded amount of time.

Additionally, we can solve sub-problems in the same phase in parallel, essentially

converting each foreach in Algorithm 7 to a parallel foreach.

Each hierarchical optimization step for each sub-problem has a time limit of 100s.

Since the leaf to spine and spine to core stages have three hierarchical objectives each,

and we solve each sub-problem in the phase in parallel, each of the phases takes no

more than 300 seconds. In practice, Gurobi often finds an optimal solution to the

first hierarchical optimization step relatively quickly, so the limit of 300 seconds is a

conservative estimate.

As mentioned previously, the inter-pod route phase has a time limit of 7.5 seconds

for each objective. We impose a variable time limit on the core down phase so that

the entire formulation terminates in no more than 12 minutes. However, any feasible

solution to the core down phase, combined with results from previous phases, results

in a feasible solution to the overall problem, so, combined, this system of timeouts

guarantees a feasible solution in slightly more than 10 minutes.

We implement this approach using Gurobi callbacks, with each formulation run-

ning in a separate process. A Gurobi callback in the Partitioned Binary formulation
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combines each feasible solution that the core down phase generates that is sufficiently

better than the incumbent solution with solutions from previous phases. This callback

then copies the solution to a POSIX shared memory object [126]. The correspon-

ding callback method in the multi-commodity flow conservation formulation polls the

shared memory section, and passes the best new heuristic solution to Gurobi. Gurobi

can then integrate the solution into its search, terminating if it is optimal, and, in

some cases, using local search techniques to improve the solution if it is not optimal.

Implementation details The code that builds each formulation from a network

description is written in C++ and runs fairly quickly. Including parsing the network

topology, building the entire Basic MCF formulation takes about 11 seconds. Earlier

versions of the formulation-building program written in python took several minutes

or more.

The Partitioned Binary formulation-building program uses OpenMP [127] for pa-

rallelism, though Gurobi also uses multiple threads for parallelism. On a represen-

tative execution, building the formulation takes about 14.8s of CPU time, of adding

about 10.5s to the critical path. The application spends 94.5% of overall CPU time

in Gurobi.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the routing tables produced using the

Basic Multi-commodity Flow formulation and the Partitioned Binary formulation

on several traffic patterns. These experiments use three types of traffic patterns:

Synthetic (Synth) patterns that span the whole network, trace-driven patterns that

contain multiple copies of the listed application running with realistic allocations, and
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trace* patterns that are also trace-driven but combine the copies of the trace into one

coupled application that spans the whole network.

Since the formulations require a single real number for each source-destination

pair, we use total bytes communicated between each source-destination pair, scaled

appropriately to prevent numerical issues. This, in effect, collapses the time dimension

of the trace. Although this eliminates a key aspect of communication that can have

a significant impact on real-world performance [128], including it makes the problem

substantially larger. Additionally, when summarizing traces with a traffic matrix, we

only consider point-to-point communication. For these traces, collectives contribute

< 0.2% of the overall communication volume, and it is typically < 0.02% of the

overall volume. In spite of their minimal impact on communication volume for traces

we consider, collectives can contribute significantly to runtimes of applications due

to synchronization and latency. Collectives do not pose any inherent problem with

these techniques, since most MPI implementations end up decomposing them into

a collection of special point-to-point messages, but due to the minimal impact on

communication volume and the difficulty in discovering exactly what strategy the

MPI library used for that collective instance, we simply omitted them.

3.5.1 Descriptions of Experiments

Synthetic Traffic Patterns

We first assess performance on several simple synthetic traffic patterns. Each pattern

simulates a single application running on the entire system. Most synthetic traffic

patterns have “closed-form” optimal routing strategies, so their optimal objective

value is known.

Additionally, many synthetic traffic patterns are unforgiving, a term I define to
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mean that it is only possible to achieve the optimal objective if no inter-switch link

has slack. In other words, each inter-switch link must carry the exact same amount

of traffic. If the formulation does not balance traffic perfectly, it will not achieve the

optimal objective value.

Stencil The stencil pattern reflects a typical communication pattern from an appli-

cation using a 7-pointed three dimensional stencil. Compute nodes are mapped to a

16×16×12 grid in x-major order, and each node communicates a uniform amount of

traffic to each of its front, back, left, right, top, and bottom neighbors, skipping any

neighbor that doesn’t exist due to boundary effects. Most messages to ±x neighbors

and about half of messages to ±y neighbors are local to a leaf switch. About 2/3 of

±z neighbors are in the same pod. This pattern is designed to test formulations on

a mix of locality.

Bisection The bisection traffic pattern partitions first numbers compute nodes se-

quentially 0, 1, · · ·N − 1. For each i between 0 and N/2 − 1, rank i and i + N/2

communicate a uniform amount of traffic. Since source and destination nodes are

never in the same pod in this scheme, all traffic travels the full six hops. This pattern

is designed to test a formulation’s ability to route inter-pod traffic effectively. The

bisection pattern is unforgiving.

Bisection random shuffle (BS Rand Shuf) The bisection random shuffle traffic

pattern operates similarly to the standard bisection traffic pattern, except each com-

pute node in the first half of the network is paired with a random compute node in the

second half of the network, selected without replacement. Each node still sends and

receives a uniform amount of traffic, and all traffic still must travel six hops. Like the
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bisection pattern, this traffic pattern is unforgiving. This traffic pattern ensures that

a formulation does not rely excessively on shift pattern structure in traffic patterns.

Bisection random shuffle with noise (BS RS+noise) The bisection random

shuffle with noise traffic pattern uses the same communication partners as the bi-

section random shuffle pattern, but modifies the amount of traffic each communica-

tion partner transmits. Rather than transmitting a uniform amount of traffic, each

sender independently increases or decreases the total message volume by a uniformly

randomly chosen value within ±5%. This tests a formulation’s ability to deal with

many unique traffic quantities.

All-to-all In the all-to-all traffic pattern, each compute node sends a uniform

amount of traffic to every other compute node, excluding itself. This is the densest

possible traffic pattern and assesses how formulations behave when many communi-

cation pairs are active. This traffic pattern is also unforgiving.

Trace

Allocations for trace and trace* traffic patterns come from a snapshot of the batch

queue of Quartz during a normal production day, and thus mimic a normal level of

system fragmentation. Each job in the trace and trace* workload is assigned the

first available nodes for it, assuming each real-world job running on Quartz when the

snapshot was captured lasts the entirety of its allocated time. This is similar to the

behavior of SLURM with high priority jobs.

Trace patterns map MPI ranks to compute nodes in increasing order, assigning

rank 0 to the lowest-numbered compute node in the allocation. This behavior, which

also mimics SLURM’s -m block mode, tends to assign consecutive MPI ranks to the
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same leaf switch, and is one simple approach to reduce the average number of hops

each packet takes.

Although there are more sophisticated techniques for batch scheduling and logical-

to-physical mapping as mentioned in Section 3.2.6, this simple approach is realistic.

Furthermore, our approaches for route optimization can compose easily with any

batch scheduling and processor mapping strategies.

Trace*

Trace* patterns use the same allocation as trace patterns, but replicate communica-

tion to increase intensity. For example, if a trace indicates that rank i sends b bytes

to rank j, then in the trace* pattern, rank i of each application instance sends b bytes

to rank j of each application instance. Thus the total number of bytes sent increases

by a factor of m2, where m is the number of job instances running concurrently. For

most trace* patterns, m = 3.

Application Traces

Application traces for the trace and trace* patterns come from the NERSC collection

of communication traces for DOE Mini-apps [129] Traces come from applications

part of ExMatEx (Exascale Co-Design Center for Materials in Extreme Environ-

ments) [130], CESAR (Center for Exascale Simulation of Advanced Reactors) [131],

or EXACT (Center for Exascale Simulation of Combustion in Turbulence) [132]. Each

trace captures one iteration of the respective iterative mini-application. Since itera-

tions in different applications take different amounts of time, we avoid reporting raw

communication volume values.
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BoxLib MG C BoxLib MultiGrid C [133] uses the BoxLib [134] adaptive mesh

refinement library with a multigrid solver for a linear elliptic system. The trace

models 1024 cells on 1024 MPI ranks. The 3D lattice communication pattern has

some regularity, though it is not as regular as a stencil.

AMG AMG [135] (Algebraic MultiGrid) is a mini-application for algebraic mul-

tigrid solvers on unstructured meshes. The trace uses the 2013 version of AMG on

1728 ranks. The dominant communication pattern comes from computation at a high

level of refinement (fine granularity) and is stencil-like. Communication from compu-

tation at coarser granularity is more dense. AMG uses frequent MPI collectives for

synchronization.

BoxLib CNS BoxLib CNS [136] (Compressible Navier Stokes) models the com-

pressible Navier Stokes equations with constant viscosity and thermal conductivity.

The application uses the BoxLib library to handle adaptive mesh refinement. The

trace models 1024 cells on 1024 MPI ranks for five steps with a maximum grid size

of 64. The communication pattern is irregular, though shows similar behavior at

multiple scales.

PARTISN PARTISN [137] (PARallel, TIme-dependent SN) models neutron trans-

port through a radially symmetric domain. The application uses nearest-neighbor

communication, giving a communication pattern similar to that of a two-dimensional

stencil. However, unlike a typical stencil application, communication is staggered

across the application, and messages propagate in a wavefront pattern. The trace

captures PARTISN running on 168 ranks.
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MultiGrid C This is the Design Forward trace for an example MultiGrid applica-

tion, and is based on the same application as BoxLib MultiGrid C. The trace captures

one V-cycle from a production elliptic solver. The trace captures 1000 MPI ranks,

which, as a non-power-of-two, leads to slightly less regularity in the recursive grid

refinements.

Nekbone Nekbone [138] is a proxy application for Nek5000. It solves a Poisson

equation using conjugate gradient methods. The communication trace captures a

1024-rank execution. The dominant communication pattern is stencil-like, but with

significant cross-diagonal communication. Nekbone also uses MPI reduction collecti-

ves frequently.

LULESH LULESH [139] (Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hyd-

rodynamics proxy application) models shock hydrodynamics on a Lagrangian mesh.

The test problem captured by the NERSC traces uses a Cartesian mesh, so has a

communication pattern typical of a 27-point stencil. The test problem ran with two

threads per MPI rank for a total of 512 ranks.

3.5.2 Summary of Traffic Patterns

Table 3.1 includes some summary statistics about each traffic pattern. Applications

tend to skew larger than typical for a production cluster, increasing the total number

of communication partners and making the communication patterns harder to route.

Thus, from a computational perspective, these traffic patterns represent medium to

worst-case patterns for route optimization. Yet, this collection of traffic patterns

spans a wide range of varieties, sizes, and amounts of locality.
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Table 3.1 : Statistics about each of the traffic patterns used in this section: The

number of nodes in each job; the average length of paths used, not weighted by

traffic; the total number of source-destination pairs with non-zero traffic, and the

average number per node

Traffic Pattern Num. comm. partners

Type Application Job Size Avg. Hops Total Avg. per node

Synth Stencil 3,072 3.15 17,152 5.6

Bisection 3,072 6.00 3,072 1.0

BS Rand Shuf 3,072 6.00 3,072 1.0

All-to-all 3,072 5.48 9,434,112 3,071.0

BS RS+noise 3,072 6.00 3,072 1.0

Trace BoxLib MG C 1,024 3.73 63,720 20.7

AMG 1,728 4.55 136,886 44.6

BoxLib CNS 1,024 5.31 222,924 72.6

PARTISN 168 4.30 17,100 5.6

MultiGrid C 1,000 4.48 31,344 10.2

Nekbone 1,024 4.32 90,690 29.5

LULESH 512 4.41 60,816 19.8

Trace* BoxLib MG C 4.13 191,160 62.2

AMG 4.55 136,886 44.6

BoxLib CNS 5.36 668,772 217.7

PARTISN 4.98 307,800 100.2

MultiGrid C 4.85 94,032 30.6

Nekbone 4.49 272,070 88.6

LULESH 4.58 364,896 118.8
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3.5.3 Simulated Network

These experiments use the quartz1 network, modeled after the network of Quartz [61]

at LLNL, a large fat tree with at 2:1 taper. The quartz1 model contains 96 leaf

switches, each with 48 ports, 32 connecting to compute nodes, and 16 connecting to

spine switches. Leaf switches have twice as many downward-pointing links as upward-

pointing links, creating a 2:1 taper. The 96 leaf switches are divided evenly into 4

pods of 24 leaf switches and 16 spine switches. Each spine switch has radix 48, with

24 links to leaf switches and 24 links to core switches. The network also has 48 core

switches, 24 in each of the two core groups. Additionally, 8 spine switches from each

pod are part of each core group. Unlike other switches, core switches have radix 32.

In total, quartz1 has 3 072 nodes, 208 switches, and 12 288 links. All links are of a

uniform speed of 100 Gbps.

3.5.4 Results and Discussion

In order to have a scale-invariant fair comparison across traffic patterns and formula-

tions, we introduce the metric of AR gap. For each traffic pattern, we first compute

the adaptive routing bound, zAR, i.e. the maximum amount of traffic on any link if

the traffic pattern is routed with perfect global knowledge and infinite granularity.

Removing the SOS constraints (Equation (3.3.3)) from the Basic Multi-commodity

Flow formulation gives this bound, though it can also be computed directly. For any

feasible solution (i.e. one that also satisfies the SOS constraints) with objective value

z, we compute the AR gap g as

g =
z − zAR
zAR

.
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Table 3.2 : Objective scores (lower is better) expressed as AR gaps for runs limited

to 12 minutes using the Basic MCF, Partitioned Binary, and Combined formulations.

For comparison, our best knowledge of the bounds for static routes is included.

Traffic Pattern

Type Application Basic MCF Part. Bin. Combined Static Routing Bound

Synth Stencil 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bisection 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

BS Rand Shuf 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

All-to-all − 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

BS RS+noise 92.75% 1.83% 1.83% 0.88%− 1.64%

Trace BoxLib MG C 1.85% 12.68% 1.85% 0.06%− 0.67%

AMG 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

BoxLib CNS − 0.37% 0.24% ≤ 0.08%

PARTISN 7.98% 13.12% 7.98% 7.98%

MultiGrid C 5.58% 5.28% 5.28% 4.14%− 5.00%

Nekbone 7.78% 6.13% 5.32% ≤ 0.02%

LULESH 3.92% 4.58% 3.92% 2.52%− 2.97%

Trace* BoxLib MG C 1.20% 6.03% 1.20% ≤ 0.28%

AMG 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

BoxLib CNS − 0.29% 0.13% ≤ 0.03%

PARTISN 3.50% 0.17% 0.17% ≤ 0.09%

MultiGrid C 6.68% 2.02% 2.02% 1.94%− 2.01%

Nekbone 3.55% 0.54% 0.54% ≤ 0.01%

LULESH 0.67% 0.41% 0.47% ≤ 0.07%
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We typically report g as a percentage, so g = 0% indicates that the feasible solution

giving z is as good as the adaptive routing bound, and g = 100% means that the

worst link in the feasible solution giving z carries twice as much traffic as the worst

link if using perfect adaptive routing.

The AR gap is closely related to the ILP concept of a MIP gap [140], which

measures the relative gap between the best feasible solution and the best dual bound

for a MIP problem. In fact, zAR is the dual bound given by the trivial LP relaxation

of the Basic Multi-commodity Flow formulation. However, the denominator in the

MIP gap formula is z instead of zAR, and since z ≥ zAR we have 0 ≤ MIP gap ≤ g.

Table 3.2 shows the quality of the best routing tables produced by each formulation

in 12 minutes. All ILP-based formulations used Gurobi 9.1.2 and ran on ufront, a

system at Rice with dual AMD EPYC 7402 24-core processors (with hyperthreading

for a total of 96 hardware threads) and 512 GB of RAM. The column labeled “Static

Routing Bound” gives our knowledge of the best possible static routes given at least

24 hours of computation time. For example, we know a feasible solution with AR

gap of 1.64% exists for the BS RS+noise traffic pattern, but it is possible a better

solution exists, even one with an AR gap of 0%. In contrast, for the Trace PARTISN

traffic pattern, we know a feasible solution with AR gap of 7.98% exists, and Gurobi

has also shown that no valid static routes can produce an AR gap lower than 7.98%.

One of the most salient features of Table 3.2 is that in most cases, both ILP

formulations result in a solution with an AR gap less than 10%, meaning that the

most heavily congested link is no more than 10% more congested than the most heavily

congested link in a situation with perfect global adaptive routing. Furthermore, the

combined formulation gives a solution with an AR gap less than 5% for all but three

traffic patterns, showing that a few minutes is enough to pick high quality static
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routes. When comparing Combined with the static routing bound, this is even more

apparent. The Trace Nekbone and Trace BoxLib MG C traffic patterns are the only

cases in which allowing at least 24 hours of computation time improves the feasible

solution by more than one percentage point in the AR gap. The combined formulation

produces effective static routes quickly.

Furthermore, the static routing bounds are, in general, very low. This shows

that well-chosen static routes can spread traffic nearly as well as adaptive routing

with perfect global knowledge. In other words, the vast majority of any performance

losses from using static routing in today’s networks come from poorly-chosen static

routes, and not from the inherent limitations imposed by static routing.

Having given high level comments, we now analyze Table 3.2 in more detail. The

Basic Multi-commodity Flow produces decent routing tables for many of the trace-

driven traffic patterns, but it fails completely in bisection random shuffle, all-to-all,

and BoxLib CNS cases, because of a large number of communication partners, and

especially a large number of messages that require 6 hops to reach their destination.

The Partitioned Binary formulation struggles on a few Trace traffic patterns, but

in general produces high quality feasible solutions, especially for the synthetic traffic

patterns. For Trace BoxLib MG C and Trace PARTISN, Partitioned Binary’s solution

was optimal until the core down phase, which shows that the secondary objectives

were not completely able to avoid intermediate solutions that lead to suboptimal

global solutions. It is possible it encounters a situation similar to that depicted in

Figure 3.3.

In theory, the combined formulation should perform as well as the better of the

two formulations it draws from. In practice, this is nearly achieved, though in some

cases it performs better than either (e.g. Trace Nekbone and Trace BoxLib CNS),
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and in some cases it performs slightly worse (e.g. Trace* LULESH). In the Trace

Nekbone case, it appears Gurobi improves on the feasible solution from Partitioned

Binary using local search techniques. In other cases, this is due to Partitioned Binary

creating a different feasible solution when run as a heuristic as opposed to when

run by itself. This could be due to competition for hardware resources like memory

bandwidth, and also due to the randomness inherent in hierarchical optimization with

timeouts. In cases where Partitioned Binary alone produces a better solution than

the Combined formulation, the difference is very small.

Occasionally for these experiments, Gurobi may not call the callback before the

time limit elapses. This is fairly rare but results in Gurobi terminating without having

incorporated a feasible solution from a callback. For the sake of Table 3.2, We treat

these feasible solutions as if they had been incorporated into the master problem.

Adding a brief check after termination to take the callback’s best solution in place of

the master problem’s best solution when the former is better would achieve the same

result.

Table 3.3 compares the combined formulation with the current state of the art,

ftree and an improved version of AFAR [77]. The combined ILP formulation pro-

duces the best routing tables for all traffic patterns. Ftree performs extremely well

for traffic patterns that are entirely shift patterns, but in many more realistic situa-

tions, even when an application uses a shift pattern but is not running on a compact

scheduler allocation, Ftree performs only slightly better than random routing tables.

To provide some context, we also compare with AFAR [77]. We modified AFAR’s

code slightly to work with tapered fat trees, and we also implemented adaptation on

down-facing ports. Although the original code does not implement this feature, it

was marked as a TODO in the comments, and essentially came for free when the code
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Table 3.3 : Objective scores (lower is better) expressed as AR gaps for runs limited to

12 minutes using the Combined formulation and AFAR. For comparison, objectives

achieved by ftree and a random routing are included.

Traffic Pattern

Type Application Combined AFAR Ftree Random

Synth Stencil 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 150.00%

Bisection 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 350.00%

BS Rand Shuf 0.00% 100.00% 250.00% 350.00%

All-to-all 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 39.98%

BS RS+noise 1.83% 49.61% 246.37% 343.35%

Trace BoxLib MG C 1.85% 36.32% 126.19% 157.63%

AMG 0.00% 35.57% 66.38% 83.76%

BoxLib CNS 0.24% 10.95% 53.83% 84.93%

PARTISN 7.98% 46.55% 110.89% 177.69%

MultiGrid C 5.28% 44.66% 83.70% 123.60%

Nekbone 5.32% 17.38% 66.11% 106.76%

LULESH 3.92% 27.29% 73.55% 118.76%

Trace* BoxLib MG C 1.20% 21.81% 50.04% 104.95%

AMG 0.00% 35.57% 66.38% 81.93%

BoxLib CNS 0.13% 15.73% 35.58% 53.61%

PARTISN 0.17% 6.16% 31.26% 63.02%

MultiGrid C 2.02% 18.99% 67.34% 83.00%

Nekbone 0.54% 15.63% 34.75% 79.24%

LULESH 0.47% 9.98% 23.94% 53.07%
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was adjusted for tapered networks. We also modified AFAR’s code to run for a fix

amount of time instead of a fixed number of iterations. We ran AFAR for 12 minutes

on each traffic pattern, the same amount of time as the ILP-formulations.

Since AFAR starts with ftree’s routing tables, it also performs well on traffic

patterns entirely composed of shift patterns. It is able to improve on ftree’s routing

choices in every other case, but it still performs substantially worse than the ILP-

based formulations. Furthermore, in many cases, AFAR’s greedy algorithm gets stuck

and the algorithm will not find any additional solutions. Although again, we slightly

modified the code to continue searching for links to adjust in the case it gets stuck,

the problem is difficult to avoid with a greedy algorithm. AFAR is never better than

the Combined formulation, and it is typically substantially worse.

To understand the operation of the combined formulation, we also look at one

experiment in detail. Figure 3.4 shows the solution progression when running on the

Trace* MultiGrid C traffic pattern. For the first 500 seconds, the Basic MCF for-

mulation and the master problem of the combined formulation behave very similarly,

since they have the same input. Gurobi takes about 10s less to compute the root node

relaxation when running Basic MCF alone because it does not compete with concur-

rently running Partitioned Binary for available compute resources. At about 600s

into the execution, the Partitioned Binary formulation begins the core down phase

and begins sending heuristic solutions to the master problem. The master problem

reaches a state in which it is ready to integrate heuristic solutions about 630s into the

callback, at which point it integrates the best solution produced by the Partitioned

Binary heuristic so far, a solution with an AR gap of 2.1%. This solution is still not

optimal, so both formulations continue. In the approximately five seconds it takes

Gurobi to integrate the heuristic solution, Partitioned Binary produces a slightly bet-
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Figure 3.4 : Objective value represented as AR gap of the best feasible solution

generated so far by the Basic MCF formulation and the two formulations combined

on the Trace* MultiGrid C traffic pattern. The master problem incorporates a feasible

solution from the Partitioned Binary heuristic about 635s into the execution.
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ter solution with AR gap 2.0%. The master problem does not call the callback again

within the allotted time, so this solution is only integrated after the time limit has

elapsed.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce the optimal static routing problem, present approa-

ches for solving it using integer linear programming, and evaluate our approaches.

Our Basic Multi-Commodity Flow formulation solves the global problem while our

Partitioned Binary formulation computes routes incrementally, using secondary and

tertiary objectives to guide choices.

This chapter illustrates two of our main claims. First, optimal static routes are

rarely more than a few percent worse than perfect hardware adaptive routing with

global knowledge. Across the 19 traffic patterns in this chapter, the penalty due to

the restrictions imposed by static routes averages to less than 1.1%. Second, it is

possible to produce high quality static routes in just a few minutes. Our combined

formulation, limited to twelve minutes of computation time, produces routes that are

almost always within one percentage point of the optimal static routes, and far better

than routes produced by traffic-oblivious approaches like ftree or even the greedy

approach used by AFAR. Of course, the main benefit of hardware adaptive routing is

that it does not require advance knowledge of communication. In the next chapter,

we describe a technique that facilitates obtaining approximate advance knowledge of

communication.
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Chapter 4

Inferring Communication Patterns from Network

Switch Counters

One of the biggest obstacles to deploying traffic-aware static routing schemes is the

difficulty of obtaining centralized information about applications’ communication pat-

terns. Although switch counters are easy to poll and indicate which links are conge-

sted, only knowing congested links is insufficient for fixing routing problems. Since

switches route packets based on destination, intelligent routing adjustments must

know the destination of traffic causing congestion to mitigate it. Thus, an automa-

ted, real-time, centralized scheme for identifying communication patterns (the amount

of traffic each source sends to each destination) would make coarse-grained adaptive

routing more feasible. In this work, I address that obstacle by proposing a method for

inferring traffic patterns from switch counters using compressed sensing [141, 142].

4.1 Related Work

In this section, we discuss other attempts to solve similar problems and why existing

solutions are not satisfactory for HPC systems.

Network tomography The problem of estimating traffic between source-

destination pairs has a fairly rich literature in the field of network tomography, with

work dating back several decades, though interest has waned in recent years. Y.

Vardi [143] proposed a maximum-likelihood estimator approach, assuming network
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traffic followed a Poisson distribution. Cao et al. [144] solve a similar problem by

modeling the amount of traffic between each source-destination pair as independent

normally distributed random variables obeying a power law. Their model takes into

account multiple measurements over time. Tebaldi and West [145] apply Markov

chain Monte Carlo approaches to the origin-destination flow problem and consider

both computer networks as well as road networks. As we show, traffic generated by

HPC applications tends to be highly structured, and statistical independence of flows

is a poor assumption.

Zhang et al. [146] propose a fast approach for an ISP’s network called Tomo-

gravity first finds the densest solution consistent with edge link measurements, and

then finds the closest solution to the initial approximation consistent with interior

link measurements. Again, we do not believe the density assumptions appropriate

for an ISP’s network match HPC interconnect traffic. Nie et al. [147] train a deep

learning model on link measurements and traffic matrices. They find their approach

is nearly 50% more accurate than Tomogravity on a dataset from a data center. Soule

et al. [148] extend the traditional traffic matrix estimation problem by proposing oc-

casional direct measurement of a few flows. Although this increases the accuracy of

their measurements, HPC networks do not provide a clear mechanism for measuring

individual flows.

Compressed sensing for networks Compressed sensing has been applied to

many problems in communication systems [149], including network tomography pro-

blems. However, research so far applying compressed sensing to network tomography

has used active probe packets to infer link properties instead of link measurement to

infer end-to-end properties [150, 151, 152]. Xu et al. [152] provide a robust treatment
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of the theory, some of which applies due to the similarity between their application

and ours.

Roughan et al. [153] apply techniques related to compressed sensing to various

problems, including traffic matrix estimation. Their primary concern is dealing with

missing, partial, or incorrect measurements. Their approach performs poorly on the

task of estimating traffic matrices solely from link data, which corresponds to 100%

measurement loss in their model. They use special (basis) matrices to encode expected

structure in both spatial and temporal dimensions.

Direct measurement with instrumentation Direct measurement with a soft-

ware communication intercept library is a natural solution to the problem of mea-

suring traffic patterns. For example, AFAR [77] suggests this approach. MPI itself

includes a profiling interface (PMPI) that tools can use to intercept MPI calls. For

example, in previous work, I used a slightly modified version of the mpiP [154] tool

to collect communication matrices for Oxbow [155, Figures 8 and 9].

However, designing low-level interception libraries is fraught with compatibility

challenges. For example, PMPI only supports one interception tool at a time, so

if a site-wide tool uses it to collect performance information for route optimization,

users cannot use PMPI-based profiling tools to tune their own communication per-

formance. More recent work, such as QMPI [156] and PNMPI [157] enable multiple

tools by modifying the interface and patching PMPI binaries, respectively. However,

work on HPCToolkit has shown the difficult compatibility issues with applications

and libraries that perform rare and unusual operations, such as creating threads in

.init constructors, and it is unclear if QMPI and PNMPI have been tested exten-

sively enough to ensure their compatibility in rare corner cases such as these. For
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example even though Darshan [158], a system-wide I/O monitoring tool, and HPC-

Toolkit [159], a set of performance analysis tools, seem to be orthogonal tools, they

can cause deadlock if used together due to implementation details [160, Section 11.7].

Software tools that intercept MPI calls also have a per-call overhead and likely incre-

ase cache misses after each call, even if the tool randomly samples calls for which it

collects detailed statistics.

Furthermore, using MPI-level interfaces excludes applications that do not use

MPI, for example Partitioned Global Address Space applications. Although MPI

is extremely prevalent, the exclusion of certain applications is especially problema-

tic for a use case like route optimization, which requires full-system information.

Software-level tools are likely to ignore details such as the handshake messages used

to implement MPI’s Rendezvous mode [161].

Thus, although these challenges do not rule out the possibility of a software

instrumentation-based tool, we believe the challenges associated with such a tool

motivate our approach: a centralized tool that reconstructs traffic patterns based on

measurements from switch counters.

HPC network monitoring tools The Ohio State University InfiniBand Network

Analysis and Monitoring (INAM) tool [162] polls switches for link counters and stores

them in a centralized database. Its highly tuned polling code can collect counters for

a network with over 1000 nodes in less than one second. INAM can enumerate rou-

tes through specific links, but cannot, in general, attribute measured traffic to those

routes. INAM can integrate with MVAPICH2-X to collect some MPI-level informa-

tion [36], which enables it to categorize traffic by job and by class (point-to-point,

collectives, I/O). Since traffic attribution requires a specific MPI implementation,
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INAM is less suitable for a diverse cluster with many users.

Mellanox’s Unified Fabric Manager [163] also gathers switch counters for perfor-

mance analysis and reporting. It can integrate information from a job scheduler, but

it does not appear to reconstruct end-to-end traffic patterns.

Yoga and Chabi [25] propose a system that collects detailed information about

sampled packets at a centralized collection server. The system requires significant

hardware support in switches, but can estimate traffic patterns directly from sampled

measurements. Our proposal does not require hardware modifications to switches.

4.2 Approach

In this section, we describe a mathematical representation of communication between

nodes in a statically routed parallel system. We use this representation to build

a technique for inferring a communication pattern, i.e. who is communicating with

whom and how much, from link-level measurements.

We represent a communication pattern on n nodes with an n×n matrix X, where

Xi,j is the amount of traffic node j sends to node i. Although square matrices are the

most natural representation of communication patterns, the linearized version x =

vec(X) formed by concatenating the columns of X is more convenient mathematically

and provides a linear ordering of all source-destination pairs. Although knowledge of

X can be useful for diagnostic or other monitoring purposes, our primary motivation

for reconstructing X is to optimize static routing. X is exactly the key input variable

needed for the ILP formulations described in Chapter 3.

Given a complete set of static routing tables for a network and an ordering of the

links in the network, we can form a matrix representation of the routing tables by

creating a wide binary matrix R, where Ri,j = 1 if and only if traffic from the jth
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source-destination pair (in linear ordering) passes through link i.∗ This expresses the

fact that each byte sent on the jth source-destination pair increases the traffic count

for link i by one byte. Then, using matrix R, the “forward operator,” we can write

t = Rx, where ti is the amount of traffic on the ith link.

If R corresponds to routing tables deployed on a network, then by polling switch

counters, we can measure t fairly easily [162]. We propose running a process on a ser-

vice node that periodically polls the switches in the network, obtaining counter values

for bytes and packets transmitted and received through each port. Unfortunately, the

system t = Rx is underdetermined: there are typically many more source-destination

pairs than links, so we cannot simply solve the linear system for x.

Our key hypothesis, based on examining many communication patterns, is that X

is sparse and structured. Because of this sparsity, to recover X from t, a compressed

sensing approach may be useful. Compressed sensing theory shows that that solving

the convex problem

minimize ||x||1

subject to Rx = t

x ≥ 0

will result in the sparse solution to t = Rx that we seek, given certain conditions

involving the incoherence (µ) of the matrix R (see Section 4.4) and the sparsity (S)

of the vector x (see Section 4.3).

Although we refer the interested reader to the vast compressed sensing literature

for full discussions of sparsity and incoherence, especially a survey paper by Candès

and Wakin [164] and references, we provide brief intuitive definitions. Sparse vectors

∗We consider traffic from a node to itself not to pass through any links.
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are vectors in which most entries are zero or close to zero. This captures the idea

that the information content in the vector is much less than what its length suggests,

which, from an information theoretical perspective, is what makes reconstruction

from a small set of measurements possible. The sparsity of a vector depends upon

the basis or domain in which it is represented.

Compressed sensing works best for vectors that are sparse in one domain, the

representation domain, yet can be measured in a different domain in which they are

dense. As a simple example, consider a signal formed as the sum of three sinusoids

at different frequencies, as shown in Figure 4.1a. In the Fourier or frequency domain,

shown in Figure 4.1b, the signal can be expressed with only three non-zeros. However,

this signal is dense in the time domain, so if we measure it in the time domain, it

is a prime candidate for compressed sensing; we can reconstruct the signal from a

few random time domain measurements, far fewer than previous theory that ignored

sparsity would have suggested. The red points in Figure 4.1a show 35 randomly

chosen samples, with which we are able to reconstruct the signal of length 1000

shown in Figure 4.1d exactly. Traditional signal processing theory suggests based on

the frequency content of the signal that we need at least 76 evenly spaced samples

to reconstruct this signal. Attempting to reconstruct the signal with only 35 random

samples yields extremely poor results, as shown in Figure 4.1c. With 80 to 100

evenly spaced samples, classical signal processing techniques reconstruct the signal

well, matching the accuracy of the compressed sensing-based approach with only 35

samples.

Note that if instead of measuring in the time domain, we took random measu-

rements in the Fourier domain, the domain in which the signal is sparse, our mea-

surements would likely all be zeros. Incoherence captures this desirable relationship
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Figure 4.1 : Reconstructing a sum of three sinusoids: f(x) = 2.2 sin (πx) +

3 sin (3πx+ 3π/4) + sin (7πx− 1)
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between the representation domain and the measurement domain. Coherence captu-

res the worst-case correlation between the two domains, and low incoherence increases

the number of measurements necessary to reconstruct a given signal.

In typical compressed sensing applications, m ≥ Cµ2S log n measurements are

needed to ensure an accurate recovery of x [165], where n is the dimension of x,

S is the sparsity of x, µ measures incoherence, and C is a positive constant. Our

application is atypical in that, since we measure traffic through links, the number

of measurements we can make is bounded by the number of links on the network, a

relatively small number. Rearranging this inequality gives

S ≤ m

Cµ2 log n
, (4.2.1)

which shows that our compressed sensing approach can only accurately reconstruct

a traffic pattern if it is sufficiently sparse, i.e. the number of non-zeros required to

represent it is below a threshold.

Additionally, since often measurements of t contain noise, typical compressed ap-

plications relax Rx = t. One common relaxation is ||Rx − t||2 < ε. The problem

with this relaxation is sometimes called Basis Pursuit De-Noising [166], although ter-

minology in the literature is inconsistent, and some authors call the closely related

Lagrangian relaxation of this problem Basis Pursuit De-Noising.

For recovery of communication patterns using compressed sensing to be useful in

practice, it must accurately reconstruct traffic as expected on a typical production

cluster. Thus, the one of the main challenges this work addresses is expanding the

scope of traffic patterns that we can reconstruct accurately using the mathematical

approach of compressed sensing. We approach this challenge from two angles: re-

ducing the number of non-zeros required to represent a traffic pattern by employing

special basis matrices, and decreasing coherence while increasing the number of me-
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asurements by employing virtual lanes when routing and measuring communication

traffic.

4.3 Increasing Sparsity With Special Bases

Although communication patterns used by many HPC applications are sparse in

the standard Euclidian basis, the basis that represents each source-destination pair

explicitly (see Section 4.3.1), many communication patterns have structure which

can be captured and leveraged with a different basis. As shown in Equation (4.2.1),

we can only reconstruct traffic patterns that have sufficiently few non-zeros in the

representation basis. Thus, using a representation basis that increases the sparsity

of realistic traffic patterns will enable accurate reconstruction of a wider set of traffic

patterns. I propose a few such bases in this section.

In standard compressed sensing, the representation basis Ψ is incorporated into

the measurement consistency constraints, giving a problem of the form:

minimize ||y||1

subject to RΨy = t.

(4.3.2)

For example, for reconstructing a signal that is sparse in the Fourier domain from

some time-domain samples, y is the signal in the Fourier domain, Ψ is the Fourier

basis, and then Ψy is in the time domain. In other words, considering Ψ as a linear

map (y 7→ Ψy), Ψ maps a signal from the domain in which it should be sparse to the

domain in which it can be measured.

In our approach, we employ Ψ−1, which maps communication patterns from the

standard basis, where each entry corresponds to a source-destination pair, to a more

sparse basis. Multiplying by Ψ−1 can be thought of as a sparsity-increasing ope-

ration for communication patterns of the form we expect to reconstruct. Taking
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Equation (4.3.2) and substituting Ψ−1x for y gives problems of the form:

minimize ||Ψ−1x||1

subject to Rx = t

x ≥ 0.

(4.3.3)

This form is known as the analysis form, while Equation (4.3.2) is known as the

synthesis form [167].

There are two primary motivations for this break from the standard form. First,

since traffic on each source-destination pair is non-negative, it enables us to add the

x ≥ 0 constraint. Our experiments have shown this constraint significantly improves

reconstruction quality in some cases. Certainly, it is possible to add a constraint of

the form Ψy ≥ 0 to Equation (4.3.2), but x ≥ 0 can typically be implemented more

naturally in solvers.

Second, for many of the bases we are interested in, Ψ−1 is extremely sparse, while

Ψ is dense. To see why this is true, consider the following toy example unrelated

to networks. Suppose x ∈ R4 and we expect that many typical x have repeating

consecutive values, e.g. (2, 2, 2, 2) or (1.6, 3, 3, 3). Any time consecutive values are

equal, the pairwise difference between those elements is zero. Thus, multiplying by a

matrix that computes pairwise differences, i.e.

Ψ−1 =


1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 −1 1

 ,

increases sparsity, since Ψ−1 ∗ (2, 2, 2, 2)ᵀ = (2, 0, 0, 0)ᵀ and Ψ−1 ∗ (1.6, 3, 3, 3)ᵀ =

(1.6, 1.4, 0, 0)ᵀ. In this example,

Ψ = (Ψ−1)−1 =


1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

 ,
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which is much less sparse.

Since the basis matrix for a job with n nodes is n2×n2, i.e. n4 elements, it’s often

impossible to even store Ψ or Ψ−1 in a dense form. For example, a 256-node job has

65 536 communication partners,† so a basis matrix is 65 536× 65 536, which occupies

32 GB when stored densely with double-precision numbers.

Some reconstruction techniques can be implemented in “matrix-free” forms that

never explicitly require Ψ, and instead simply require function handles that compute

Ψx and Ψᵀx for a supplied x. For the bases in which we are interested, these opera-

tions can be computed efficiently and without ever forming Ψ or Ψᵀ, but using the

Ψ−1 form still simplifies the code.

4.3.1 Euclidean Basis (ΨI)

For completeness, for an n-node job, define ΨI = In2 , the n2× n2 identity matrix. In

this basis, each element (column) of the basis corresponds to one source-destination

pair. The number of non-zeros of a communication pattern expressed in this basis is

simply the total number of active communication pairs.

4.3.2 Symmetric Basis (ΨS)

Many domain decompositions result in symmetric communication patterns. For ex-

ample, if two ranks, i and j, share a boundary in the computational domain and

communicate to exchange boundary values (i.e. a halo exchange), the two ranks ty-

pically send the same amount of data to each other, so Xi,j = Xj,i.

†Communication from a node to itself does not appear on the network, but for simplicity, it’s

often easier to ignore that fact. Regardless, the impact on storage size is negligible.
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Figure 4.2 : Expressing BoxLib CNS’s communication pattern in ΨS reduces the

number of non-zeros by a factor of two. Since the communication pattern is symmetric

(i.e. each rank receives the same number of bytes as it sends to each communication

partner), the upper triangle is entirely zero.

In this basis, we represent the amount of traffic on source-destination pair i → j

as (i→ j) + (j → i) when i ≥ j, and (i→ j)− (j → i) when i < j. More formally, if

X ′ is a matrix such that vec(X ′) = Ψ−1S vec(X), then X ′i,j =


Xi,j +Xj,i i ≥ j

Xi,j −Xj,i i < j

. In

the case that Xi,j = Xj,i, then (assuming i > j) X ′j,i = 0, so traffic that would have

taken two non-zeros to represent in ΨI now takes only one.

4.3.3 Diagonal Consecutive Differences Basis (ΨCD)

Many HPC applications communicate in shift patterns [168], i.e. rank k sends to rank

k+ c for some constant c. The typical communication pattern from a stencil pattern

on a uniform grid can almost exactly be decomposed into several shift patterns. For
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example, suppose an application implements a 7-point stencil in a 3D domain of size

s× s× s in the typical way. Then, assuming rank k is in the interior of the domain,

rank k will communicate with ranks k ± 1, k ± s, and k ± s2, for a total of six shift

patterns.

The goal of the diagonal consecutive differences basis is to express shift commu-

nication patterns efficiently (with few non-zeros). In this basis, the amount of traffic

on source-destination pair i → j is represented as the difference between it and the

source-destination pair (i − 1) → (j − 1). Source-destination pairs involving rank 0

are represented explicitly, as in ΨI , essentially as a base case. In a pure shift pat-

tern, these are the only elements that take non-zero values, meaning that a pure shift

pattern can be represented with only one non-zero.

Although stencil communication patterns are not exactly a sum of pure shift pat-

terns since ranks on the edge of the domain do not have all communication partners,

the extra non-zeros required to express these patterns do not dramatically decrease

the sparsity.

Figure 4.3 shows how effectively ΨCD can increase sparsity for a pure stencil

pattern. The unbroken outer diagonals, representing communication in the last di-

mension, become one non-zero each. The inner diagonals, which consist of 13 com-

munication pairs with traffic followed by one pair with no traffic (due to edge effects

in the computational domain), require two non-zeros for each group of 14 entries.

The first non-zero (blue, representing a positive coefficient) in each group begins the

traffic, and the second non-zero (red, representing a negative coefficient) in the group

ends the traffic.

Computing each entry of the representation in ΨCD simply requires computing

a difference between two elements in the standard basis, so the forward matrix for
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Figure 4.3 : Expressing PARTISN’s communication pattern in ΨCD dramatically

reduces the number of non-zeros.

this basis (i.e. Ψ−1CD) is sparse, with just two nonzeros per column. Sparsity for

basis matrices is simply beneficial for computation, and not part of the theoretical

foundations of compressed sensing in the way the sparsity of the communication

pattern is. However, analogous to the R4 toy example presented previously, ΨCD is

much denser than Ψ−1CD. In fact, the columns correspond to offset portions of shift

patterns which may have up to n non-zeros, so ΨCD has O(n3) non-zeros.

4.3.4 Copy Shift Basis (ΨCS)

Several of the applications presented in Section 3.5.1 are highly regular, but with a

pattern that is too difficult to capture exactly with a basis that is general enough to

apply to multiple applications.

However, applications that use a uniform multi-level partitioning (e.g. some multi-

grid applications) tend to have sections of their communication pattern repeat. This
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Figure 4.4 : The copy shift basis represents the upper-left-most submatrix (solid

color) explicitly, and all other submatrices (striped) as the difference to the previous

submatrix of the same color. For clarity, the lower triangular portion of the matrix

is omitted.

basis converts that structured repetition into sparsity.

The top right quadrant of the communication pattern matrix is represented ex-

plicitly. The matrix is then bisected in both dimensions, and again, the top right

quadrant of each submatrix is considered. The top right quadrant of the first sub-

matrix (the one closest to the top left corner) is again represented explicitly, but

the top right quadrants from the other submatrices are represented as element-wise

differences to the previous top right quarter. This continues until each submatrix is

1× 1. The process is repeated for the lower triangular part of the matrix.

Figure 4.4 depicts this graphically. Sections of the matrix with the same color are

represented as element-wise differences to the previous section.

This basis is similar to ΨCD, but operates on blocks instead of elements along a

diagonal.

Because this basis represents about 2 ∗ (1/4 + (1/4)2 + (1/4)3 + · · · ) = 2/3 of

elements explicitly, it would seem its improvements to sparsity would be minimal

at best. However, in many communication patterns, the majority of the non-zeros
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Figure 4.5 : Although BoxLib MG C’s communication pattern looks complex, ΨCS

takes advantage of the repetition at multiple scales and dramatically reduces the

number of non-zeros required to express it.

are close to the main diagonal, and, because the submatrix size decreases closer to

the main diagonal, this basis represents much fewer elements near the main diagonal

explicitly. In practice, it does improve sparsity significantly for several communication

patterns, including BoxLib MG C, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Currently, this basis is only defined for communication patterns with a power-of-

two number of ranks.

4.3.5 Using Dictionaries

In addition to invertible bases, there is a substantial amount of compressed sensing

literature that discusses reconstructing signals in overcomplete dictionaries or fra-

mes [167]. Overcomplete dictionaries span the entire vector space like a basis, but
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not all elements of the dictionary are linearly independent. This allows dictionaries

with more elements (traditionally called atoms) than the dimension of the vector

space. Often, overcomplete dictionaries are formed by concatenating two or more ba-

ses. The classical example for 1-D signals is the dictionary formed by concatenating

the Fourier basis with the Dirac “spike” basis. This dictionary can represent signals

that are a sum of sinusoids and spikes sparsely. In this case, compressed sensing

treats the signal as a combination of two signals, one which is sparse in the Fourier

domain, and one which is sparse in the Dirac spike domain.

One challenge posed by using overcomplete dictionaries instead of a basis is that

representations cease to be unique. Since overcomplete dictionaries are not linearly

independent, any signal has infinitely many representations in an overcomplete dicti-

onary. There are a number of techniques for generating the “best” representation, for

different optimality criteria, of which Basis Pursuit [167] is the best-known.

When used for compressed sensing, under the right assumptions, the compressed

sensing optimization problem automatically leads to a decomposition between the

bases that maximizes sparsity.

Using techniques we explain in later sections, we reconstruct communication traf-

fic for the Nekbone skeleton application, described in Section 3.5.1 and depicted in

Figure 4.6, using an overcomplete dictionary formed by concatenating ΨCD and ΨCS.

The resulting optimization problem leads to expressing each parts of the signal in the

basis that suits it best, as shown in Figure 4.7. Since the consecutive differences basis

(ΨCD) represents long diagonal components with two non-zeros, these portions of the

communication pattern, shown in Figure 4.7b, are represented in the ΨCD basis. Very

few non-zeros are required to represent them, as shown in Figure 4.7d. This figure

may appear entirely white at first glance, but does contain some colored pixels repre-
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Figure 4.6 : Nekbone in the standard basis

senting non-zeros, for example those inside the blue circle. Similarly, the copy-shift

basis, which represents specific types of repetition efficiently, is used to represent the

faint anti-diagonals and the repeating segments near the main diagonal, as shown in

Figure 4.7a. Boundary effects in the computational domain result in small gaps in

the diagonals, reducing the efficiency of expressing them with ΨCD, and thus making

them more efficient to express with ΨCS. Figure 4.7c also shows how the part cho-

sen to express with ΨCS can be expressed with very few non-zeros. This figure too

appears blank but is not.

Using a dictionary lets us express signals sparsely that are sparse in any of the

bases that comprise it, but they also let us express signals sparsely that are not

necessarily sparse in either basis. Here, the whole is more powerful than the union of

its parts.

For example, consider the representation of MultiGrid C’s communication pattern
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(a) The portion of the communication pat-

tern represented with ΨCS

(b) The portion of the communication pat-

tern represented with ΨCD

(c) Figure 4.7a shown in ΨCS (d) Figure 4.7b shown in ΨCD

Figure 4.7 : A reconstruction of part of Nekbone’s communication pattern (see Fi-

gure 4.6) using an overcomplete dictionary formed by concatenating ΨCD and ΨCS
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(b) Source-destination pairs colored red

are expressed with the ΨCD compo-

nent of the overcomplete dictionary while

those colored blue are expressed with the

ΨS component of the overcomplete dicti-

onary

Figure 4.8 : The top left corner portion of MultiGrid C’s decomposition when re-

presented in an overcomplete dictionary formed by the concatenation of ΨCD and

ΨS
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in a dictionary formed by concatenating ΨCD and ΨS. As shown in Figure 4.8a, the

communication pattern has some short diagonal components that are expressed effi-

ciently in ΨCD but representing the outer “dotted” diagonal in ΨCD requires twice as

many non-zeros as in the standard basis. Again, parts of the communication pattern

are automatically expressed in the best basis, and representing the communication

pattern in the dictionary gives a more sparse representation than in either basis alone.

4.3.6 Comparing Bases and Selecting a Basis

In this section, we evaluate the different bases by measuring the sparsity of several

communication patterns when expressed in each basis. We use the same communica-

tion patterns from Section 3.5.1, but only one instance of each application.

Motivating Normalized Non-zeros: A Fair Metric

One challenge with comparing sparsity between different traffic patterns is that their

size varies. Intuitively, we should consider a communication pattern of 100 nodes

with 5000 non-zeros much denser than a communication pattern of 1000 nodes with

5000 non-zeros. Two normalization schemes suggest themselves: measuring non-

zeros per node, or measuring the fraction of non-zero elements in the communica-

tion pattern. The first normalization scheme assigns a score of 5000/100 = 50 and

5000/1000 = 5 to the two example patterns, respectively, while the second assigns

a score of 5000/1002 = 0.5 and 5000/10002 = 0.005 to the two example patterns,

respectively. In this section, we motivate our choice of the former normalization

scheme.

Consider an theoretical full bisection bandwidth fat tree network with infinitely

many levels built from switches of radix r, and fix a specific node i. Node i can reach
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r/2 nodes in no more than two hops, and (r/2)2 nodes in no more than four hops. In

general, node i can reach (r/2)l nodes in no more than 2l hops. Solving for l shows

that if node i needs to communicate with n other nodes, where n is an integer power

of r/2, some routes will take at least 2 logn
log r/2

hops. Since node i is arbitrary, 2 logn
log r/2

hops suffice to provide all-to-all connectivity between n nodes. Since fat trees with

full bisection bandwidth have the same number of links at every level, and providing

all-to-all connectivity to n nodes certainly requires using n links at the first hop,

n 2 logn
log r/2

links suffice to provide all-to-all connectivity to n nodes. If, while forbidding

non-minimal routes, we use all possible links, which is desirable for spreading traffic,

we will use exactly n 2 logn
log r/2

links. Collapsing constants, this gives c′n log n links, where

c′ = 2/ log r/2.

Although this estimate is only approximate in more realistic settings, we observe

that setting m = c′n log n and rearranging Equation (4.2.1) gives

S

n
≤ c′

Cµ2
. (4.3.4)

The right hand side of Equation (4.3.4) no longer depends on the job size. Although

this calculation simplifies some important details, it suggests that sparsity normalized

by job size, i.e. communication partners per node, is the right metric to use.

Evaluating Bases

Table 4.1 shows how choosing a basis that matches the communication pattern’s

characteristics can dramatically reduce the number of significant non-zeros. ΨOD,

which appears in the table is an overcomplete dictionary that will be defined in

Equation (4.3.5) at the end of this section. Since there is no standard definition

of a significant non-zero, I provide data for two definitions. Let Ψ be a basis, x
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be a communication pattern, and y be a sparse approximation to Ψx formed by

thresholding small values (in absolute value) to zero. Setting the threshold as high as

possible so that (i) ||x−Ψ−1y||2/||x||2 ≤ 0.1, or (ii) ||y||2/||Ψx||2 ≥ 0.9 and counting

the non-zeros in y gives the number of significant non-zeros resulting in (i) less than

10% error (≤ 10% E), or (ii) retaining over 90% of the signal’s power (≥ 90% P),

respectively. In Table 4.1, results are further normalized by dividing total non-zeros

by the number of nodes in the application, as suggested by Equation (4.3.4). In

the case of ΨI , this is just communication partners per node. Because ΨCS is only

defined for power-of-two application sizes, results are not given for ΨCS or ΨSΨCS on

applications that are not a power-of-two.

For almost all applications, the choice of basis has a significant impact on the

number of non-zeros required to represent it, and choosing the right basis can drama-

tically reduce the requisite number of non-zeros compared to the standard Euclidean

basis. For example, consider PARTISN, introduced in Section 3.5.1, which has a

simple 2-d stencil communication pattern combined with some minor communication

with rank 0. ΨCD expresses the stencil portion with less than 0.30 non-zeros per node,

but requires an additional 4.0 per node to express initial communication with rank 0.

Since the stencil pattern remains symmetric in ΨCD, using ΨSΨCD, the product of the

two basis matrices, takes advantage of the symmetry to further reduce the number

of non-zeros. In all, using ΨSΨCD reduces the number of significant non-zeros for

PARTISN by a factor of over 25× compared to the standard Euclidean basis.

More generally, most communication patterns can be expressed with less than

1.0 significant communication partner per node using either definition of significant

communication partner in at least one basis. Only the highly irregular BoxLib CNS

requires more than small single-digits in every basis.
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Table 4.1 : The number of non-zeros and significant non-zeros in each communication

pattern in different bases normalized to units of communication partners per node

Normalized number of non-zeros when in basis

Application Type ΨI ΨS ΨCD ΨSΨCD ΨCS ΨSΨCS ΨOD

MultiGrid C All 10.45 5.22 14.84 7.42 − − 4.76
≤ 10% E 6.00 3.00 6.96 3.48 − − 2.48
≥ 90% P 6.00 3.00 6.96 3.48 − − 2.48

Nekbone All 29.06 20.24 20.38 20.64 16.13 13.06 11.33
≤ 10% E 6.15 3.07 5.49 0.87 4.03 1.98 0.41
≥ 90% P 3.63 1.81 1.73 0.87 0.75 0.38 0.41

AMG All 79.22 61.88 108.85 85.86 − − 69.21
≤ 10% E 5.50 2.75 0.36 0.18 − − 0.18
≥ 90% P 5.50 2.72 0.36 0.18 − − 0.18

BoxLib CNS All 72.57 39.03 118.76 62.25 84.13 44.59 44.32
≤ 10% E 19.34 9.67 118.76 62.25 29.71 14.86 44.32
≥ 90% P 19.34 9.67 32.79 16.39 22.16 11.08 10.11

BoxLib MG C All 20.74 10.37 27.78 13.89 2.86 1.43 1.43
≤ 10% E 5.38 2.69 6.37 3.18 0.41 0.21 0.21
≥ 90% P 5.38 2.69 3.75 1.87 0.41 0.21 0.21

LULESH All 19.80 9.90 3.93 1.97 5.94 2.97 1.29
≤ 10% E 5.25 2.63 0.56 0.28 0.86 0.43 0.04
≥ 90% P 5.25 2.63 0.56 0.28 0.86 0.43 0.04

PARTISN All 5.65 3.82 4.23 4.10 − − 2.13
≤ 10% E 3.69 1.85 0.29 0.14 − − 0.14
≥ 90% P 3.69 1.85 0.27 0.14 − − 0.14
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However, we don’t know a priori which basis will be effective for increasing the

sparsity of an arbitrary application; however, we must pick a basis to use prior to

reconstructing a traffic pattern from link measurements. Unfortunately, no single

basis is best for each application. As we saw, ΨSΨCD is a good choice for stencil

applications, but is among the worst choices for BoxLib MG C. For that reason,

instead of picking a single basis, we pick an overcomplete dictionary formed by two

bases:

ΨOD =


(ΨSΨCD; ΨSΨCS) job size is a power of 2

(ΨSΨCD; ΨS) job size is not a power of 2

(4.3.5)

Note that ΨOD is not a basis, so this is a slight abuse of notation. Results for

ΨOD are also shown in Table 4.1, and it expresses the most traffic patterns with the

fewest significant nonzeros.

4.4 Increasing Incoherence Using Multiple Virtual Lanes

Incoherence plays an important role in compressed sensing. Informally, the lower

the coherence, the more useful information is contained in our measurements. In

this section, we provide a technique for increasing incoherence. Although typically

incoherence is used to reduce the number of measurements required to reconstruct a

signal with a fixed sparsity, instead we have a fixed number of measurements and use

incoherence to increase the density of signals we are able to reconstruct. Put simply,

increasing incoherence increases the accuracy of our reconstructions.

In typical compressed sensing applications, the measurement matrix and repre-

sentation matrix are designed to increase incoherence. However, our measurement

matrix R is highly constrained because it comes from routing tables that must deli-

ver packets to the appropriate destination and must do so efficiently. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.9 : An example of routes aliasing. If one unit of traffic is sent on both green

routes, the amount of traffic on each link is identical to if one unit of traffic is sent

on both red routes.

although coherence (µ) is easy to compute in situations where the measurement and

representation matrix are orthonormal matrices‡, it is more difficult to compute in

this setting.

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 4.9. The two green routes alias with

the two red routes; if we only measure traffic on each link, we cannot distinguish the

traffic pattern of the red flows (C → A and D → B) from the green flows (C → B

and D → A). In this section, we demonstrate that we can use multiple VLs (virtual

lanes) as an additional “degree of freedom” to increase incoherence in the sensing

matrix and partially avoid this problem. InfiniBand hardware typically allows up to

8 data VLs, which are commonly used for deadlock avoidance and quality of service.

Since fat tree networks can be routed without deadlock using only 1 VL, we propose

‡A matrix is orthonormal if any pair of columns is orthogonal, i.e. have dot product 0, and each

column has a norm of 1.
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dedicating v VLs to increase incoherence. We expect reasonable values of v to lie

between two and five.

VLs are useful for this purpose because we can query per-VL switch counters

using the optional PortSamplesControl management datagram [28, Section 16.1.3.2]

or using a Mellanox extension to the InfiniBand specification [169, Sections 3.11, 3.12].

These counters keep track of how many bytes and packets pass through each link on

a specific VL, analogous to how normal switch counters track bytes and packets on

each link.

Furthermore, a network administrator has some control over which VL is selected

for each packet. In particular, each packet on an InfiniBand network is created with

a service level (SL) that cannot change once the packet is created. However, each

standard InfiniBand switch uses a user-programmable table to map from service levels

to virtual lanes (an SLtoVL table), and this table can be specific to pairs of input

and output ports [170, Section 14.2.5.8].

Combining these features gives a practical way to increase incoherence using mul-

tiple VLs: we program SLtoVL tables in a way that spreads traffic between VLs

to increase incoherence, then query the per-VL counters to measure in a domain

with less coherence. Additionally, using multiple VLs per link increases the number

of measurements of our system, further improving our ability to reconstruct traffic

patterns.

Service Levels were traditionally intended as a mechanism to provide quality of

service features, and, although they are not commonly used on current systems, recent

work has shown that using them as designed can increase performance [111]. Even

though the number of SLs is limited, it is possible to use SLs to provide quality of

service while still increasing incoherence by dedicating multiple SLs to each quality
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of service level, and using SLs within a quality of service level to provide incoherence.

If we populate the SLtoVL tables in a way such that the VL a packet takes at

each link is determined entirely by its source-destination pair, we have a simple way

to incorporate the additional information into the reconstruction. This requirement

is essential to make use of any additional information provided by VLs; if instead

we attempted to, e.g. , choose the next VL randomly for each packet at each hop,

knowing that a packet took a specific VL at a specific link would not help identify

the source-destination pair that packet is part of.

Recall the routing matrix R defined in Section 4.2 as a matrix with one row for

each link and one column for each source-destination pair. We modify R to instead

have m rows for each link, one for each VL on each link. Then Ri,j = 1 if and only if

traffic from the jth source-destination pair passes through link bi/mc and takes VL

i mod m on that link. R still represents the forward operator, though now in the

multiple-VL regime, so for a traffic pattern x, Rx yields the amount of traffic on each

link using each VL, which is exactly what we can measure by querying per-VL switch

counters.

We now present several concrete schemes following this framework for choosing

VLs.

4.4.1 Randomly Mapping SLs to VLs

Other applications of compressed sensing have demonstrated the power of random-

ness for creating incoherence [164], so we propose simply filling the SLtoVL tables

randomly. Let s be the number of SLs and v be the number of VLs we allow this

technique to use. Since this is the main scheme we use in the rest of this chapter, we

refer to it as s SL v VL.
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We generate various random functions:

1. A function mapping each source-destination pair to a randomly chosen SL. This

function is deployed to hosts since the SL can only be set as a packet is created.

2. A function mapping each tuple (switch, input port, output port, selected SL)

to a randomly chosen VL that will be used for the next hop for a packet with

the specified SL arriving at the specified switch via the specified input port and

leaving through the specified output port. This function is deployed to switches

via the SLtoVL table.

3. A function mapping each tuple (host, selected SL) to a randomly chosen VL.

This function is deployed to hosts via the SLtoVL table.

Function 1 assigns all traffic in the same source-destination pair to the same SL.

Additionally, since all packets in the same source-destination pair in a statically routed

network traverse the exact same path, including the same input and output ports,

in conjunction with static routing, this leads to functions 2 and 3 picking the same

VL at each hop. Thus, this approach satisfies the requirement that a packet’s source-

destination pair fully determines the VL it will take at each hop.

4.4.2 Randomly Mapping Source-Destination Pairs to VLs

Although fat tree networks are known for high path diversity, due to static routing

rules and the sheer number of source-destination pairs, some source-destination pairs

will follow paths that differ in only one link with this scheme. A common case of

this is two nodes connected to the same leaf switch sending a packet to the same

destination. If the nodes’ random function for choosing SLs happens to choose the

same SL for both packets, then they will additionally use the same VL at each of the
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remaining links. This results in aliasing, potentially hindering reconstruction, when

there are two such pairs. The example in Figure 4.9 shows this problem if we assume

D → A and C → A choose the same SL and C → B and D → B choose the same

SL.

Although aliasing is an inherent consequence of any undersampling scheme, to

explore its impact, we also created some synthetic VL assignment strategies that

cannot be implemented with real hardware. For this strategy, instead of the three

random functions described previously, we use a function mapping each tuple (switch,

source, destination) to a randomly chosen VL. We refer to this strategy as “v VL

Random.” The fact that normal InfiniBand switches cannot use a packet’s source

directly in the computation of the next VL prevents implementation of this strategy on

real hardware. Since VLs assigned by this strategy for two different source-destination

pairs are independent random numbers, aliasing is less likely.

4.4.3 Mapping Source-Destination Pairs to VLs with Galois Fields

The goal of this strategy is to ensure no two source-destination pairs concur (use the

same VL on the same link) on more than 2/3 of their hops using 5 VLs. Although the

strategy described in the previous section seems like it would provide that property, it

does not. To see this, consider the quartz1 fat tree network described in Section 3.5.3

with 32 nodes per leaf switch. Select one leaf switch, and one destination node in a

different pod, and consider the 32 6-hop paths from nodes connected to the chosen

leaf switch to the destination node. Static routing forces all 32 paths take the same

last five hops, i.e. to share the last five links, so we need to use VLs to prevent

any of the source-destination pairs from concurring on all five hops. We can view

this as choosing 32 elements of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}5 (i.e. 5-tuples of integers less than 5).
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If choosing uniformly randomly, the probability of choosing 32 distinct elements is a

birthday paradox-style problem and equals
∏3

j=0 1(1−j/55) ≈ 0.853. While relatively

high, this only considers one destination; considering just one leaf switch-worth of

destinations, the probability of not having two source-destination pairs that concur

on five hops drops to 0.006.

This strategy, only implemented for the v = 5 VLs case, chooses VLs more ca-

refully to prevent this from happening. This strategy is designed specifically for

quartz1, a three-level fat tree with radix-48 switches, but could be adjusted to other

networks. First, just consider the 6-hop traffic. If two 6-hop paths concur on all

six hops, in particular they concur on the first and last link, so they are the same

source-destination pair. Thus, our goal is to avoid any paths that concur on five of

six hops. Again, any two distinct 6-hop paths must differ on the first or last link, so

any two 6-hop paths that concur on five links must concur on the first five or the last

five.

We consider the second case first: two source-destination pairs concurring on the

last five links, i.e. s1 → d and s2 → d. As mentioned previously, since packets are

routed based on destination, as long as s1 and s2 connect to the same leaf switch,

the two source-destination pairs will share the same last five physical links. For

each destination, we pick random elements ad and bd of the Galois field GF (55) [67],

disallowing a = 0. Letting α be a primitive element of GF (55)§ we choose the last

five VLs for s→ d for any source s by computing ad ∗ αs + bd.
¶ Since ad is invertible

and α is a primitive element, ad ∗αs1 + bd = ad ∗αs2 + bd implies s1 ≡ s2 (mod 3124).

§Primitive elements satisfy the property that repeated multiplication by it result in cycling

through all non-zero elements of the field before repeating.

¶Elements of this field have a natural representation as five-tuples of integers less than five
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Since 0 ≤ s1, s2 ≤ 3071, this implies s1 = s2. This means if s1 and s2 are distinct,

the VLs for their paths will come from different elements of GF (55), so they cannot

concur on all of the last five VLs. We simply pick the first VL randomly, since it has

no effect on this process.

We now consider the first five links case, i.e. s → d1 and s → d2 concurring.

In fact, ftree eliminates this case without needing VLs. To see this, observe that

ftree, which assigns routes in a round-robin fashion, only assigns s→ d1 and s→ d2

to the same leaf-to-spine link if the d1 ≡ d2 (mod 16), since each leaf switch has 16

leaf-to-spine links. Then s→ d1 and s→ d2 will only concur on the spine-to-core link

if d1 ≡ d2 (mod 16 ∗ 24) since each spine switch has 24 spine-to-core links. However,

since d1 6= d2, then |d1 − d2| ≥ 16 ∗ 24 > 32, so d1 and d2 cannot be on the same leaf

switch. Thus s → d1 and s → d2 cannot concur on the spine-to-leaf link, leaving at

most four links on which they can concur, as desired. Combining the two cases shows

that any two 6-hop source destination pairs can concur on at most four links.

We now consider 4-hop paths. Our goal is to ensure no 4-hop path concurs with

any other path on three of four links. First, notice that a 6-hop path and a 4-hop path

can concur on at most two links, so we only need to consider concurrence between

two 4-hop paths. Analogous to the 6-hop case, if two 4-hop paths concur on three

links, it must be the first three or the last three.

As before, we consider the last three hops case first, and our approach is similar,

but with GF (53) in place of GF (55). This shows that s1 → d and s2 → d use the

same element of GF (53) if and only if s1 ≡ s2 (mod 124). Although each pod has

768 nodes, s1 and s2 are not connected to the same leaf switch, they will necessarily

use different leaf-to-spine links, so they cannot use the same last three links. If s1

and s2 connect to the same leaf switch, |s1 − s2| ≤ 32, so the only way the paths can
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concur on the last three hops is if s1 = s2.

The first three hops case is more difficult for 4-hop traffic than for 6-hop traffic.

As before, s→ d1 and s→ d2 use the same leaf-to-spine link if d1 ≡ d2 (mod 16). If

d1 and d2 also connect to the same leaf switch, then the two paths will in fact share

the first three links. However, for any source-destination pair s → d1, there is at

most one other source-destination pair s → d2, where d2 = d1 + 16 or d2 = d1 − 16,

depending on d1, that will share first three links. We handle this by assigning those

two source-destination pairs different VLs for the first hop; we generate a random

permutation of the 5 VLs for each sequence of first three links, and pick the kth VL

in the permutation the kth time we generate VLs for a path using those first three

links.

Two-hop traffic can concur with a distinct path on at most one hop, so cannot

violate our goal. Thus, we simply choose VLs uniformly randomly for both hops.

In all, this strategy ensures that two paths concur on more than 2/3 of their hops.

Concretely two paths concur on no more than four hops for 6-hop traffic, no more

than two hops for 4-hop traffic, and no more than one hop for 2-hop traffic.

This bound is sharp for v = 5. For a given destination in one pod, all traffic

from a different pod takes the same last four links. Thus, to prevent any 6-hop

source-destination pairs from concurring on the last four links requires 768 distinct

VL assignments for the last four hops, but with 5 VLs, only 625 are possible.

4.5 Extending the Formulation to Multiple Jobs

On HPC systems, jobs typically do not communicate with other jobs. Thus, any

source-destination pair where the source and destination are in different jobs carries

0 traffic. In this section, we explain how to use this knowledge to eliminate a large
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number of variables. To illustrate this, observe that a system with N nodes running

one large job has N2 potential communication pairs, but if the same system runs

N/m jobs of size m, there are only Nm potential communication pairs. Thus, only

considering communication partners in the same job decreases the number of variables

we must consider from N2 to Nm, a factor of N/m, the number of jobs on the system.

To incorporate this information, which should be readily available from the ba-

tch scheduler, into our reconstruction framework, first we number jobs sequentially,

1, 2, · · · , J . Define xj to be the communication pattern of job j, and we define Rj to

be the routing matrix restricted to the source-destination pairs in job j. Since R, the

routing matrix for the full system, has one column per source-destination pair, Rj is

formed simply by extracting a subset of the columns of R. Then we can formulate

the problem:

minimize ||Ψ−11 x1||1 + ||Ψ−12 x2||1 + · · ·+ ||Ψ−1J xJ ||1 (4.5.6)

subject to R1x1 +R2x2 + · · ·RJxJ = t (4.5.7)

x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, · · · , xJ ≥ 0. (4.5.8)

Notice that for two vectors v1 and v2, ||v1||1 + ||v2||1 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
v1
v2


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

, where

v1
v2


is the concatenation of the two column vectors, so we can write the objective (Equa-

tion (4.5.6)) as

minimize

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥



Ψ−11

Ψ−12

. . .

Ψ−1J





x1

x2
...

xJ



∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

,
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where the matrix is block-diagonal.

The consistency constraint (Equation (4.5.7)) becomes

(
R1 R2 · · · RJ

)


x1

x2
...

xJ


= t.

Since each Rj is a selection of columns from the original routing matrix R, the matrix

(R1, R2, · · ·RJ) is still just a permutation of a subset of the columns of R.

Finally, the non-negativity constraint (Equation (4.5.8)) becomes

x1

x2
...

xJ


≥ 0.

Thus, we can write the entire problem using just a vector x formed by the conca-

tenation of the individual xj. Notably, this problem has essentially the same form as

the single-job formulation, so we can reconstruct workloads essentially as easily as a

single job.

4.6 Solution Methods

Having posed the problem mathematically, in this section, we explain how to solve the

reconstruction problem from a computational perspective. We explore two strategies

to formulate and solve the convex optimization problem. First, CVX [171, 172], a

Matlab library for disciplined convex programming, provides a clean domain-specific

language embedded in Matlab for formulating a wide variety of convex optimization

problems, including compressed sensing problems.
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The literature suggests generic interior point methods for second order cone pro-

grams, such as those used by CVX, do not scale to problems with several hundred

thousand variables [173], so the second solution approach uses TFOCS [173], a Mat-

lab library containing implementations of several first order optimization algorithms.

First order methods are more difficult to tune, but are standard for large compressed

sensing problems [174].

4.6.1 Disciplined Convex Formulation

CVX provides a simple math-like interface to formulate convex optimization pro-

blems. Figure 4.10 shows the basic implementation for a reconstruction problem.

cvx_begin

variable x(nnodes * nnodes)

minimize( norm(W * x, 1) )

subject to

norm(R * x - obs) <= 1e-3

x >= 0

cvx_end

Figure 4.10 : Sample code for reconstructing traffic patterns from switch counters

using compressed sensing with CVX. x is the flattened communication pattern, W is

the inverse sparsity-promoting basis (Section 4.3), R is the routing matrix, and obs

is the observed traffic on each link.

CVX converts a problem description like this, which follows the disciplined convex

programming ruleset [172], into a lower-level format consisting of linear inequalities
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and second order cones, which it then passes to a solver to optimize. Notice how

similar it is to the mathematical formulation in Equation (4.3.3).

Although CVX works with multiple solvers, Gurobi performed best for problems

of this form and size in my experiments. Unfortunately, due to a performance bug in

CVX’s Gurobi wrapper, the more natural objective norm(W*x, 1) must be replaced

with the equivalent max(W*x, -W*x).

Unlike in Chapter 3, these problems do not contain any integrality constraints, so

much of Gurobi’s functionality (cutting planes, heuristic solution generation, bran-

ching) does not apply, and instead we simply leverage Gurobi’s robust and highly-

tuned barrier method. In particular, Gurobi’s barrier implementation works well with

sparse matrices, and, since W and R are sparse, the final model constructed by CVX

is also sparse.

Gurobi’s specific barrier method [175], the primal-dual path-following met-

hod [176], of the broader family of interior point methods, operates by following

the central path to an optimal point. By performing this operation on the primal

and dual problems simultaneously, Gurobi is able to identify when it has converged.

Computationally, this typically consists of 5-50 expensive iterations. Each iteration

consists primarily of several matrix multiplications and a Cholesky factorization and

can take from less than a second to several hundred seconds, depending on the size

of the matrices and their sparsity [177]. Gurobi’s barrier implementation is multi-

threaded, but Gurobi’s developers have found it does not perform well on GPUs [178],

and so only provide a CPU version.
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4.6.2 First Order Methods

TFOCS (Templates for First Order Conic Solvers) provides a framework for common

convex optimization problems that arise in signal processing and related fields, inclu-

ding compressed sensing. One of its main design goals is to scale to larger problems

than second-order cone solvers, but it is not as flexible as CVX. TFOCS’s solution

template consists solving a smoothed version of the conic dual problem with one of the

provided implementations of first-order solvers. The simplest and best-known solver

is a projected form of gradient descent, though other built-in solvers have superior

convergence properties. Although switching solvers in TFOCS is simple, I found the

default choice of Auslender and Teboulle’s method [179], specified in TFOCS as AT,

to perform better than or comparable to the other choices.

TFOCS provides functions at several levels of abstraction, enabling a high level of

flexibility for custom problems, but also provides several helper functions for common

problems. These helper functions automatically supply the appropriate projection

operators. We use the sBPDN W premade function (Smoothed Basis Pursuit De-noising

with Weights) with the nonneg flag that solves

minimize ||Wx||1 +
1

2
µ||x− x0||22

subject to ||Rx− t||2 ≤ ε

x ≥ 0.

The 1
2
µ||x − x0||22 term comes from smoothing, and must be handled appropriately,

since we cannot set µ = 0. If we knew the optimal solution a priori, we could set

x0 to the optimal solution, and the ||x − x0|| term would drop out at convergence.

However, clearly we do not know the optimal solution before solving the problem,

and there is not even a clear approach for generating an approximation. Computing
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the least squares solution for Rx = t, while fast, produces dense solutions that are

far from the optimal value of x.

To address this, we employ continuation, a TFOCS feature. Continuation solves

the problem several times, updating x0 and µ at each step based on the results of the

previous solution. In practice, this leads to significant speedups.

One difficulty with TFOCS is that many parameters must be tuned, for example,

µ and ε above, as well as many parameters relating to convergence criteria, and

parameters related to continuation. Parameters controlling the frequency of solution

restarts, a technique to improve convergence by periodically restarting the algorithm

from the current solution [180], also can significantly impact performance. Choosing

these parameters incorrectly results in significantly worse performance. I tuned these

with trial and error, and arrived at a set of parameters that work decently well.

Extending TFOCS to Use GPUs

Since TFOCS’s computation for these compressed sensing problems consists primarily

of dense vector-vector operations (addition, subtraction, scalar multiplication, dot

products, and norms) and sparse matrix-dense vector products, it is amenable to

port to GPUs. Furthermore, running reconstruction on a GPU frees the CPU for

other tasks, for example optimizing routes.

I decided to leverage Matlab’s gpuArray functionality for transparent computation

on GPUs to avoid reimplementing TFOCS. Although TFOCS is open-source, this

enabled me to avoid modifying TFOCS’s code.

Due to a quirk of Matlab’s method resolution scheme, simply passing gpuArrays

as inputs does not work. TFOCS defines tfocs tuple, which wraps Matlab’s cell

arrays to store a small number of vectors that are logically concatenated, but are
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typically operated on by different linear operators. To this end, TFOCS overloads

operators such as scalar multiplication for the tfocs tuple type. In Matlab, function

overload resolution is typically determined by the type of the first argument, except

built-in types have lower precedence than user-defined types. Thus multiplying a

tfocs tuple by a scalar double resolves to tfocs tuple’s multiplication method.

However, gpuArray does not count as a built-in type for overload precedence, so

multiplying a tfocs tuple by a gpuArray scalar resolves to gpuArray’s multiplication

method, which does not know how to deal with tfocs tuple.

To avoid this problem, I defined a wrapper class for gpuArray called ga. Ini-

tially ga defined most methods to simply pass through to the wrapped gpuArray’s

implementation, except to handle tfocs tuple properly. However, due to the low

computational intensity of dense vector operations, GPU kernel launch proved to be

a performance bottleneck. Augmenting the ga class with a CPU scalar s so that the

ga (s, v), where v is a dense gpuArray vector, represents the vector s ∗ v, eliminated

kernel launches due to scalar multiplication, a common operation.

Additionally, returning CPU scalars instead of GPU scalars from operations that

produce scalars, e.g. norms and dot products, eliminated some of the overhead of using

the ga wrapper class. Although this introduced additional latency due to memory

copies, the latency from an 8-byte (a single double precision scalar) memory copy was

minimal. TFOCS’s architecture enables all non-scalar data to stay on the GPU until

the entire solve is finished.

Although overhead due to Matlab is still substantial, this implementation performs

satisfactorily.
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Figure 4.11 : Relative error of different solution methods as they progress to con-

vergence (indicated by the marker) while reconstructing the bisection traffic pattern

using 5 SLs and 5 VLs. Notice the break in the x axis at 2 minutes to emphasize the

convergence of TFOCS on GPU.

4.6.3 Solution Method Comparison

Although TFOCS and CVX use significantly different approaches to solving similar

problems, the quality of their solutions are directly comparable for problems with a

known solution. Using TFOCS’s custom error metric functionality, we compute the

relative error ||x− xG||2/||xG||2 for a solution x, where xG is the ground truth, after

each iteration. Similarly, we interrupt Gurobi after each barrier iteration, recording

the relative error. Figure 4.11 shows the results when reconstructing the bisection

traffic pattern described in Section 3.5.1 on the full machine, using just the symmetric

basis, and using 5 SLs and 5 VLs.

TFOCS’s continuation and restart schemes tend to temporarily lead to worse
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solutions, but improve convergence in the long run. This explains the highly non-

monotonic graphs for the TFOCS approaches.

For this problem, Gurobi spends several minutes in the presolve phase and com-

puting a fill-reducing ordering of variables. Although this typically improves total

runtime, Gurobi’s first solution occur at approximately 18 minutes. Unlike TFOCS,

which rarely produces solutions with relative error greater than 1, the first two itera-

tions of Gurobi’s barrier algorithm produce solutions with relative error greater than

20 (2 000% error), which are not shown on the graph.

Since the bisection traffic pattern involves the entire machine in one job, no source-

destination traffic pairs can be eliminated by disallowing inter-job communication.

Because of this, this reconstruction problem has the maximum number of variables

(≈ 9 000 000) for any reconstruction problem on this network. A problem this large

exaggerates the performance differences between the various solution methods. For

example, as shown in Figure 4.12, a smaller reconstruction problem with 256k vari-

ables converged to a 1.17% error in 5.51 minutes using TFOCS with a GPU, 1.24%

error in 9.05 minutes using TFOCS on a CPU, and < 0.01% error in 1.75 minutes

using CVX with Gurobi. Although the GPU implementation of TFOCS is still faster

than the CPU implementation, the difference is smaller for a smaller problem. In this

instance, CVX is both the most accurate and the fastest.

It’s also worth noting that both CVX with Gurobi and TFOCS have somewhat

configurable convergence criteria. This means that in some cases it may be possible

to spend more or less time before declaring convergence, resulting in a higher or lower

accuracy answer in some cases. For example, in Figure 4.11, CVX with Gurobi could

have terminated in around 27 minutes with negligible impact to solution quality. By

default, Gurobi’s convergence criteria are fairly strict.
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Figure 4.12 : Relative error of different solution methods as they progress to conver-

gence (indicated by the marker) while reconstructing a 512-node LULESH job using

5 SLs and 5 VLs.

4.7 Experimental Validation

To validate our reconstruction approaches, we performed synthetic experiments. We

modeled one instance of each application from Section 3.5.1 running on the quartz1

network (see Section 3.5.3). Since reconstruction experiments use only one job,

this does not correspond directly to the trace or trace* traffic patterns described

in Section 3.5.1. Instead, we simulate the application running on consecutive nodes,

skipping the first 10 nodes of the network.

Large contiguous allocations present the greatest challenge for reconstruction,

since fewer links carry traffic, and the uniformity of the allocation increases alia-

sing between traffic patterns. However, shifting the allocation by a few nodes reduces

aliasing slightly. Using VLs to reduce coherence dramatically reduces the impact of al-
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location on reconstruction quality, but these experiments demonstrate reconstruction

under a near-worst-case allocation.

Below, we present two main experiments. The first uses CVX with Gurobi with

unlimited computation time and using the best basis for each application. This

setup is deliberately unrealistic, but enables us to explore reconstruction quality in

an optimistic setting. The second experiment uses the GPU-based first order method

solver described in Section 4.6.2 and uses only ΨOD the overcomplete dictionary

described in Equation (4.3.5). These experiments explore reconstruction in a more

realistic setting.

4.7.1 Experiments Using CVX

Table 4.2 shows the results of several reconstruction experiments run using CVX

with Gurobi. All of the stencil applications reconstruct fairly well when represented

in the ΨCDΨS, even when only 2 VLs are used. Communication patterns for irregular

applications, such as Multigrid C, BoxLib CNS, and BoxLib Multigrid C, are more

difficult to reconstruct; all except BoxLib CNS can be reconstructed well with enough

virtual lanes.

Not surprisingly, using more virtual lanes tends to result in a more accurate recon-

struction due to the additional measurements and the additional incoherence. Fixing

the number of virtual lanes, the strategy used to assign them also impacts recon-

struction fidelity. Strategies with a listed number of service levels use the SLtoVL

tables to map those service levels to virtual lanes. The Random strategy (Rand) es-

sentially models an case in which an infinite number of SLs are available for use. The

Galois field strategy (Galois) also assumes no limit on the number of SLs but maps

SLs to VLs using finite fields to ensure that every four-hop or six-hop path differs
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Table 4.2 : Relative error of reconstructions using CVX of different applications

using different numbers of virtual lanes and different strategies for assigning traffic

to virtual lanes. Each reconstruction used the best representation basis for that

application, which is listed.

1 VL 2 VL 4 VL 5 VL

Application Basis 1 SL 2 SL 4 SL Rand 2 SL 5 SL Rand Galois

Multigrid C ΨS 96.4% 94.5% 94.7% 95.3% 86.5% 58.9% 7.1% 5.9%

Nekbone ΨCDΨS 22.8% 10.6% 9.1% 10.2% 7.4% 7.1% 7.1% 7.2%

AMG ΨCDΨS 49.2% 8.8% 6.0% 7.8% 2.2% 1.8% 1.7% 1.7%

BoxLib CNS ΨS 97.6% 97.1% 97.5% 97.4% 94.6% 88.1% 84.2% 83.9%

BoxLib MG C ΨCS 66.1% 19.0% 13.6% 11.1% 9.9% 3.3% 0.0% 0.1%

LULESH ΨCDΨS 58.6% 7.3% 4.0% 7.2% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

PARTISN ΨCDΨS 30.6% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

from every other four-hop or six-hop path on at least two links or virtual lanes.

4.7.2 Experiments Using First Order Methods

Table 4.3 shows the quality of reconstructions of each application using first-order

methods on a GPU using ΨOD. These also run on ufront, which is equipped with

an NVIDIA A100 GPU. Each reconstruction was limited to 6 minutes.

In general, results are similar in quality to those in Table 4.2, and sometimes even

better. From these results, we conclude three main points. First, first order met-

hods, when tuned properly, are highly effective for solving this type of reconstruction

problem. Second, using ΨOD for all reconstructions works well. Third, first order
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Table 4.3 : Relative error of reconstructions via first order methods of different appli-

cations using different numbers of virtual lanes and different strategies for assigning

traffic to virtual lanes.

1 VL 2 VL 4 VL 5 VL

Application 1 SL 2 SL 4 SL Rand 2 SL 5 SL Rand Galois

Multigrid C 109.0% 92.2% 82.0% 90.0% 90.5% 62.1% 43.7% 41.6%

Nekbone 16.5% 4.8% 3.2% 4.9% 4.8% 2.4% 1.4% 1.4%

AMG 50.2% 12.0% 3.3% 11.2% 9.9% 1.8% 1.7% 1.6%

BoxLib CNS 118.0% 97.6% 92.1% 96.2% 96.1% 86.9% 84.5% 83.9%

BoxLib MG C 68.7% 5.2% 0.7% 1.1% 1.1% 0.4% 0.2% 0.4%

LULESH 29.4% 0.9% 0.6% 0.8% 0.7% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5%

PARTISN 23.4% 5.7% 5.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2%
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Figure 4.13 : A portion of the reconstruction of AMG using first order methods.

Using more VLs improves the quality of the reconstruction. See Figure A.4 for the

ground truth.

methods perform well on a GPU; even most large reconstruction problems solve to a

reasonable accuracy in no more than 6 minutes.

Figure 4.13 illustrates reconstruction error qualitatively. With 1 VL, as shown

in Table 4.3, AMG reconstructs with a relative error of 50.2%. The reconstruction,

shown in Figure 4.13a, still appears visually similar to the ground truth, shown in

Figure A.4 (though nearly visually indistinguishable to Figure 4.13b), even with this

high level of error, although there are several clear errors in the reconstruction. First,

there is a spurious light gray third diagonal. Second, the inner diagonal, representing

communication to ±x partners is missing regular breaks due to edge effects. Since

switch counter measurements capture the total amount of traffic sent and received by
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each node, reconstructions should satisfy these measurements. Thus, in cases where

the reconstruction overestimates traffic on a source-destination pair, for example with

the inner-most diagonal in Figure 4.13a, it should underestimate traffic from that same

sender to a different destination. In Figure 4.13a, this occurs with semi-regular lighter

gray portions of the second diagonal; communication that should be attributed to ±y

neighbors is erroneously attributed to pairs that appear to be ±x neighbors but are

not due to edge effects.

Nekbone, which benefits significantly from the overcomplete dictionary, as seen

in Figure 4.7, reconstructs noticeably better in these experiments than when using

ΨCDΨS but allowing more computation time and a more sophisticated solver. On

the other hand, Multigrid C reconstructs poorly, even with 5 VLs and the theoretical

VL mapping strategies, whereas it reconstructs reasonably well with CVX in those

cases. Although relative error with this approach is always at least 0.2% while CVX

is able to reduce errors as low as 10−5%, this is in part due to less strict convergence

tolerances.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we present a compressed sensing-based method for reconstructing

traffic between source-destination pairs from information collected by switch counters

using methods inspired by compressed sensing. This technique provides a path to

overcome one of the major obstacles to deploying traffic-aware routing, namely the

need for centralized, aggregated knowledge of all executing applications.

Given the restrictions of what traffic measurements can be collected, we must

take additional steps to improve reconstruction accuracy. In this chapter, we present

several sparsity-increasing bases, bases that express many common traffic patterns
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with fewer non-zeros. We see that ΨOD, an overcomplete dictionary that combi-

nes two sparsity-increasing bases, expresses the significant communication in most

applications with less than 0.5 average non-zeros per node.

In this chapter, we also present a technique for increasing the number of measure-

ments and the incoherence of those measurements using virtual lanes. This technique

greatly improves the accuracy of our reconstructions. Finally, we present a GPU ver-

sion of the TFOCS library that solves the reconstruction problem for an appropriately

sized network to a reasonable degree of accuracy in no more than six minutes.
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Chapter 5

End-to-end Experiments

Although both the integer linear programming-based route optimization and the com-

pressed sensing-based traffic reconstruction techniques have merit on their own as po-

werful tools for improving communication performance, they are best together. Using

traffic patterns reconstructed with compressed sensing as input to the route optimi-

zation program results in a system that enables a statically routed network to behave

like a coarse-grained adaptively routed network. We call this combination COarse

Grained Adaptive Routing FoR Static Networks, or CoGARFrSN, pronounced “cou-

gar frozen”. In this chapter, we discuss experiments that use both techniques in this

way to illustrate the power of the combination of ideas.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We simulate network traffic with a slightly modified version of CODES [49]. We

incorporate a simple model for multiple virtual lanes (VLs) on each link into the fat

tree model. Although VLs impact how packets are queued in real HPC interconnects,

we do not model this aspect, and we only use VLs to provide VL-specific switch

counters, as described in Section 4.4

We implement this extension similarly to the way CODES uses static routes. In

the network model file, the user can provide a path to a directory containing VL

information. For each switch and endpoint, the user provides an SL2VL table which
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maps tuples of (packet SL, input port number, output port number) to a VL to use

on the outgoing link. Additionally, the user provides files mapping source-destination

pairs to an SL to use. As described in Section 4.4.1, we choose these mappings

randomly, using 5 SLs and 5 VLs. Unlike routing tables, they do not need to change

when traffic changes, so we generate them once for all experiments. CODES uses

these user-specified tables to assign each packet to an SL (which is fixed for the

packet’s lifetime), and at each hop, computes the correct VL. We extended CODES

to print out per-VL traffic counts for each link. Except for where otherwise noted, we

reconstruct traffic patterns from these per-VL switch counters and optimize routes

with the combined formulation using the reconstructed traffic pattern.

Our experiments simulate the quartz1 fractional bisection bandwidth fat tree

considered in Chapters 3 and 4.

5.2 Bisection Random Shuffle: Basic Validation

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of our techniques for characterizing network

traffic and optimizing static routes in response to these characterizations, by applying

this approach to a bisection random shuffle traffic pattern. We specify a bisection

random shuffle traffic pattern by computing pseudo-random matching between com-

pute nodes in the first half of the network and compute nodes in the second half of

the network. For this traffic pattern, each compute node has exactly one communi-

cation partner; it receives from the same node to which it sends. Each node sends 5

messages of size 2 MB, waiting until each message has been received before sending

the next one.

This traffic pattern is essentially the same as the bisection random shuffle pattern

considered in Chapter 3, but with a different random mapping. However, the majority
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of the same insights apply: judging by objective value, i.e. the amount of traffic on

the most congested link, this is a pattern on which ftree struggles, but Partitioned

Binary does extremely well. Furthermore, this pattern is almost entirely bandwidth-

bound, so ILP objective values translate directly to completion time.

Bisection shift pattern with ftree routing We compare the bisection

random shuffle pattern with a bisection shift pattern: node i pairs with node i+ n/2

in a network with n nodes. Since the bisection shift pattern consists entirely of two

shift patterns, ftree routes it optimally according to the optimality criteria used in

the ILP formulations, giving a 0% AR gap. Given this, we can simply estimate the

expected runtime: the 32 compute nodes attached to a leaf switch transmit an aggre-

gate of 32× 5× 2 MB. All messages pass through the taper, which means each leaf

switch has 16 links of available bandwidth, for a total of 16 × 12.5 GB/s. Dividing

these gives an estimate of 1.6 ms.

Simulating this traffic pattern confirms the theory. The pattern completes in 1.69

ms, with an average chunk latency of 16.94 µs and a maximum chunk latency of 18.92

µs.

Bisection random shuffle pattern with ftree routing Again using the

optimality criteria used in the ILP formulations, we can estimate the performance of

ftree on a bisection random shuffle traffic pattern. Ftree gives an objective with

an AR gap 300%, i.e. 4× worse than perfect adaptive routing. This means that the

worst link carries four times as much traffic as necessary, so we expect the runtime

to increase by a factor of four as well.

Again, simulations confirm our intuition. The bisection random shuffle traffic

pattern with ftree takes 6.72 ms, with an average chunk latency of 28.12 µs and a
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Figure 5.2 : Cropped congested fraction plot of bisection random shuffle traffic with

ftree routing

maximum chunk latency of 78.61 µs. This is an overall slowdown of 3.98×.

The network is severely, but not uniformly, congested, as Figure 5.2 shows for the

left half of the network. Although picking out congestion trees by eye is difficult, the

diagram shows a total lack of endpoint congestion, suggesting that all congestion must

be rooted in the interior of the network. Following our reservoir sampling diagnostic

guidelines suggests that we should try modifying the logical to physical mapping.

Indeed, moving communicating pairs to the same leaf switch would eliminate the

congestion regardless of the routing scheme, but it would defeat the purpose of this

experiment.

Bisection random shuffle pattern with CoGARFrSN routing We take

the switch counter output from this simulation, simulating 5 SLs and 5 VLs, and

feed it into the GPU version of TFOCS. We reconstruct a traffic pattern in 131s

with ΨOD. Although the reconstruction algorithm had no knowledge of the ground

truth communication pattern, we later determined that the reconstructed result had

a relative error of 0.21%.
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Figure 5.3 : Congested fraction plot of the bisection random shuffle traffic pattern

with optimized static routes

Using the reconstructed result, we optimized routes using the combined formu-

lation. Although the Partitioned Binary formulation finds a feasible solution within

0.9% of optimal in about 200s, the master problem was not ready to accept heuris-

tic solutions until 476s after launch. The master problem does not find any better

solutions, so at termination, this solution is used to generate new routes.

Rerunning CODES with the new routes leads to a dramatic speedup. The traffic

pattern finishes in 1.69ms, a speedup of 3.97×, only 0.16% slower than ftree with the

bisection shift pattern. The optimized routes give an average chunk latency of 17.15

µs and a maximum chunk latency of 20.88 µs, again substantially better than ftree

and similar to the latencies produced by ftree under the bisection shift pattern.

Figure 5.3 shows that the only congestion remaining is interior congestion rooted at

links from leaf switches to spine switches, the tapered level. Furthermore, because

the optimized routes spread traffic evenly in spite of the randomness of the traffic

pattern, congestion spreads evenly across the network.
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Bisection patterns with hardware adaptive routing For comparison, we

simulate the same pattern on a network model with fine-grained hardware adaptive

routing enabled. The bisection shift traffic pattern completes in 1.75 ms, slightly

worse than with ftree, while the bisection random shuffle pattern completes in 1.87

ms. In this case, the hardware adaptive routing performs as it should in theory,

providing the network’s full bandwidth to any traffic pattern. In effect, hardware

adaptive routing turns a near-worst case traffic pattern for ftree into an average-

case traffic pattern.

Yet, even without any special hardware support, and with the restrictions imposed

by static routing, our ILP-generated routes outperform hardware adaptive routing by

9.6%. Furthermore, latencies, especially tail latencies, suffer somewhat with hardware

adaptive routing. Our simulation shows average and maximum chunk latencies when

using hardware adaptive routing of 23.81 µs and 68.89 µs for the bisection shift traffic

pattern, and 27.65 µs and 117.60 µs for the bisection random shuffle traffic pattern,

respectively. The tail latency for the shuffled traffic pattern is 5.6× higher than the

tail latency with ILP-generated static routes. By choosing optimal routes statically,

our routes are more consistent and provide dramatically better tail latencies.

Bisection shift pattern with CoGARFrSN routing For completeness, we

also reconstruct and optimize the bisection shift traffic pattern. The ΨOD dictionary

can represent this entire traffic pattern with a single non-zero, so we reconstruct it

with an error of 0.4% in 37.4s. By changing TFOCS convergence parameters, it is

possible to achieve a relative error as low as 10−6 on this pattern. The Partitioned

Binary formulation finds a heuristic solution in only 24s that ends up being optimal

given the traffic matrix estimated by TFOCS and the ground truth traffic matrix.
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Routing strategy Bisection Shift Bisection Random Shuffle

Ftree 1.688 ms 6.715 ms

Hardware adaptive routes 1.750 ms 1.871 ms

Adaptive static routes 1.691 ms 1.691 ms

Table 5.1 : Summary of bisection traffic experiment. Adaptive static routes perform

nearly 4× better than ftree’s traffic-oblivious routes and even 9.6% better than

hardware adaptive routes on the bisection random shuffle traffic pattern.

Using routes generated from this solution, the traffic pattern completes in 1.69 ms

with chunk latencies nearly identical to in the shuffled case.

Table 5.1 summarizes these results. For this bandwidth-bound communication

pattern, CoGARFrSN routes perform very well, delivering much better performance

than traffic-oblivious ftree routes in the shuffled case, and performance that is consis-

tently slightly better than hardware adaptive routing. Furthermore optimized static

routes are extremely competitive with ftree for the bisection shift traffic pattern,

which is a best case pattern for ftree. In all, this experiment provides a basic vali-

dation of the CoGARFrSN system.

5.3 Cyclic Stencil: The Importance of Time

Both compressed sensing-based reconstruction and ILP-based route optimization

summarize the communication from a source to a destination with a single real num-

ber. This means they cannot capture the time-varying behavior of a communication

pair. In some situations, this may be problematic, and in other situations, it may not

matter, as this set of experiments show.
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Figure 5.4 : The cyclic stencil communication pattern

For this experiment, use a communication pattern characteristic of a stencil appli-

cation in a three dimensional domain with periodic boundary conditions. Specifically,

we decompose the domain and map it onto a 16× 16× 12 logical grid of processors,

and assign each chunk to a compute node in x-major order. Each compute node

sends 2 MB to each of its 6 neighbors (±x,±y,±z). Recalling the experiments with

miniGhost (Section 2.4.2), we emulate a periodic boundary condition to eliminate

edge effects. Compute nodes only wait for communication to complete once they

have sent all their messages, as when using non-blocking MPI primitives and eager

transmission.

As shown in Figure 5.4, the communication pattern consists almost entirely of a

combination of shift patterns. Thus, this communication pattern represents nearly

a best-case for ftree. Furthermore, because each leaf switch contains 32 nodes,

all communication in the x dimension and exactly half of communication in the y

dimension remains local to a leaf switch. This means only half of all injected traffic
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will cross the taper, matching the 2:1 taper ratio perfectly, so as long as routing does

not cause congestion, the pattern should be injection bandwidth-bound and take

approximately 0.96 ms to complete.

5.3.1 Large Messages

First, we run the experiment using large messages for communication. Each compute

node sends a single 2 MB message to each neighbor, and all compute nodes send

messages in the same order, i.e. +x followed by −x, +y, . . . .

Ftree and hardware adaptive routing Given this ordering, we must revise

our initial completion time estimate. In the ±z communication phases, all nodes

send messages that cross the taper, oversubscribing the bandwidth out of each leaf

switch, and causing congestion. The fact that bandwidth out of each leaf switch is

undersubscribed in the ±x phases is of no help here. Thus, we expect a completion

time of 1.28 ms. Using ftree, this traffic pattern completes in 1.33 ms; using hardware

adaptive routing, it completes in 1.37 ms, roughly matching our estimates.

CoGARFrSN routing Taking switch counters from 5 SLs and 5 VLs, we re-

construct the traffic pattern to a 0.07% error in 63.7s. Although the pattern uses

the full machine, and thus the reconstruction problem has the maximum number of

variables, the pattern is very sparse in ΨOD, making for an easy recovery.

We optimized routes using the combined formulation. Partitioned Binary genera-

ted an optimal heuristic solution in 253s, but it took until 500s for the master problem

to accept the solution. Evaluating the generated routes on the ground truth traffic

pattern, we see that the routes are optimal, giving an AR gap of 0%. However, in this

case, the optimized routes perform substantially worse, taking 2.39 ms to complete,
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Figure 5.5 : Congested fraction plot of the −y communication phase: Notice heavy

congestion on several up-pointing links from each leaf switch

approximately 80% longer than ftree.

Using our reservoir-sampling based scheme, we can easily understand the source

of this unexpected performance degradation. Looking at only one phase of the com-

munication, e.g. the −y phase, reveals heavy congestion, as shown in Figure 5.5,

primarily on links leading from leaf switches to spine switches. In this phase, each

leaf switch must send 16 flows to an adjacent leaf switch. Using its 16 links, this can

be done without causing congestion; however, because the ILP formulation cannot

not distinguish traffic in one phase from traffic in another phase, it oversubscribes

certain links, by 5x in the worst case, resulting in severe congestion. These over-

subscribed links are undersubscribed in later phases to ensure total traffic through

each link remains balanced, but with highly synchronous communication and large

messages, overall balance does not lead to good performance.

5.3.2 Small Messages

Recalling our miniGhost experiments, we next try the same communication pattern

with small messages. Instead of sending a single 2 MB message to each neighbor,
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each compute node now sends 1024 2 KB messages to each neighbor, preserving the

total amount of communication.

Ftree routing Although contention for tapered bandwidth still occurs during

the ±z communication phase, these smaller messages fit in the switches’ buffers, so

they can be sent while the tapered bandwidth is unneeded during the ±x communi-

cation phase. Thus, our initial bandwidth-only calculations apply, giving an expected

runtime of 0.96 ms. This remains a near-best case traffic pattern for ftree, and the

communication pattern completes in 1.02 ms using ftree and 1.04 ms using hardware

adaptive routing.

CoGARFrSN routing Since the ILP formulations are identical in the large

and small message case, we use the same routes that performed poorly with large

messages. In this case, the traffic pattern completes in 1.02 ms, a nearly identical

running time to that with ftree, and again marginally faster than with hardware

adaptive routing.

With small messages, the time-varying behavior of the communication pattern

is less important, and the communication behaves more like the simple bandwidth-

bound flow model used in the ILP formulations. Under these conditions, the fact that

these routes are optimal based on the ILP objective function translates directly to

optimality in completion time.

Random routing We can further verify that the optimal performance is due to

optimal routes, eliminating the possibility that using small messages eliminates the

importance of routing, by evaluating the traffic pattern on a set of random minimal

routes. In this case, the pattern takes 3.25 ms to complete, over 3× worse than the
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Routing strategy Large Messages Small Messages

Ftree 1.331 ms 1.016 ms

Adaptive static routes 2.392 ms 1.016 ms

Hardware adaptive routes 1.373 ms 1.042 ms

Random 3.322 ms 3.250 ms

Table 5.2 : Summary of cyclic stencil experiment. With small messages, the ILP-

optimal adaptive static routes perform essentially identically to ftree routes, mar-

ginally faster than hardware adaptive routing, and substantially better than traffic-

oblivious random routes.

optimal routes.

5.3.3 Summary

Table 5.2 summarizes these results. The fact that our static routes are oblivious to the

time-varying behavior of communication means that in some cases routes that appear

optimal actually perform poorly in practice, as illustrated in the large message case.

However, reducing the message size enables multiple communication phases to occur

simultaneously, resulting in a traffic pattern that more closely matches the simplified

network model used in the ILP formulations. In this case, routes that appear optimal

according to the objective used in the ILP formulations result in optimal performance.
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5.4 Barrier with a Bully: The `∞ Norm and Dynamic Range

Limits

The goal of this experiment is to illustrate two limitations of our system and how they

can be addressed. The first executions demonstrate one downside of only considering

the worst link when determining optimal routes, and the second set of executions

demonstrate a simple modification to prevent large flows from masking small latency-

bound flows.

For this set of experiments, we use traces from two applications. The first, barrier,

shown in Algorithm 8 and Figure 5.6, performs repeated global and local synchroni-

zation over 2048 nodes, logically mapped to a 32 × 32 grid. TraceR implements the

MPI Barrier as a reduction to the lowest-numbered rank using a binary reduction

tree [181] followed by a broadcast using the same binary tree in the opposite di-

rection.∗ Although the communication pattern consists entirely of lines and might

appear to be a good fit for the consecutive differences basis, many of the lines have

slope 2 or 1/2 due to the 2:1 reduction tree, are so are not diagonals.

The second application, bully, consists of pairs of nodes sending 200 KB messages

to each other repeatedly. In each of 16 rounds, each node sends 100 messages using

non-blocking sends, then waits until it has sent all 100 messages and received all 100 of

its partner’s messages. In total, each node sends and receives approximately 300 MB.

Using the line rate of 12.5 GB/s gives a minimum completion time of 26 ms. Bully

executes on 1000 nodes, partitioned randomly into 500 pairs, with communication

partners remaining constant over the whole execution.

∗The released version of TraceR uses 0-byte messages for the broadcast and reduction, but to

improve the fidelity of the simulation and avoid a bug in CODES that results in improper handling

of 0-byte messages, I patched TraceR to use 8-byte messages instead.
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Algorithm 8: Barrier microbenchmark

x← rank mod 32

y ← brank/32c

/* Form a subcommunicator for each row, column */

Join communicator CR
x

Join communicator CC
y

for i← 1 to 100 do

Barrier on CR
x

Barrier on CC
y

Global barrier

0 128 256 384 512
0

128

256

384

512

Figure 5.6 : Upper left portion of the barrier communication pattern
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Figure 5.7 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment using ftree

routing

5.4.1 Random Allocations

For these executions, we allocate nodes for the Barrier and the Bully jobs randomly.

Since the network has 3072 nodes, 24 nodes remain idle. Both jobs use the standard

linear mapping of ranks to nodes.

Ftree routing Barrier in isolation executes in 4.2 ms. Unsurprisingly, adding

bully slows down the execution of the barrier pattern dramatically, to 30.8 ms, 7.3×

as long. Although, each node in the Bully job receives traffic from only one sender, so

the random bisection traffic cannot not cause incast patterns, any time routes used

by two bully flows share a link, congestion ensues. Notice the scattered, often severe

congestion in Figure 5.7. As in the experiment with the cyclic stencil pattern, and for

similar reasons, the worst congestion is on the up-pointing links from leaf switches.

However, with this pattern, congestion spreads all across the network. The resulting

congestion dramatically increases the latency of any barrier packets that pass through

those links or also any other links that form part of the congestion tree, and this extra

latency leads to the longer execution time.
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Figure 5.8 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment using har-

dware adaptive routing. The circled leaf switches have seventeen nodes running the

bully application, and the first pod is in the blue rectangle.

Hardware adaptive routing Surprisingly, hardware adaptive routing exacer-

bates congestion significantly. With adaptive routing, the barrier communication

pattern takes 60.3 ms to complete, nearly twice as long as with static ftree routing.

As show in Figure 5.8, congestion is much more regular than with ftree, and some

scattered congestion disappears, but in particular, links from core switches to spine

switches in the first pod are uniformly severely congested. This dramatically increases

the latency of any packets that must enter the first pod.

Of the 96 leaf switches, two end up with seventeen nodes allocated to the bully

job. These two leaf switches are circled in blue in Figure 5.8. In neither case do any

of the seventeen nodes communicate with a node from the same leaf switch, so those

two leaf switches have seventeen flows coming from other leaf switches, but there are

only sixteen links from spine switches to each of those leaf switches. This results

in congestion on all sixteen links, which then rapidly spreads backwards, causing

congestion trees rooted in the interior of the network. The milder congestion in the
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second and third pods are due to leaf switches with sixteen bully nodes, but it has a

less significant impact.

Given that the allocations are random, this is an especially unlucky allocation.

Because barrier’s reduction tree is rooted at rank 0, lower numbered ranks will receive

more messages, and will tend to reside in the first pod. This causes the congestion

to translate into a larger-than-expected performance impact.

Combined formulation-optimized routing We want to compare how opti-

mized static routes perform on this traffic pattern. To focus solely on the impact of

route optimization, instead of reconstructing the traffic pattern, we feed a stylized

synthetic version of the traffic pattern to the combined ILP formulation. In the synt-

hetic version of the traffic pattern, each bully node transmits 100 units of traffic and

each barrier node transmits 1 unit of traffic to each communication partner.

The Partitioned Binary formulation generates a heuristic solution with an ob-

jective of 200 units of traffic on the worst link in 2.6 minutes. The Basic MCF

formulation does not improve on this solution, and it returns these routes at the end

of the time limit. The adaptive routing bound for this traffic pattern is 112.81, giving

a 77% AR gap. Although this seems like a poor quality solution, given enough time

(approximately 30 minutes if Gurobi focuses on the bound), Gurobi can prove it is

optimal. Because the two leaf switches with seventeen bully nodes only have sixteen

outgoing links, by the pigeonhole principle, one link must carry at least two bully

flows, giving a lower bound of 200 units.

The barrier traffic pattern executes in 7.8 ms with optimized routes, nearly 4×

faster than with ftree, but still 88% slower than without the bully application.

Although this is a significant improvement, the residual impact of the bully ap-
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Figure 5.9 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment using opti-

mized static routes produced with the combined formulation

plication on the barrier is still higher than we would like. Furthermore, Figure 5.9

still shows several links with severe congestion. This congestion results from one of

the weaknesses of our formulations. Although in the majority of cases minimizing

traffic on the worst link, i.e. minimizing the `∞ norm of traffic on links, results in an

even spread of traffic, it is not perfect. In situations where a few links must carry

substantially more traffic than the average link, the objective no longer prioritizes

spreading traffic any more than necessary to prevent links from exceeding the bound.

Although the secondary and tertiary objectives in the Partitioned Binary formulation

do promote spreading traffic even when not reflected in the objective function, they

do not entirely fix the problem.

Master problem alone Concretely, with the chosen formulation produced by

Partitioned Binary, 15 links carry 200 units of traffic even though only four must do so.

If we optimize with the master problem alone, the best feasible solution in 12 minutes

has objective value 201.0, very close to optimal, but has 114 links carrying at least

200 units of traffic. The routing tables from this solution also cause significantly more
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Figure 5.10 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment using static

routes produced by the Basic Multi-commodity Flow formulation alone

congestion, as shown in Figure 5.10. This congestion results in worse performance,

completing the barrier traffic pattern in 21.1 ms, only about 32% faster than ftree.

Special formulation We can create a special formulation by changing the ob-

jective of the Basic MCF formulation to minimize the number of links carrying more

than 150 units of traffic. Although this seems to be a more difficult problem to solve,

given an additional 11 minutes of computation time, Gurobi can produce routes with

only four links carrying 200 units of traffic. The routing tables from this solution

further reduce the amount of congestion, as shown in Figure 5.11. In fact, the con-

gested fraction plot shows only six links in the first pod with a noticeable amount of

congestion; the four thick dark links are the four links carrying 200 units of traffic,

and backpressure from these links results in congestion on the other two links. The

barrier pattern now completes in 6.3 ms, only 51% slower than the no-bully case.

Although these three feasible solutions have nearly the same objective value accor-

ding to our standard `∞ objective, there is a significant difference in their performance

and in the amount of congestion they produce. Although this does illustrate a weak-
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Figure 5.11 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment using opti-

mized static routes that minimize the number of links carrying 150 or more units of

traffic

ness of our formulations, we still believe the combined formulation is a good choice.

First, as mentioned previously and as illustrated by the example, heuristic solutions

generated by the Partitioned Binary formulation tend to spread traffic beyond simply

what the final objective function requires. Second, although we did experiment with

alternative formulations, they tended to dramatically increase the difficulty of the

model, rendering it intractable to solve in the time frame that routing requires.

In particular, one alternative formulation without the “`∞ issue” is to minimize

the `2 norm of the vector of traffic on each link. Although Gurobi also solves quadratic

problems, this formulation results in very large non-convex quadratic programs, which

solved very slowly.

In summary, as shown in Table 5.3, optimized static routes deliver significantly

better performance and create less congestion than traffic-oblivious ftree routing and

even hardware adaptive routing. We see that solely focusing on the `∞ norm hides

some important qualities of routes, qualities that lead to significant performance
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Strategy and approach Runtime of barrier (ms) Congested fraction plot

No bully 4.19 –

Ftree static routing 30.81 Figure 5.7

Hardware adaptive routing 60.29 Figure 5.8

Combined formulation 7.89 Figure 5.9

Master problem alone 21.07 Figure 5.10

Special formulation 6.33 Figure 5.11

Table 5.3 : Summary of barrier and bully experiment with random allocations. Sta-

tic routes optimized using the combined formulation perform nearly 4× better than

ftree’s traffic-oblivious routes and 7.6× better than hardware adaptive routing.

differences. However, Partitioned Binary’s secondary and tertiary objective functions

tend to lead to solutions that spread traffic even beyond what is required to achieve

the desired objective, and deliver good performance in practice.

5.4.2 Modified Allocations

In this set of experiments, we side-step the previous issue of oversubscription of tape-

red bandwidth at certain leaf switches, by changing the allocation of nodes to jobs so

that no leaf switch receives more than fifteen nodes running the bully application. A

few nodes that were previously idle run the bully application instead, and vice versa,

preserving the total number of nodes in each job.

Ftree routing As before, we first evaluate the new allocation with ftree routes.

Since congestion using ftree with the purely random allocation was mostly unrelated
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Figure 5.12 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment with a

modified allocation and ftree routing

Figure 5.13 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment with a

modified allocation and fine-grained hardware adaptive routing

to having seventeen bully nodes connected to a leaf switch, modifying the allocation

does not significantly impact the performance or congestion. Figure 5.12 shows that

ftree routes still cause scattered congestion, often severe, and particularly bad on

links leading from leaf switches to spine switches. The barrier traffic pattern takes

29.8 ms to complete, still several times slower than the barrier in isolation.
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Hardware adaptive routing In contrast, the allocation was the source of the

performance degradation when using hardware adaptive routing. Thus, performance

improves significantly with hardware adaptive routing, completing the barrier pat-

tern in 9.3 ms. Comparing Figure 5.13 to Figure 5.8 shows a total absence of the

severe uniform congestion at core switches which resulted in such poor performance

previously. Because hardware adaptive routing as implemented in CODES acts on lo-

cal knowledge alone, core switches initially make some sub-optimal routing decisions

in this case, not balancing traffic for a leaf switch between available spine switches,

which results in congestion.

CoGARFrSN routing with pure byte weighting Since adaptive static rou-

tes can use global information, we conjecture that they may deliver better perfor-

mance. However, trying to reconstruct this traffic pattern poses a significant chal-

lenge. Barrier nodes send and receive 300 messages, with only an 8 byte payload each,

for a total of 2400 bytes. In contrast, each node of the bully application sends 781

MB total, nearly 350 000× more. If we consider the barrier communication pattern

signal and the bully communication pattern noise, this gives a signal-to-noise ratio

of -75.5 dB. CODES does not explicitly simulate packet headers, but even adding a

24-byte header to each message results in a difference of 85 000×. Unsurprisingly,

reconstructing the barrier pattern in this situation results in an essentially empty

communication pattern. Although the overall error is only 0.03% after converging in

58s, the error in the barrier traffic pattern is 100%.

The combined formulation easily generates optimal routes for the reconstructed

traffic pattern, which is essentially a bisection shuffle pattern with 2/3 of the network

idle. The Partitioned Binary heuristic solution finishes in fifteen seconds, though the
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master problem takes a few minutes to accept it. The generated routes route barrier

traffic randomly, since it is indistinguishable from any other empty flows.

However, these routes still provide an incredible performance improvement be-

cause they eliminate congestion. The traffic pattern completes in 4.8 ms, 6.2× faster

than with ftree. When links carry one flow at line rate, as they do in these optimal

routes, buffers remain essentially empty. Buffer occupancies only begin to grow sig-

nificantly, causing latencies to increase, when incoming traffic exceeds line rate. The

random routes for barrier traffic do cause barrier flows to overlap with bully flows,

which does cause incoming traffic to exceed line rate, but the amount of traffic is so

minimal, that latencies remain low. Since the barrier application is almost entirely

latency-bound, this translates into good performance.

CoGARFrSN routing with mixed weighting As mentioned in Section 4.2,

switch counters typically count both packets and bytes, and the entire CoGARFrSN

framework works with any linear combination of packets and bytes. Thus, we attempt

reconstruction using a mix of packets and bytes which gives additional weight to

small packets. Concretely, we use MTU
2

(total packets) + total bytes
2

, where MTU is the

expected packet size for large messages. Although not necessary, this mixed weighting

has the nice property that it asymptotically matches the total byte count for large

messages; for an MTU -sized packet, the mixed weighting and the standard byte

weighting both give exactly MTU .

Using mixed weighting, the dynamic range between the barrier traffic pattern and

the bully traffic pattern drops to a challenging but tractable difference of 4000×. Ho-

wever, even with this difference, our initial reconstruction, although not blank, has a

173% error for the barrier pattern. Because TFOCS reconstructs the bisection pat-
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Figure 5.14 : Scaling the entire input vector improves reconstruction accuracy

tern easily and accurately, it terminates because of convergence without having fully

resolved the barrier pattern. Surprisingly, simply scaling the switch counter vector

uniformly resolves this problem. Unlike changing the traffic weighting technique, sca-

ling uniformly does not change the dynamic range, but a strange interaction between

TFOCS termination criteria and scaling causes significant improvement. Figure 5.14

shows qualitatively how reconstruction quality improves with scaling.

Because some experiments capture data from just a few milliseconds while others

use traces that span several seconds, it is not totally surprising that some amount of

scaling may be necessary. We believe automatically scaling input data is feasible but

defer it to future work.

Scaling so that the largest entry is 107 enables the reconstruction to reach a

relative error of 0.0077% (i.e. 7.7 × 10−5) in 6 minutes. The reconstructed barrier

traffic pattern has an 8.2% relative error. Figure 5.15 shows the reconstructed traffic

pattern, which is visually nearly identical to the ground truth (Figure 5.6). A detailed

inspection shows a few errors, two of which are circled. The reconstruction also has
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Figure 5.15 : Upper left portion of the reconstructed barrier communication pattern.

Notice the missing and stray source-destination pairs inside the blue circles.

some slight noise which is not visually apparent.

We then generate optimized routes with the combined formulation using this re-

constructed pattern. The Partitioned Binary formulation generates a solution with

an AR gap of only 0.74% in about two minutes, and the master problem is not able

to find a better solution within the allotted twelve minutes. These routes deliver the

best performance so far, completing the barrier traffic pattern in 4.46 ms, with no

visible congestion, as shown in Figure 5.16. These routes are 6.7× faster than ftree,

an additional 7% faster than the optimized routes without mixed weighting, and only

6% slower than when the barrier runs in isolation.

Table 5.4 summarizes these results. Using pure bytes weighting, the vast dyna-

mic range prohibits our compressed-sensing based approach from accurately recon-

structing the barrier pattern. However, the combined formulation easily optimizes
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Figure 5.16 : Congested fraction plot of the barrier and bully experiment with a

modified allocation and static routes optimized based on reconstruction with mixed

weighting

Strategy Barrier runtime (ms) Congested fraction plot

No bully 4.19 –

Ftree 29.78 Figure 5.12

Hardware adaptive 9.26 Figure 5.13

Combined form., pure byte

weighting
4.78 See Note 1

Combined form., mixed

weighting
4.46 Figure 5.16

Table 5.4 : Summary of barrier and bully experiment with an allocation that assigns

no more than fifteen nodes per leaf switch to the bully application. Static routes

optimized using the combined formulation perform nearly 6.7× better than ftree’s

traffic-oblivious routes and 52% faster than hardware adaptive routing.

1. The congested fraction plot for the combined formulation with pure byte weighting

was indistinguishable from Figure 5.16, so it was omitted.
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the bully traffic pattern, eliminating the congestion it causes, and speeding up the

barrier traffic pattern as well. With mixed weighting, in spite of a dynamic range

that remains very large, we are able to reconstruct the barrier pattern accurately,

which leads to an additional performance improvement. In all, using optimized static

routes, we are able to isolate the extremely latency-sensitive barrier application from

the huge bully application; the barrier application runs only 6% slower than when

run without the bully.

5.5 BoxLib CNS: Optimizing from an Inaccurate Recon-

struction

As noted in Section 4.7, some irregular traffic patterns reconstruct with significant

inaccuracies when limited to 5 SLs and 5 VLs. In this section, we explore the quality of

the optimized static routes CoGARFrSN produces for these irregular traffic patterns.

For this experiment, we use the communication pattern of BoxLib CNS, as des-

cribed in Section 3.5.1. For this experiment, we use the same node allocation as in

Section 4.7, i.e. a contiguous allocation using nodes 10 to 1033, inclusive. Note that

this allocation does not correspond to either trace or trace* defined in Section 3.5.1.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.6, BoxLib CNS is the least regular traffic pattern, and so

has more significant non-zeros when expressed in ΨOD than any other traffic pattern

we evaluate. This lack of sparsity results in nearly 87% error when reconstructed

with 5 SLs and 5 VLs.

Figure 5.17a shows this reconstruction, compared to the ground truth in Fi-

gure 5.17b. Much of the communication near the main diagonal reconstructs fai-

rly accurately since it exhibits more regularity, as do some of the shift pattern-like
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Figure 5.17 : BoxLib CNS reconstruction compared to ground truth

fragments. However, other portions of the communication pattern, for example the

portion circled in blue, are very faint, inaccurate, or missing in the reconstruction.

CoGARFrSN routing With the reconstructed traffic pattern as input, the

combined formulation finds routes that have an AR gap of 0.1%. However, evaluating

these routes on the ground truth traffic pattern shows they actually have and AR gap

of 69.13%. For comparison, when using the ground truth as input, the combined

formulation finds routes with an AR gap of 0.04%. Thus we can conclude that the

substantially larger AR gap using CoGARFrSN routes is the result of the inaccurate

reconstruction.

Ftree routing Although the AR gap produced by CoGARFrSN appears disap-

pointingly large, these routes are still better than routes produced by traffic oblivious

schemes. Ftree routes give an AR gap of 105.94%. Although ftree routes shift
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Routing strategy AR Gap

Combined formulation with perfect knowledge 0.04%

CoGARFrSN 69.13%

Ftree 105.94%

Random 84.16%

Table 5.5 : Summary of BoxLib CNS experiment. CoGARFrSN routes spread traf-

fic better than traffic-oblivious approaches even with significant inaccuracies in the

reconstruction.

patterns well, diagonal lines on a communication matrix with a slope of 1/2 or 2 cor-

respond to patterns that ftree routes less well. Since BoxLib CNS’s traffic pattern

contains several bands of communication with slope 1/2 and 2, ftree routes provide

poor performance for BoxLib CNS.

Random routing In fact, a randomly chosen set of minimal routes gives an

AR gap of 84.16%. These routes spread traffic better than ftree but worse than

CoGARFrSN routes. Random routes are traffic-oblivious, but also avoid exhibiting

pathologically poor performance under nearly any traffic pattern.

Summary Table 5.5 summarizes the results from this experiment. As expected,

optimization based on partial or inaccurate information produces routes of worse

quality. However, this experiment suggests that even partial information is useful

and can result in routes that spread traffic more evenly than traffic-oblivious schemes.

This suggests deploying CoGARFrSN on a full system can improve performance even

if the system executes some applications with irregular communication patterns.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we showed that CoGARFrSN routes reduce congestion and deliver

good performance. We are able to reconstruct traffic patterns with a high degree of

accuracy and use the reconstructed traffic patterns to optimize routes. Although this

system has some limitations, including the lack of information from the time dom-

ain, an objective function that does not fully express optimality, and some difficulty

reconstructing traffic patterns with huge dynamic ranges, our system works well. Co-

GARFrSN routes often deliver a 4-7× speedup over ftree routes and often even a

significant improvement compared to fine-grained hardware adaptive routing. Our

experiments with BoxLib CNS show that CoGARFrSN can leverage even inaccurate

traffic pattern estimates to produce routes that spread traffic substantially better

than ftree and random routes.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation describes a collection of new techniques that leverage statistical and

mathematical methods to measure network activity, infer communication partners,

estimate traffic between communication partners, and generate static routes that sig-

nificantly improve communication performance relative to existing methods. We make

four primary contributions: First, we detail a lightweight monitoring scheme based

on packet sampling to identify the sources and causes of congestion. Second, we for-

mulate an on-line method for optimizing routes on a statically routed network using

integer linear programming. Third, we present a compressed sensing-based technique

for reconstructing the sources and destinations of network traffic based on measure-

ments from switch counters. Finally, we combine the second and third contributions

to form a system called CoGARFrSN that enables statically routed networks to re-

act to congestion, essentially turning statically routed networks into coarse-grained

adaptive networks. Unlike previous traffic-aware static routing algorithms, CoGAR-

FrSN does not require difficult-to-obtain a priori knowledge of applications’ traffic

patterns to use. Each contribution contributes one piece to the overall goal of im-

proving communication performance and making good communication performance

easier to achieve.

Our lightweight reservoir sampling-based congestion monitoring scheme helps ap-

plication developers identify the sources and causes of congestion in their application

as they relate to the network, i.e. what parts of the network cause or suffer from
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congestion, and to correlate network congestion with the parts of their application

that cause or suffer from congestion. Combining both perspectives makes congestion

easier to understand, and ultimately, to fix. We present rules for diagnosing whet-

her the congestion is due to an application’s traffic pattern, background traffic, or

its mapping onto the physical network, which is useful since each of these causes is

addressed differently. We present and validate a way of generating this information

from as little as 5–6 bits in a packet header using a hash function and reconstruction

algorithm we propose.

Our on-line route optimization technique uses integer linear programming to opti-

mize routing in statically routed networks. Although this problem is well-studied for

Ethernet networks, most previous formulations did not enforce the routing constraints

imposed by InfiniBand and similar networks, namely only allowing one output port

per destination. Under this constraint, we formulate the problem of minimizing the

maximum amount of traffic on a link. We present two ILP formulations for this pro-

blem, a Basic Multi-commodity Flow formulation, which is globally optimal, and the

Partitioned Binary formulation, which solves several smaller routing problems and

tends to generate high-quality routing tables assignments quickly. Although both

formulations work fairly well alone, we combine these formulations, with the Parti-

tioned Binary formulation serving as a heuristic. Evaluating our routing algorithm

on synthetic and trace-based traffic patterns, we show that optimally selected static

routes can spread traffic very close to as well as perfect adaptive routing; the average

penalty for using static routes is between 0.5% and 1.1%. Furthermore, the combined

formulation produces routes that are almost always within 5% of the perfect adaptive

routing bound in minutes.

Our compressed sensing-based route reconstruction technique identifies the sour-
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ces and destinations of traffic using switch counters and scheduler information. We

enhance the basic reconstruction framework by developing several bases that tend to

represent sparsely communication patterns used in HPC applications, and by develo-

ping a way of overloading the built-in and underutilized network features of service

levels and virtual lanes to increase measurement incoherence. Both modifications

dramatically improve reconstruction accuracy. By running the reconstruction algo-

rithm on a GPU, we obtain impressive performance, and can solve even the largest

reconstruction problems in six minutes. Using 5 virtual lanes and 5 services levels,

our technique reconstructs traffic patterns from most of the test applications with

a relative error of less than 2.5%, although large applications with highly irregular

traffic patterns are less amenable to reconstruction.

COarse Grained Adaptive Routing FoR Static Networks (CoGARFrSN) combi-

nes our compressed sensing-based route reconstruction technique with our ILP-based

route optimization technique to enable statically routed networks to automatically

adapt to traffic patterns. CoGARFrSN operates at the timescale of minutes, far slower

than hardware adaptive routing that selects routes on-line for individual messages, but

fast enough for many long-running iterative HPC applications. Our experiments with

a network simulator show that CoGARFrSN routes often result in a 4–7× speedup

over traffic-oblivious ftree routes for several communication motifs, and CoGAR-

FrSN routes sometimes even perform significantly better than fine-grained hardware

adaptive routing. Furthermore, as shown in Section 5.5, CoGARFrSN routes can

spread traffic better than traffic-oblivious routing algorithms, even with partial and

somewhat inaccurate knowledge of the traffic pattern.

These contributions, novel uses of existing hardware capabilities and easy-to-

implement modifications, provide HPC developers with several pathways for impro-
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ving communication performance. The lightweight measurements of communication

traffic they collect, 5–6 bits for reservoir sampling and switch counters for CoGAR-

FrSN, when analyzed with sophisticated mathematical techniques, provide insight

into network congestion and its causes. We can use this information to guide the

selection of optimized traffic-aware static routes that improve overall system perfor-

mance and deliver useful insights to application developers.

6.1 Potential Extensions

6.1.1 Improving Route Optimization

Allowing re-routing during core down phase of Partitioned Binary An

earlier implementation of the Partitioned Binary formulation designed as a stand-

alone formulation as opposed to a heuristic allowed re-routing of previously routed

4-hop traffic during the final (core down) phase. This tends to result in high quality

solutions, although it increases the number of variables and constraints required in

the core down model. Since the master problem can improve upon heuristic solutions

using local search, adjusting 4-hop traffic should be within the purview of local search,

and removing this feature dramatically simplified the code, the final version does not

contain this feature. However, our experiments have shown that Gurobi improves

solutions only rarely, so directly modeling re-routing may result in better routes.

Adding symmetry-breaking constraints Gurobi struggles with proving a

dual bound any higher than the bound from ignoring the one-output-port-per-

destination constraints in most cases. This may lead to unnecessary computation,

which can prevent Gurobi from discovering better feasible solutions. Discussions

with Gurobi developers suggest that the extreme amount of symmetry in the Basic
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Multi-commodity Flow formulation could be the culprit. Although Gurobi can le-

verage symmetry automatically, it may be failing to do so in this case. Manually

adding symmetry-breaking constraints [182] or using a related technique could help.

Adding leaf-to-spine and spine-to-leaf cutting planes Another method

for improving the dual bound is the addition of cutting planes. For each leaf switch,

we can solve a small independent problem routing all 4-hop and 6-hop traffic from

that leaf switch to spine switches, ignoring the rest of the network. The dual bound

for this small subproblem is a lower bound for the global problem. We can produce

a similar bound for spine-to-leaf links by solving the subproblem that assigns each

4-hop or 6-hop flow for the current leaf switch to the spine switch that leads to best

balancing the traffic. Both of these bounds can be implemented as cutting planes.

Section 5.4.1 mentioned how it took Gurobi 30 minutes to prove a bound that seemed

trivial with the pigeonhole principle. These cutting planes would vastly accelerate

that process.

Parameter tuning for Partitioned Binary Modern ILP solvers have many

dozens of configurable parameters that affect solver behavior, and tuning parameters

for a specific problem often improves performance. Gurobi provides an automatic

tuning tool that measures the performance of the solver with different parameters,

but it is not suitable for tuning overall performance in the complex workflow of

optimization problems used in the Partitioned Binary formulation. Right now, we

use hand-chosen parameters that seem to perform well with most traffic patterns,

but further tuning may yield additional performance improvements. In particular,

the best parameters may differ for each objective within each phase, but we use the

same parameters for each objective and almost the same parameters for each phase.
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Using a combination of Gurobi’s parameter tuning API and building custom tuning

harnesses will enable a more systematic exploration of the parameter space, hopefully

resulting in better tuning.

Routing on damaged networks Simple routing schemes like ftree work best

on complete and symmetric networks, but links fail relatively frequently. If the

subnet manager reassigns routes obliviously, it could result in performance degra-

dations much larger than would be expected due to one link failure. The Basic MCF

formulation can accommodate damaged networks easily; simply add a constraint to

force the amount of traffic on each failed link to zero. The Partitioned Binary for-

mulation can also accommodate damaged networks, but may require slight changes

variables’ weights to account for the imbalance in the network topology. With these

modifications, we can still produce near-optimal routes for damaged networks.

6.1.2 Improving Traffic Pattern Reconstruction

Special handling for MPI collectives Although, as we saw in Chapter 5, this

technique can reconstruct traffic from MPI collectives by treating them as point-to-

point traffic, it is possible to add a special basis element to ΨOD to capture common

collective patterns, such as global broadcasts or reductions to rank 0.

Less pessimistic experimental setup In general, our experiments showed re-

construction accuracy with 1 VL is quite poor. Since 1 VL is easiest to integrate into

existing systems, more promising results would have been ideal. Since some aspects

of these experiments evaluated a worst-case situation, it would be worthwhile to si-

mulate a more realistic environment before discarding the potential for reconstruction

with one VL. Specifically, typical scheduler allocations are fragmented, which leads
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to longer routes, so packets take more hops and create a more significant signal.

Secondly, the regularity routes produced by ftree may contribute to aliasing and

increase coherence, so testing with optimized traffic-aware routing tables produced

by the ILP formulations in Chapter 3 may result in more accurate reconstructions.

Improving efficiency of GPU reconstruction Our current GPU-accelerated

reconstruction method wastes a significant amount of time due to Matlab overheads.

Porting the code to a different language has the potential to dramatically speed up

reconstruction. Doing so provides an opportunity for further tuning reconstruction

parameters to increase accuracy.

Iterative re-weighting Candes et al. [183] propose an interesting approach

that involves re-weighting the coefficients and iteratively solving the optimization

process. It appears to improve the results in some cases, and, although preliminary

experiments did not show a significant improvement for this type of problem, it may

provide an additional mechanism for increasing accuracy. Further optimization of

the GPU-accelerated reconstruction method may make the additional computational

cost from iterative re-weighting feasible.

Extending reconstruction approach to adaptively routed networks Alt-

hough, as formulated in this dissertation, our compressed sensing-based approach to

traffic reconstruction requires static routes, it may be possible to use adaptive routes.

Suppose it is possible to model approximately hardware adaptive routing using fixed

coefficients for the fraction of traffic through each potential output port, for example

by assuming a switch splits traffic roughly evenly between potential output ports.

Then the forward operator, which computes the amount of traffic on each link given
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a traffic pattern, is still a linear operator, and this approach still applies, requiring

only a slight adjustment to the routing matrix construction. These fixed coefficients

can depend on values retrieved from switch counters, for example port stalls.

Furthermore, this approach also provides another source of incoherence. Infi-

niBand networks implement hardware adaptive routing by choosing a set of ports,

instead of a single port, for each destination. Because of the high path diversity of

fat tree networks, port groups often have 16 or more members. Instead of choosing

the full set of ports for each destination, we can configure each destination to use

a randomly chosen subset of the 16 ports. For example, choosing subsets of size 10

yields over 8000 potential subsets, and, as long as the subsets are large enough, the

performance impact should be minimal.

6.1.3 Extending CoGARFrSN to the Time Dimension

As we saw in Section 5.3, one weakness of the current approach is its lack of time

domain information. Both route optimization and traffic pattern reconstruction can

be modified to fix this weakness, but at the cost of a dramatic increase in the com-

putational cost of both optimization problems. Instead of expressing communication

between a source and destination as a single number, we can express it as a function

of time. For iterative applications, it is likely to take the form of a sum of square

waves with various frequencies and duty cycles. These functions likely have sparse

representations as well, perhaps using some modification of Haar wavelets [184], and

are also correlated between source-destination pairs in the same application. Switch

counters can be sampled randomly, providing an additional source of incoherence.

Medical imaging researchers have employed similar strategies to accelerate cardiac

imaging with compressed sensing by using a basis that expresses periodic motion (as
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of a heart beating) sparsely [185].

There is no clear extension to our multi-commodity flow formulation that allows

flow to vary over time while enforcing that routing does not vary. On the other hand,

the binary formulations can be extended fairly easily to a discrete number of time

steps. Each constraint involving J must be replicated for each time step. Surprisingly,

this modification only marginally increases the number of variables, but dramatically

increases the number of constraints. Since both the traffic pattern reconstruction and

route optimization problems are near the limits of computational feasibility in the

present work, we did not pursue these extensions further.

6.2 Open Questions

How accurate does a reconstruction need to be to be useful for route

optimization? Reconstructions for most experiments with CoGARFrSN in Chap-

ter 5 reached an accuracy below 1%, and lead to routes that improved performance.

Furthermore, the experiment with the barrier application in Section 5.4 and the ex-

periment with BoxLib CNS in Section 5.5 show that poor reconstruction accuracy

leads to worse routes, as expected. However, we have not studied the impact of re-

construction accuracy in detail. The experiment with BoxLib CNS in Section 5.5

suggests that the quality of routes degrades gradually as reconstruction accuracy de-

creases, and routes based on inaccurate reconstructions can still spread traffic better

than traffic-oblivious routes, but the relationship between reconstruction accuracy

and route quality should be further characterized before drawing firm conclusions.

Does using virtual lanes and service levels to increase incoherence sig-

nificantly impact network performance? A packet’s virtual lane affects how it
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is queued and can affect its priority, which can impact communication performance.

Our extensions to the CODES network simulator do not model the effect of service le-

vels and virtual lanes on queuing, so our experiments do not capture any performance

impacts. If the performance impact is meaningful, are there alternative strategies for

choosing virtual lanes that increase incoherence and consider performance?

Answering these open questions and implementing these proposed extensions will

continue to improve on the contributions we present in this dissertation. Although

these contributions remain in silico at present and must ultimately be deployed in

production networks to have a direct impact, we believe the ideas presented here are

practically implementable, and that they, and the ideas they inspire, will help HPC

developers achieve better communication performance.
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Appendix A

Application Communication Matrices

A.1 Interpreting Communication Matrix Diagrams

Communication matrix diagrams are a convenient visualization tool for understanding

a communication pattern. Although conventions differ in the literature, we use a

matrix-based numbering convention; the origin is the top left. Like matrices but

unlike normal x-y plots, the (i, j) entry represents position i on the vertical axis and

position j on the horizontal axis. The (i, j) entry represents traffic from source j to

destination i, but most communication patterns are symmetric, so typically the (i, j)

entry is the same as the (j, i) entry. A white point represents no communication.

We use both grayscale and red-blue variants of communication matrix diagrams.

Grayscale communication matrix diagrams show the source-destination pair with the

most communication as solid black, and use linear interpolation to choose shades

of gray for less intense source-destination pairs. Red-blue communication matrix

diagrams are useful for when communication patterns are expressed in another basis

and so can contain negative value. Blue entries represent positive numbers while red

entries represent negative numbers. Solid blue corresponds to the largest positive

value, while solid red corresponds to the most negative value. Colors are chosen for

other values using linear interpolation separately for positive and negative values to

ensure 0 is white.
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In the remainder of this appendix, we show the full communication matrix for

each application used in Chapters 3 and 4. Section 3.5.1 describes each application.

Sections of a communication matrix outlined in light blue are shown in subsequent

detail views.

A.2 BoxLib MultiGrid C
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Figure A.1 : BoxLib MG C full view
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Figure A.2 : BoxLib MG C detail view

A.3 AMG
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Figure A.3 : AMG full view
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Figure A.4 : AMG detail view

A.4 BoxLib CNS
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Figure A.5 : BoxLib CNS full view
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Notice the self-similarity in the communication pattern due to the application’s recur-

sive decomposition computational pattern. For examples, the gray square is similar

to the black square scaled by a factor of 1/2, and the brown square is similar to the

black square scaled non-uniformly by 1/2 in the x dimension and 1 in the y dimension.
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Figure A.6 : BoxLib CNS detail view of the upper left corner
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Figure A.7 : BoxLib CNS detail view of the bottom right corner

A.5 PARTISN
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Figure A.8 : PARTISN full view
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A.6 MultiGrid C
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Figure A.9 : MultiGrid C full view
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Figure A.10 : MultiGrid C detail view of the upper left corner
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Figure A.11 : MultiGrid C detail view of the right side

A.7 Nekbone
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Figure A.12 : Nekbone full view
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Figure A.13 : Nekbone detail view. Notice the light counter-diagonals, one of which

is pointed to by the arrow.
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A.8 LULESH
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Figure A.14 : LULESH full view
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Figure A.15 : LULESH detail view
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